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Welcome

The Three Peaks
It’s May as I write this and still there is plenty of snow on 
some of the Scottish hills, particularly Ben Nevis. At the 
same time, the season for � ree Peaks Challenges has 
begun, meaning that walkers attempting to bag the 
three highest peaks in England, Scotland and Wales in 
24 hours will likely face winter conditions as they 
approach the high point of their journey. I wonder how 

many of them will be prepared for it?
It’s a di�  cult one, the � ree Peaks Challenge. I wouldn’t want to 

dissuade anyone from testing their mettle in the great outdoors or raising 
money for charity, but at the same time this is a challenge that’s overdone. 
� e huge numbers of people undertaking group walks over the � ree Peaks 
every year has a detrimental e� ect not just on the three mountains but also 
on nearby communities, who experience van-loads of hill-baggers turning 
up at all hours of the day and night. By necessity, the classic � ree Peaks 
Challenge also involves a hell of a lot of driving and commensurate 
amounts of fuel being burnt.

When people contact us at � e Great Outdoors wanting to do the � ree 
Peaks, we recommend they create their own challenges instead, ideally 
entirely self-powered ones. How much more fun to sleep out in the hills 
than to spend the night hauling yourself to the summit of Scafell Pike?

If you’re looking for challenge ideas for this summer, here’s one to get you 
started – turn to page 24 and read about Will Renwick’s two-day adventure 
across the Welsh 3000s: a much more enjoyable way to bag Snowdon! � en, 
for an alternative perspective on Scafell Pike, turn to page 32 to read what it’s 
like to spend 18 months in its company. And � nally, we can also o� er an 
alternative approach to Ben Nevis, the Ledge Route (page 47).

Meanwhile, if you really want to do the � ree Peaks Challenge, check 
out this website: www.threepeakspartnership.co.uk. It’s been set up by the 
bodies that look a� er each of the mountains, and o� ers lots of useful advice.
Emily 

Cover photo: Crib Goch in Snowdonia by Ray Wood

Get in touch: @TGOMagazine
editorial@tgomagazine.co.uk
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Contributors And  how they plan to make the most of June’s long days

Vivienne Crow
Regular contributor Vivienne 
Crow has been on the Wales Coast 
Path near Mwnt in Ceredigion to 
walk a small but rugged section 
that hadn’t been open to the 
public until last year.  She’s also 
been spending time exploring the 
“wrong valleys” of the Lake District 
(see page 52) and getting to know 
the Clwydian Hills and nearby 
Llangollen area of North Wales.  
For June’s long days: 
“A trip to Perthshire is on the 
cards, and I’m planning a few epic 
sunrise-to-sunset days in the Lakes 
and Southern Uplands.” 

Terry Abraham
After the critical and commercial 
success of his documentary 
featuring a year in the life of Scafell 
Pike (see photo essay on page 
32), Terry hasn’t wasted any time 
in getting to work on producing 
the sequel, Life of a Mountain: 
Blencathra. Since February he has 
been spending countless days and 
nights fi lming in the northern Lakes.
For June’s long days:  
“Long days in June? You’re not 
kidding. I think I’ll have aged 
another 10 years come the autumn, 
with 4am starts and 11pm fi nishes 
on and around Blencathra.” 

Will Renwick
Spying a gap in the weather 
during a family holiday on the 
Lleyn Peninsula, Will didn’t let 
the opportunity for some fun in 
Snowdonia go amiss. He headed 
into the Park to attempt the Welsh 
3000s – a two-day adventure 
you can read about on page 24. 
He’s also been lucky enough 
to enjoy a weekend in the Lake 
District to hear Ray Mears, Steve 
Birkinshaw and Joss Naylor speak 
at the Keswick Mountain Festival, 
and to sample the local brews.
For June’s long days: 
“For me, June means after-work 
hikes. I’m also considering a 
personal challenge to see how 
far I can get on a train without 
pitching for a camp in darkness.”

Ray Wood
Getting out on his mountain bike 
recently, photographer Ray admits 
to having quickly realised that 
endless winter hours at the indoor 
climbing wall don’t necessarily 
mean aerobic fi tness. This hasn’t 
held him up though; he managed 
to bike up and down Cadair Idris 
for the fi rst time, and walked 
with Will Renwick for most of 
his Welsh 3000s trip (see page 
24), where he was reminded of 
what a slog the ascent of Elidir 
Fawr from Nant Peris can be.
For June’s long days: 
“In June, weather permitting, I’ve 
promised my two daughters we’ll 
bivvy on the Carneddau plateau 
and I’ve a trip to Northern Ireland’s 
Mourne Mountains planned.”

Ronald Turnbull
Variety is the spice they say. 
Ronald has been verifying this 
with recent back-to-back trips in 
Spain and Scotland. First he 
visited the warm, off-white 
rocks of the Sierra Tejeda: a 
limestone range of Andalusia. 
Next up, he headed to the black 
gabbro of the Cuillin in late-April 
snow showers. 
For June’s long days:  
“I’m looking forward to some 
backpacking trips across the 
Lakes – a form of fun I can never 
get too much of due to the 
excellence of the bar meals.”

Chris Townsend
Although there’s still plenty of 
snow in the hills, Chris Townsend 
was pleased to have the fi rst 
backpacking trip of the year without 
winter equipment on Bynack More 
in the Cairngorms. He’s had stormy 
weather for other trips though, 
including an ascent of Schiehallion 
in icy rain and dense mist. Away 
from the hills Chris has been giving 
talks on his Scottish Watershed and 
Pacifi c Crest Trail walks and has 
recently been elected as a Trustee 
of the John Muir Trust. He’s also 
been testing the latest stoves for a 
comparative review – see page 76.
For June’s long days: 
“I’m planning on some high level 
camps in the Highlands, away from 
the midges and above the world.”
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Escape

Glen Coe 
from Meall 
Mor, West 
Highlands
As a landscape photographer I am 
always looking for alternativee 
takes on classic views of Scotland, 
all the more diffi cult a task when 
taking the camera around one of 
Scotland’s most iconic locations: 
Glen Coe. I had originally 
intended to climb all the way up 
to the summit of Meall Mor but I 
eventually settled on this viewpoint. 
Its position above the turn in the 
A82 at signal rock,  looking east 
along the glen, affords you an 
almost symmetrical look down 
the road  between the Aonach 
Eagach ridge on the left and the 
Three sisters on the right. I ended 
up sitting here for a good while, just 
watching the gentle play of sun and 
cloud creating abstract shapes of 
light and shadow over the glen.

Photo by Damian Shields
damianshields.photoshelter.com

pp46-47 | Bidean nam Bian route
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Escape

Cul Beag, 
Assynt, 
North-west 
Highlands

I’d like to say I reached the top 
of Cul Beag perfectly timed to 
coincide with the last rays hitting 
the summit cairn deliberately and 
on purpose, but I was exhausted 
from a long ascent and only just 
made it, seconds before the sun 
was extinguished in an opaque fi zz 
of cloud. I wouldn’t have wanted to 
wait for that light anyway – as far as 
the wind was concerned, it was still 
winter. Cul Mor and Suilven lead 
the way into space, north-west. It’s 
said that Assynt is where the Norse 
Gods practiced mountain building, 
and after four days’ solo by foot and 
packraft, that seemed completely 
plausible.

Photo by David Lintern
davidlintern.com
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Escape

Llyn Idwal, 
Snowdonia 
This ethereal image is the result 
of a 4am start en route to Y Garn 
via the Devil’s Kitchen.  When I 
reached the crystal-clear waters of 
Llyn Idwal after a short walk from 
Ogwen Cottage I was greeted by 
this breathtaking scene.  
It shows the first rays of morning 
light gently illuminating both 
Glyder Fawr and the low-lying 
stratiform clouds that are trapped 
in the hanging valley of Cwm Idwal.
Mesmerised, I watched the clouds 
ebb and flow as they swirled around 
the valley and decided to mimic this 
effect in the aquamarine outflow 
waters of the lake by utilising a  
five-second exposure.

Photo by Alan Novelli
alannovelli.co.uk

pp108 | Glyder Fawr route
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Almanac June

June in the hills

The summer solsTice, Sunday 
21 June, provides the perfect 
excuse – as if any were needed – for 
a long day out in the hills or an 
atmospheric wild camp, catching 
both the sunset and sunrise. In 
the Highlands, you could enjoy as 
much as 18 hours of daylight on the 
longest day of the year. Assuming 
the weather’s fine, that could mean a 
lot of summit-bagging. 

Alternatively, take inspiration 
from those of a pagan bent and 

head somewhere with spiritual 
connections. It’s believed that the 
stones for Stonehenge originated 
from the Preseli hills in the 
Pembrokeshire Coast National 
Park, and the area is packed 
with intriguing reminders of the 
ancient past. It is home to around 
20 prehistoric sites, the largest of 
all being the Neolithic dolmen 
of Pentre Ifan (pictured). You 
can spot many of them along 
the 13-kilometre ‘Golden Road’ 

across the spine of the hills, a trail 
thought to be part of an Iron Age 
‘super highway’. Aside from such 
relics, you’ll find views of all three 
sides of Pembrokeshire and a 
perfect place to watch the sun set 
below the sea horizon.

A Pembrokeshire solstice

Online extra 
Head to tinyurl.com/tgomag-solstice 
to read what happened when Carey 
Davies and Dougie Cunningham spent 
the solstice wild camping on Suilven

16    The Great Outdoors  June 2015

Pentre ifan, Preseli Hills, 
Pembrokeshire 
© Pembrokeshire Coast 

National Park Authority



  Ilkley Moor, Yorkshire
There are believed to be over 

250 carved stones on this moor 
in West Yorkshire, the most 
notable being the Swastika 
Stone (so-called because of its 
shape). A good spot on the moor 
to visit during a solstice walk is 

the stone circle of The Twelve 
Apostles, believed by some to be a 

druidic post for the observation of 
the moon. 

  Ben Hope, 
Sutherland
The most northerly Munro 
and so a perfect solstice 
destination for a walk and 
a wild camp. This 927m 
mountain has a 772m 
prominence resulting in 
wide reaching views. On 
the solstice you’ll be able 
to spend much of the night 
exploring the mountain and 
its surroundings without the 
threat of darkness.
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What was the plan? 
We thought we’d be able to provide a 
unique way of finding out how hard 
it was to be an adventurer 100 years 
ago in comparison to now after 
all the developments in clothing 
and equipment. Beforehand we 
made sure we were both as even as 
possible in terms of fitness; we then 
underwent medical testing before, 
during and after the expedition to 
see how the different types of kit 
impacted us.
What kit did each of you use?
I had wooden skis and a wooden 
sled, and was wearing tweed 
trousers and a woollen jumper. 
Hugo was using and wearing the 
modern equivalent of each. My food 
consisted of oatmeal, fat and cured 
meat; Hugo ate mostly freeze-dried, 
high energy food packets.
How did they compare?
The new kit had a much wider gap 
between its hot and cold limits. 
You couldn’t rush yourself in the 
old kit as you would get too hot 
and sweaty and it would take much 
longer to dry out once wet. Also 
the old kit was much heavier; I was 
wearing 15kg, whereas my twin was 
wearing 7.5kg. However, at times 
the older stuff performed better. 
A lot of the synthetics weren’t so 
great for wicking or insulating as 
natural fibres. A woolly jumper 
can sometimes be just as effective 

in terms of performance and the 
tweed trousers I wore were far better 
protection in the wind. Hugo, in 
modern trousers, had to stuff hats 
and gloves down his pants to protect 
certain areas. 
What about the food? 
The old fashioned food was far 
better for sustaining and fulfilling 
my energy and sugar levels. With 
the freeze-dried food my twin was 
nearly in a hypoglycaemic coma as 
his sugar levels were so low. 
Did anyone say you were reckless?
We met a polar guide in Greenland 
who was very concerned that we 
were going out onto the icecap in 
leather shoes, but they performed 
just as well as the modern boots.
What’s your next project?
We’re soon off to Russia to climb 
Mount Elbrus. This time we’ll be 
highlighting the kit worn by George 
Mallory on his Everest expedition 
from 1922-24, when he supposedly 
got to its summit. So we’ve got 
specially made hobnail boots, thick 
trousers, and steel crampons. 
Do you think gear design is going 
the wrong way now?
I think it is going the right way, but 
what they aren’t doing enough is 
looking back at some of those old 
materials to see how they can modify 
them into new products, rather than 
trying to reinvent the wheel.
www.theturnertwins.co.uk

  The Ring of 
Brodgar, Orkney
This stone circle on Mainland 
Orkney is 104m in diameter 
and is suspected to have been 
built as long ago as 2500 BC. 
It’s part of a larger group on 
Orkney now recognised as 
a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. Their far north location 
means that if you head up for 
the solstice you might find 
night won’t even arrive.

Q&A
The Turner Twins 

Self-profeSSed ‘Adventure GuineA piGS’, the Turner twins 
Ross and Hugo are completely identical, not only in looks but in 

fitness and endurance. In the unique position of being the only identical 
twins attempting expeditions in extreme environments, they work with 
the King’s College Department of Twin Research to study how hostile 
conditions affect their bodies. Their latest expedition was a bid to cross 
Antarctica in honour of Ernest Shackleton, 100 years after his attempt. 
One twin used Shackleton’s kit, the other modern equipment. After two 
weeks attempting to cross Greenland, an unfortunate knee injury to 
Hugo forced them to pull out... but as Ross revealed to us, it was still a 
fascinating experiment. 
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  Schiehallion, 
Perthshire
The original Gaelic 
name of this Munro is 
Sidh Chailleann, usually 
interpreted as “the fairy 
hill of the Caledonians”. 
Wander its slopes and 
you might find Uamh 
Tom a’Mhor-fhir, a cave 
where the mountain’s 
mystical creatures are 
supposed to dwell. 
Even if there’s no sign 
of the fairies to enchant 
you, when the solstice 
is clear you’ll be able 
to take in views across 
Highland Perthshire 
to Rannoch Moor. 
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THE LOCH LOMOND & � e Trossachs 
National Park Authority has approved 

plans to extend a ban on informal camping 
beyond the eastern shores of Loch Lomond to a 
number of other lochside locations. 

Although wild camping is legal in Scotland 
under the Land Reform Act, a bylaw has 
prevented wild camping at east Loch Lomond 
since 2011, following widespread damage to the 
area. Under these proposed extensions to the 
bylaws, this would be rolled out through other 
loch-side areas of the National Park. 

� e National Park Authority say that large 
numbers of campers repeatedly visiting popular 
areas are bringing litter and human waste to 
the shores of the Park’s lochs, as well as cutting 
down trees for � rewood and abandoning their 
campsites. 

� e recommendations from o�  cers at the 
National Park Authority approved by their 
board include the creation of four camping 
management bylaw zones on its busiest loch-
shores, and investment in improved camping 
facilities. 

However, walkers’ organisations including 
Ramblers Scotland and the Mountaineering 
Council of Scotland (MCofS) have criticised the 
plans, saying that they 
penalise responsible 
users of the Park. 
Andrea Partridge, 
Access O�  cer for the 
MCofS, commented: 
“� e Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 was a 
landmark piece of legislation and yet it is being 
eroded by a National Park Authority which has 
a primary aim to promote understanding and 
enjoyment of the special qualities of the area by 
the public.”

Writing in his column in this magazine, � e 
Great Outdoors’ Chris Townsend commented: 
“Self-propelled travellers, whether by foot, 
bicycle or canoe, should not be treated the same 
as car campers. 

“Vandalism and antisocial behaviour 
is already illegal and anyone involved in 

18    The Great Outdoors  June 2015

beside public roads etc. What we are seeing 
there is not wild camping; it’s car-borne large 
groups with lots of kit – chainsaws, generators, 
everything that isn’t wild camping.

“We’ve only had one bylaw breach in four 
seasons of operation at east Loch Lomond. 
� at contrasts starkly with the amount of 
enforcement that we were having to do, working 
with the police, before the bylaw came in, where 
people were being prosecuted for vandalism 
and in some cases violent situations.

“We’re proposing these under the National 
Park Act, but under the Land Reform Act 
there are bylaw-making powers to deal with 
activities that are causing issues or damage to 
the environment. So we are utilising the very 
provisions that are in the existing legislation, 
that allow us to deal with a local problem in our 
area, without having to say that’s something that 
would be appropriate nationally.” 

� e National Park Authority has now begun 
the process of requesting Scottish Government 
approval for the plans. � is involves a further 
30-day noti� cation period where the National 
Park Authority must give the public notice. It 
is expected that this will have commenced by 
the time this issue of � e Great Outdoors is 
published. Interested parties will have one month 
from the notice to make representations to the 
Scottish Government if they have objections.

“Under these proposals 96.3% of the 
park is still available for wild camping”

Trossachs 
National Park 
approves 
extended 
camping ban
Proposed bylaws would limit lochside 
camping within much of the Park

The four lochside 
areas for which the 

bylaws are proposed

such activities forfeits their access rights 
[...]. Enforcement of the current laws would 
help reduce the problem without penalising 
backpackers, climbers and others who just want 
to pitch their tent for a night and then move on.”

We recently put some of those points to 
the National Park’s Chief Executive, Gordon 
Watson, who said: “� e Park welcomes wild 
camping and under these proposals 96.3% of 
the park is still available for that. � ese areas are 
not places that people who are wild camping 
would go to, because of what’s happening there 
and because of their sheer accessibility, right 
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Bhutan MFS

facebook
Join us on Follow us on

Exploremore
Meindl Bhutan and X-SO Surround -  
traditional heritage meets the biggest 
innovation in boot technology in decades.
For exceptional days on the hills

X-SO 70 mid GTX Surround Lady
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23 May-8 JUNE

Wainwright: A Love Letter 
to the Lakeland Fells
A major exhibition at the Keswick 
Museum and Art Gallery to 
celebrate 60 years since the 
publication of the Pictorial Guides. 
Among other attractions, visitors 
can get kitted out with replica 
Wainwright gear at an original 
Cumbrian bus stop and check 
out the timetable to travel to the 
Lakes for a weekend’s walking, 
1930s style.
keswickmuseum.org.uk 

Outdoor
Events

Wainwright: A Love Letter

6-14 JUNE

South Downs Way 
Annual Walk
Join in a 35-year tradition by 
taking part in this organised walk 
along the full 160km length of the 
South Downs Way. 
southdownsway.com

10-30 JUNE 
Blackburn with Darwen 
Walking & Cycling 
Festival 
A 16-day festival with over 30 
walks and bike rides. Walks 

include the 20km West Pennine 
Moor Challenge and cyclists can 
enjoy mountain biking lessons, 
canal towpath rides and more.
visitblackburn.co.uk/whats-on

12-14 JUNE 

Corsham Walking 
Festival
This festival in the medieval town 
on the edge of the Cotswolds 
returns for its second year with 
22 different routes taking in the 
Wiltshire countryside. 
corsham.gov.uk/town/
corshamforwalking.php

13-20 JUNE

East Peak Outdoors 
Festival
A programme of walks crossing 
a variety of landscapes. There’ll 
be woodland trail, reservoir, 
moorland and urban walks, and 
will be plenty for history lovers, 
including a walk linked by an old 
steam train.
epip.org.uk

13-21 JUNE 

Herefordshire Walking 
Festival
Featuring walks along the Wye 
River and through the valleys of 
the Olchon and Arrow. There’ll also 
be a half-day course in navigation 
by map and compass around the 
surrounding slopes of Symonds Yat.
walkingfestival.com

1-8 JUly 

Conwy Walking Week
A week of themed and guided 
walks throughout Conwy County, a 
picturesque area at the foot of the 
Carneddau range of Snowdonia. 
erf@conwy.gov.uk 

4 JUly

An  evening with Nadir 
Khan
The adventure, lifestyle and 
landscape photographer will be 
sharing his stories and advice at 
Plas y Brenin mountain centre in 
Snowdonia.
pyb.co.uk



Almanac June

The Royal Institute of Navigation is 
warning that map-reading skills are 

under threat in the UK due to people’s 
over-reliance on mobile phones and Satnavs.

The president of the Institute, Roger 
McKinley, says society is being “sedated by 
software” and recommends that traditional 
nav skills need to be taught in schools. 

“It is concerning that children are no longer 
routinely learning at home or school how to do 
anything more than press ‘search’ buttons on a 
device to get anywhere,” he said. 

“Many cannot read a landscape, an 
Ordnance Survey map, or fi nd their way to a 
destination with just a compass, let alone 
wonder at the amazing role astronomy plays in 
establishing a precise location.

“Instead, generations are now growing up 
utterly dependent on signals and software to 
fi nd their way around.”

We polled our readers to fi nd out their 
thoughts on young people and navigation. The 
results of the survey, along with some of your 
comments, are below.  
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It’s still an important skill 
and schools should take 
responsibility for it 

 It’s an important skill, 
however responsibility 

for teaching it shouldn’t 
lie with schools but 

elsewhere (eg. in homes, 
clubs and award schemes) 

 It’s no longer 
an important 

skill and 
therefore no 

longer 
necessary for 

people to be 
taught 

2%

“I learned in the Scouts. 
Now I teach navigation 
skills on Dartmoor, but it 
is getting harder to fi ll the 
courses. I also see it on 
long challenge walks... all 
they want is the GPX fi le. 
It has made these events 
an uneven challenge.”
Adrian Partridge 

“I fi nd it disappointing 
that people no longer 
want to learn to navigate, 
surely this is all part of the 
enjoyment of being out 
on the hills.”
Paul ‘Bill’ Bishop

“Technology is great until 
you get caught in a 
downpour or the batteries 
give up. Learn to read a 
map and use a compass – 
it could save your life.”
David Underhill 

“Navigation by map and 
compass is a skill only 
required by someone 
wanting to navigate by 
this method. It is not 
necessary for any other 
purpose. Why should the 
majority have it imposed 
on them?”
Waldin Robey
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Sedated by software



� is month sees the 
publication of Wild 

Ruins: � e explorer’s guide to 
Britain’s lost castles, follies, relics 
and remains by Dave Hamilton. 
It’s supposedly Britain’s � rst 
guidebook to its own ruins, from 
well-known castles and decayed 
manor houses, to long forgotten 
wells, cottages, mills and chapels. 
Each of the 250 locations comes 
with its need-to-know facts 
and instructions on how to 
visit and gain access. Here are 
some examples we think would 
be worth dedicating a day to 
walking to or around.

Wild Ruins is published by Wild 
� ings Publishing, at £16.99

Britain’s ruined wonders 

   Harwood Beck Chapel, 
Cumbria
This chapel built in 1849 sits 
alongside a meandering stream 
through a wide and remote valley 
in the Cumbrian Hills. Each of its 
gables remains yet the roof is long 
gone, allowing the interior to fi ll with 
plant life in the summer. A good way 
to approach the ruin it is to walk 
over Touting Hill from Cow Green 
Reservoir.

   Druids Temple, Ripon, 
North Yorkshire
 It might look like another pagan 
reminder from page 16, however 
this stone circle is actually a folly. 
It was originally commissioned by 
William Danby of Swindon Hall in 
1820 though it’s not entirely known 
why. Some suggest it was a means 
of generating income for soldiers 
returning from the Napoleonic 
Wars. It’s more likely it was 
simply the whim of an upper-class 
eccentric. The folly is surrounded 
by tall conifers in which can also 
be found two caves that are worth 
seeking out.

   Fussell’s Iron Works, 
Somerset
You’ll need to track your way 
through deep woodland to fi nd 
these sprawling ruins. Iron was 
worked here from 1744 and the 
building prospered for many years 
making agricultural equipment 
until forced to close in 1894. Now, 
all that remains are ivy strangled 
staircases leading to nowhere, 
abandoned machinery and moss-
clad walls.

     Cairn O’Get and 
Whaligoe Steps,  
North Scottish Highlands
Leading down a steep cliffside on 
Scotland’s most north-easterly 
coast are 365 hand-carved 
steps. They date back to the 19th 
century when they were used by 
fi sherwomen to haul up the day’s 
catch of herring and cod from a 
now-abandoned harbour. Nearby 
can also be found the historic Cairn 
O’Get, a burial chamber thought to 
be at least 5,000 years old. 

   SS Castle, Eston Hills, 
North York Moors
The Eston Hills make good 
walking thanks to their views of 
the Yorkshire moors. However, 
while you are there it’s worth 
extending your route to hunt down 
this little ruin. At fi rst glance you 
might mistake it for a woodland-
swallowed chapel, but it’s actually a 
relic of the mining industry that was 
once so prevalent in the area – a 
19th century concrete fan house 
used to ventilate the shafts of the 
Eston mining complex. Its peculiar 
name comes from the two metal 
S-shaped wall ties clearly visible on 
its tower.

� ings Publishing, at £16.99
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Almanac June

“I thought the world  
was about to end”

IT WAS A HOT AND STICKY Saturday 
morning, the typical pre-monsoon 

weather. I was in my room, on the third � oor 
of an old wooden Newari home in the dust and 
chaos of � amel, the heart of Kathmandu. It 
was almost noon and I was about to set o�  for 
a trek to Nagarkot, a village 20 miles outside of 
town, famous for its beautiful sunrises behind 
the Himalayas. I was packing my bag when 
suddenly the � oor started to tremble, gently at 
� rst and then restlessly. � e walls and ceiling of 
my room were shaking like nothing I had seen 
before. � e plaster was falling o� , my books 
were on the ground. I rushed out, crying my 
housemate’s name. I found him and we ran 
down the three � ights of stairs as fast as we 
could, trying not to tumble. 

When we got outside we saw � ocks of people 
screaming and running around. � e earth was 

still shaking with such an intensity that I thought 
the whole world was about to end. I held my 
friend tightly and closed my eyes. A� er some 
minutes the shake suddenly stopped. I looked at 
my feet and realised that I didn’t have my shoes 
on, not that it mattered; the only thing I wanted, 
then, was to � ee that frightening narrow street 
packed with buildings. 

Avalanche on Everest
Up in the Himalayas, in Everest Base Camp at 
over 17,000� , the situation unfolded in a very 
di� erent way. � e 7.9-magnitude earthquake, 
Nepal’s worst in 80 years, triggered the deadliest 
avalanche in the mountain’s history. 

“I was training my clients in the Khumbu 
icefall, when we felt a very strong wind and saw 
a massive avalanche coming towards us from 
Nupche. A few seconds later another one was 

Jessica Tradati was in Kathmandu when the Nepalese 
earthquake struck in April. She has since had the 
opportunity to speak to some of the climbers who were 
at base camp on the day of quake, and to villagers whose 
lives were pulled apart on that Saturday morning

coming down from Pumori. Just then I realised 
that the icy ground below us was crazily shaking. 
� e only shelter we could � nd was a big block 
of ice right in front of us,” says Dawa Chheten 
Sherpa, a guide for Arun Treks and Expeditions, 
who miraculously survived. “When we arrived 
in BC everything was covered in snow. Some 
people were digging bodies out, some others were 
looking for their belongings. We found our tents 
15 or 20 metres down from where we le�  them.”

� is year at Base Camp there were more 
than 1500 climbers from around 35 di� erent 
expedition groups; some of them were attempting 
the summit for the second season in a row, a� er 
last year’s avalanche took the lives of 16 Sherpa 
guides and marked the end of Everest’s climbing 
season. “Many of my Sherpa friends are scared 
now and don’t want to climb anymore; they are 
thinking of opening a guesthouse instead or 
� nding a job in some construction companies in 
Dubai” says Tendi Sherpa. 

� e government has not o�  cialised yet 
whether the permits issued this year will be 
extended into next year, and this is a decisive 
factor for climbers who might want to return to 
the mountain next season. 

“What happened this time is going to scare 
away lots of people,” says Elizabeth Hawley, 
the 92-year-old journalist and creator of the 

Villagers of Chalise 
Phata setting up 

shelters where once 
stood their village

Durbar Square ruins, 
UNESCO heritage 
site in Kathmandu

Durbar Square ruins, 
UNESCO heritage 
site in Kathmandu



Putting the band
back together 

Forty years after the first British 
ascent of Everest, two of the 
world’s greatest mountaineers 
have renewed their climbing 
partnership to raise desperately 
needed relief funds in the wake 
of the Nepal earthquakes.

Sir Chris Bonington and Doug 
Scott have teamed up to launch 
#ClimbForCAN, a fundraising 
campaign to support the work of 
Community Action Nepal (CAN) 
in remote regions of Nepal.

On 12 June, they will lead an 
‘expedition’ to scale the height 
of Everest (8,848m) on the ice 
wall at King Kong Climbing 
Centre in Keswick and are 
inviting up to 240 members of 
the public to join the climb.

To complete the expedition, the 
team will need to climb the wall 
1,000 times within 24 hours. This 
special event will also commemorate 
the 40th anniversary of the first 
British ascent of Mount Everest in 
1975, which was led by Bonington 
and put Scott on the summit. All 
funds raised by the project will go 
directly to the earthquake appeal 
being run by Community Action 
Nepal, Doug Scott’s longstanding 
charity which works on the ground 
in Nepal, helping local communities. 
climbforcan.org
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Himalayan Database, who has been chronicling 
Himalayan mountaineering since 1963. “I think 
Everest is going to have very few climbers next 
year, especially because you plan and save and 
book Everest well in advance; now is the time for 
people to make up their minds and you know 
which way they will probably go at the moment. 
But in the long term of course people will still 
go the mountain, ‘because it’s there’, as Mallory 
wisely said in 1924.”  

What happens now?
Tourism is the mainstay of Nepal’s economy. 
The government makes about $3m every year 
from trekking and expedition permit charges; 
a drop in the number of 
tourists will not just affect 
the state’s pockets but also 
a wide range of businesses 
across the country: from 
hotels, guesthouses, 
trekking agencies and 
Sherpa organisations, to taxi 
drivers, restaurants and rice 
wholesalers. 

But before worrying 
about the tourism industry, 
Nepal needs to face its 
humanitarian crisis. With 
a death toll of over 8,000 
people and more than 
200,000 destroyed houses, 
the government is struggling to distribute 
aid and relief to all the victims. “Though 
62,000 people are in need of tents, only 3,500 
have got them, and the food items that have 
been dispatched to the worst-hit areas are 
insufficient,” says lawmaker Agni Sapkota, from 
the heavily affected Sindhupalchok district. 

Although the help of foreign relief operations 
continues, with new Indian, American 
and Chinese choppers being sent in, the 
geographical structure of the country makes it 
extremely arduous for the rescue teams to reach 
out to all rural settlements scattered around 

the hills. “We have been waiting every day for 
someone to show up but nobody ever came. We 
don’t have tents and enough food for all the 25 
kids that live here,” says Binod Tamang, a young 
villager from the Sindhupalchok village of 
Chalise Phata.

With the monsoon season around the corner, 
people’s main concerns are now about receiving 
temporary shelters and reconstruction aid. The 
Ministry of Home Affairs’ first preliminary data 
shows that more than 200,000 private houses 
were destroyed in the 14 worst-hit districts 
and 190,000 were partially damaged. “There 
is nobody of us who can carry out the task of 
rebuilding the village now; we have heard that 

the government is going to 
send us some help and funds 
to get this going, so we are 
waiting” says Rajkumar, 
a 60-year-old man from 
Sankhu. The government 
has already set up a National 
Reconstruction Fund, where 
it plans to invest at least 
Rs200 billion. Nevertheless, 
no clear guidelines have 
been given yet on how the 
funds will be allocated and 
how they will coordinate the 
reconstruction works. 

Meanwhile, many 
citizens and volunteers 

are autonomously running their own aid and 
rebuilding activities to help bring back people’s 
hope that where there are now only swathes of 
dust and ruin there could be a house again, and 
therefore a life. 

Jessica has set up a Facebook fundraising page, 
the money from which will be invested into 
a reconstruction project. See facebook.com/
nepalneedshelp2015.
For details of other charities that are working 
on the Nepalese relief effort, go to tgomagazine.
co.uk/news/nepalese-earthquake-how-to-help

“I think Everest is 
going to have very 
few climbers next 
year, especially 
because you plan, 
save and book 
Everest well in 
advance”

– Elizabeth Hawley

Kids waiting for 
food supplies in 

Sindhupalchowk, 
one of the worst-hit 

districts



A round of Wales’s 3000ft+ mountains in 24 
hours has become a classic mountain challenge. 
But, as Will Renwick discovers, it’s so much more 
pleasant if you give yourself twice the time!

Wales Backpacking





COLIN DONNELLY FOUND HIMSELF writhing 
on the � oor during his attempt to run the Welsh 
3000s in 1988. Yet, despite a terrible case of 
stomach cramps he still managed to go on to 
complete the round – all 15 of Wales’s 
mountains over 3000�  – and in the fastest time 
ever of four hours and 19 minutes. 

While this is the extreme way to tackle it, 
those with less audacity will seek to take on the 
challenge, � rst de� ned by � omas Firbank in 
1940, in less than 24 hours. � ose with even less 
audacity will try it in two days. Me, for instance.  

Twelve hours in and not even halfway, I sat in 
my tent with food cooking, my feet resting, and 
a view of the arrow point of Tryfan, its lake-
re� ected tip aiming straight at me. � e moment 
was serene.  � inking about Colin Donnelly’s 
heroic time and the many who take on the 
24-hour challenge made me feel a little guilty.

In the days beforehand, how I’d approach the 
3000s weighed on my mind. Would I go for the 
24 hours or take my time? I eventually settled 
for two days, attempting to reassure myself that 
this was the sensible way as it would be easier to 
sort out logistically.

� e challenge starts at the peak of the � rst 
mountain and � nishes at the peak of the last. 
� is means challengers must be on the top of 
Snowdon at an ungodly hour, and then in turn 
will � nd themselves on the last peak of Foel-
fras, likely at another ungodly hour. Doing it 
over two days meant a nice 8am climb up 
Snowdon and then the following day, a gentle 
evening walk down from the last mountain to 
the sea for the train home from Llanfairfechan. 
Two days also meant I wouldn’t have to worry 
about being fast and light, so there would be no 
need to sort out a support team or checkpoints 
in the passes. I’d just amble along with 
everything on my back.

“� is was the sensible option,” I reminded 
myself, my lakeside noodle dinner now ready to 
eat. � e noodles didn’t get rid of the niggling 
feeling that I’d wimped out a bit. 

   On the Crib 
Goch Knife 
Edge

   Entering the 
Snowdon 
massif

  Camping out

[Previous 
page] Will on 
Crib Goch with 
Snowdon’s 
summit behind

It’s a narrow, tricky drawbridge to 
fortress Snowdon: hands-on-the 
wall climbs, top-to-bottom drops
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  [Top] You’ll want a light pack for 
some of the first day’s scrambles

  Approaching Snowdon’s summit

Blue skies and iconic ridges
The first day had been hugely enjoyable. It 
started with a rendezvous at Snowdon’s 
Pen-y-Pass with Ray Wood. He would be my 
walking companion, my photographer, and – it 
turned out – a very handy guide for a few 
sections of the walk – starting first of all with 
the knife-edge of Crib Goch. 

Considering that Snowdonia is officially the 
wettest place in the UK, we could count 
ourselves very lucky to have blue sky above us. 
We were also lucky to have the iconic ridge walk 
all to ourselves.  It’s a narrow, tricky drawbridge 
to fortress Snowdon, and crossing it requires 
facing all that the mountain can throw at you: 
its hands-on-the wall climbs, its top to bottom 
drops and the wall of the Pinnacles to decide 

whether to get over or around. I had a thrilling 
time negotiating my way along. So much so that 
I momentarily forgot I had 14 other mountains 
to get to the top of. It was only when I glanced to 
my right on my way along the ridge and saw just 
about every one of them spread out to the 
north-west that I realised the task ahead.

After Snowdon (range one of three 
completed) an even more sobering moment 
came with the climb up Elidir Fawr. Snowdon’s 
3560ft is immediately thrown away by the 
plunge into Pen-y-Pass, and Elidir Fawr then 
asks you to climb right back up over 3000ft once 
again. It was a relentless slog, having to follow 
its longer side to avoid the dark slate tips that 
cling to its front like long-dried blood from a 
wound. I’d visited this mountain before, only 

Following in the footsteps of Colin Donnelly? 
Here’s what you need to know 

What: A round conceived by Thomas Firbank 
in his book I ww a Mountain (1940). He was 
supposedly the first person to climb all of 
Wales’s mountains over 3000ft in a day. 
Challengers now seek to emulate this
Peaks: 15
First peak: Snowdon
Last peak: Foel-fras
Distance: around 42km/26 miles
Ascent: 2914m/9550ft (with 
climb to Snowdon included)
Average time: 12-24 hours
Fastest time:  4 hours 19 seconds
How to: Challengers typically start at daybreak 
on the summit of Snowdon and finish in the 
late evening on Foel-fras. Along the way the 
Llanberis Pass and the Ogwen Valley serve 
as useful checkpoints for refuelling. Pickup 
points from Foel-fras are all at least 6km away, 
the popular options being Bwlch y Ddeufaen, 
Llanbedr-y-cennin or Abergwyngregyn.

The Welsh 3000s 
24-hour challenge

Welsh 3000s
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that time I was inside it: sat on a bus driving 
through its innards on a tour of the power 
station within. I remembered the pounding of 
the generators shaking the ground and walls as 
we walked through the brightly lit tunnels.  
This time on top of the Electric Mountain, 
apart from our shuffling steps things were quiet 
and still.

Walking along the top of this mountain, a 
reservoir can be seen halfway down its other 
side. I wouldn’t have thought anything of it, but 
Ray filled me on the secret. “They quite literally 
pull out a plug and it all drains down the 
mountain,” he said. “Then they pump it back up 
again. And repeat.” The reservoir is in fact the 
source of all of the Electric Mountain’s power.

Ray departed for home after the fourth 
summit, and what followed was a bit of mercy 
from the 3000s. Once on top of the Glyderau 
range, most of the height is held from Elidir 
Fawr to Y Garn. There was only a steep but 
relatively brief scree climb until I would be on 
top of the two brothers, Glyder Fawr and 
Glyder Fach.

On their plateau you discover one of the 

most bizarre landscapes that can be found in 
the UK. It’s a boulder-layered tabletop that’s 
often compared to the moon, with strange 
shapes marking the landscape in all directions. 
Two examples that have become quite iconic 
are the giant, jagged teeth of Castell y Gwynt 
(Castle of the Wind) and the Cantilever Stone 
– so precariously balanced it’s mystifying how 
it has remained so for thousands of years. The 
sky was still clear for me at this point, and the 
sun was low enough to embolden the outlines 
of these incredible shapes. Over my shoulder, 
Snowdon and the bat wing of Crib Goch were 
still near, though my ascent of each felt like an 
age away.

Glyder Fawr and Fach were to be my last 
3000s for the day. I decided to bypass Tryfan for 
the night to settle underneath it at Llyn 
Bochlwyd: the lake where I now found myself 
feeling a gnawing sense of guilt for my 
comfortable two-day approach to the 
challenge. Before zipping in for the night I sat 
to watch the last of the sunlight withdrawing up 
through the Ogwen valley from the coast. A 
couple of walkers were returning from the 

mountain in the dusk. “You’ve got the right 
idea,” they remarked.  

Maybe I did have the right idea.  My first day 
exploring Snowdon and the Glyderau had been 
one of my best days out in a long time, taking on 
a classic ridge walk, getting stuck into some 
scrambling and enjoying the unsurpassable 
views that a sunny day in Snowdonia brings out.  
My wild camp spot was also up there with one 
of my best: a deserved solitary rest, tucked in 
under the steep slopes I had not long ago been 
looking down from. I slept well that night.

Welsh 3000s

I watched the last of the sunlight withdrawing up through the valley
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Start/Finish: Pen-y-Pass 
(SH647556) / Llanfairfechan 
(SH678751)
Maps: OS 1:25,000 Explorer Map 
OL17 (Snowdon & Conwy Valley) or 
Harvey’s 1:40,000 Snowdonia 
North
Transport: Pen-y-Pass can be 
reached from  train stations in north 
Wales via the Snowdon Sherpa bus 
system (traveline-cymru.info, 0871 
200 2233). YHA accommodation is 
available there also (yha.org.uk, 
0845 371 9534). Trains from the 
fi nish point at Llanfairfechan serve 
the rest of the country and often run 
directly to London (virgintrains.
co.uk, 0871 977 4222).
Total distance: 48km/30 miles

Day 1: Those looking to complete 
the challenge in 24 hours tend to 
camp on Snowdon for an early 
morning start. If you have two days 
and are a fi t walker it is possible to 
start from the foot of Snowdon at 
Pen-y-Pass and manage to get 
through both the Snowdon and 
Glyderau ranges on the fi rst day. You 
can also camp at the foot of Tryfan 
and climb it the next morning to 
complete the Glyderau on the 
second day instead
Day 2: After the Glyderau is the fi nal 
range: the Carneddau. A fi t walker 
can complete this comfortably in a 
day. Once at the fi nal peak of 
Foel-fras, a track can be followed 
down for roughly 7km to 
Llanfairfechan for the train station

The Welsh 3000s IN TWO DAYS

   Looking down from 
Snowdon to Glaslyn 
Lake

  Tryfan completed, next 
is a slog up Pen yr Ole 
Wen

   The lunar landscape of 
the Glyders

Fit walkers with mountain experience (and a prompt enough start in the morning) 
will fi nd two days gives plenty of time to take on the Welsh 3000s
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Starting the descent 
from Col de la Seigne

Glyderau and Carneddau
The next day began with a scramble up the 
3002ft pile of frost-cracked rocks that make up 
Tryfan. Climbing the arrow-headed mountain is 
a tough challenge for tired legs after a long day of 
walking, but mine had been rested.  Right then, 
it was one of the most alluring post-breakfast 
climbs I could imagine. As the boulders got 
larger, the thrills and views of the long Ogwen 
Valley greater. In no time at all, I had skipped my 
way to the two giant blocks of Adam and Eve 
– perfectly placed on the summit. From there I 
looked on to the final range, the Carneddau. The 
extra day I had given myself meant I had more 
than enough time to enjoy this part of 
Snowdonia that I had longed to explore. 

“How was that?” Ray asked me when we 
reunited in the valley. He needn’t have asked 
considering the size of the smile on my face.

According to Ronald Turnbull and Roy 
Clayton’s guidebook, The Welsh Three Thousand 
Foot Challenges, the Ogwen Valley is where the 
majority of challengers drop out. I assume this is 

1  
Crib Goch
A good peak to 
begin with if 
heading from 
Pen-y-Pass. This is 
the hardest 
mountain of the 
round. Steep drops 
are either side and 
hands are needed 
for large sections

2

Carnedd 
Ugain
This peak between 
Snowdon and Crib 
Goch is barely 
noticeable thanks 
to the drama either 
side, but 
nonetheless 
counts as one of 
the 3000s

3

Snowdon
The highest of the 
lot at 3560ft. To get 
to the next peak, 
Elidir Fawr, a quick 
route is to head 
down the Llanberis 
Path and then cut 
off right towards 
Nant Peris. The 
exit is steep here 
however, so extra 
care is required

4

Elidir Fawr
A long, diagonal 
slog is needed to 
reach the summit 
of this slate-strewn 
mountain. Inside it 
hides Dinorwig’s 
hydroelectric 
power station

5

Y Garn
Linking nicely with 
Elidir Fawr, this is 
one of the easier 
summits to reach. 
Approached from 
Snowdon it 
appears a gentle 
grassy peak, but 
there are steep 
cliffs on its other 
side

 6

Glyder Fawr
The larger of the 
two ‘Glyders’, scree 
slopes lead up to its 
plateau covered 
with rocky 
outcrops

 7

Glyder Fach
Similar to its 
brother but 
perhaps more 
interesting with its 
Cantilever Stone 
and crown of rocks 
named Castell y 
Gwynt

thanks to the daunting stature of Pen yr Ole Wen 
looming above.  But the overnight break meant 
that Tryfan hadn’t tired me out; instead, the 
experience had warmed me up, making the long 
climb up the 3210ft peak bearable. I’d even say it 
was enjoyable – thanks to the fun scrambling 
section that Ray had pointed out an approach 
from the east would afford.

Nine peaks down. The top of Pen yr Ole Wen 
gave a dizzying view back down to the glinting 
Llyn Ogwen, believed to be the final resting 
place for King Arthur’s sword Excalibur. 
Coincidentally, a helicopter was flying over to 
capture the myth-inspiring landscape for a new 
film about the King and his knights. In the 
direction we were to head were the remaining 
Welsh 3000s queued up almost one behind the 
other in a patient line to the coast.

They are a deceptive bunch, the Carneddau. 
Look at them from one side and they appear as 
gently curved, easy-going hills.  But from 
another approach you’ll see their wild side: the 
black-faced cliffs at sharp angles from the grass 

slopes behind them, in particular The Black 
Ladders of Carnedd Dafydd – by name and 
nature the most menacing of all. You don’t want 
to get caught with your head in the clouds on the 
Carneddau.  Fortunately for me the weather was 
still fine and the range offered easy walking 
compared to the rest of the 3000s, with the route 
well trodden and holding its height kindly. 

Then there was Yr Elen. The sheer sight of it 
must make 24-hour challengers want to cry. The 
3000s are lined up alongside each other one by 
one... but not Yr Elen the renegade. It stands 
alone on a spur from the route, asking you to 
break off specifically to bag it. Still, we had no 
reason to complain about this; time was on our 
side, not against us, and we relished the 
opportunity to walk across the narrow saddle to 
the peak with its walls wrapped around the little 
lake of Ffynnon Caseg below.

Ray had had his fun for the day, and headed 
back to the Ogwen Valley after reminding me to 
find the often unconsidered peak of Carnedd 
Gwenllian. This is the 3000ft top that isn’t a 

It was one of the most alluring post-breakfast climbs I could imagine

The Fabulous 15 
our guide to the welsh 3s

 4 1
 2  3

 5 6  7
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 8

Tryfan
This witch’s 
hat-shaped hill is 
known as one of 
the UK’s finest 
scrambles thanks 
to the frost-
cracked stones 
that fill its slopes. 
Perfectly on top of 
its summit are the 
two boulders of 
Adam and Eve that 
are clearly visible 
even from its foot

 9

Pen yr Ole 
Wen
One of the long 
slogs of the Welsh 
3000s. It’s made 
easier by setting 
off from Llyn 
Ogwen and 
approaching the 
summit at a right 
angle via a 
scramble

Carnedd 
Dafydd
The second-
highest of the 
Carneddau range 
and home to the 
ferocious Black 
Ladders which 
drop sharply from 
one side

Carnedd 
Llewelyn
The largest of the 
Carneddau, it’s 
named after 
Llywelyn the 
Great, who once 
ruled Wales for 
part of the 13th 
Century. The 
previous 3000ft 
peak, Carnedd 
Dafydd, takes its 
name from his son

Yr Elen
One of few 
mountains in the 
3000s that feels 
off-route. It is 
accessed via a 
narrow saddle and 
offers views back 
to the rest of the 
Carneddau and the 
Black Ladders

Foel Grach
One of the less 
interesting peaks 
in the 3000s 
though one still 
with rewarding 
views. It has an 
emergency shelter 
just off its summit

Carnedd 
Gwenllian
Formerly named 
Garnedd Uchaf 
until renamed in 
2009 in honour of 
Llywelyn the 
Great’s daughter, 
Gwenllian of 
Wales. Only visible 
as a slight bump, it 
was omitted from 
Thomas Firbank’s 
Welsh 3000s 

Foel-fras
The last of the 
Welsh 3000s, its 
trig point marking 
the end. The 
3091ft mountain is 
a good place to 
spot dotterel on 
their migration

10 1211 13 14 15

Welsh 3000 – or at least wasn’t until Ordnance 
Survey re-measured it in 1983. By then it had 
long missed out on the original Thomas Firbank 
version of the round, and as such isn’t part of the 
classic challenge. But its sprawled cairn is barely 
off-course and there’s little ascent to complain 
about. I was then left to summit my last of the 
list: Foel-fras.

There isn’t much to the finish. Twenty-four-
hour challengers might feel a bit hard done by, 
racing over 14 mountains to reach this 
unremarkable trig point in the closing stages of 
the day or even in darkness. They’ll also need to 
work out which of the many directions to take to 
find their nearest pick-up point, each one at least 
6km away. All I had now was a mid-afternoon 
walk at a lazy pace down towards the Menai 
Strait. It seemed no time at all before I was 
slipping down into Llanfairfechan to catch my 

train, a satisfyingly neat end to the Welsh 3000s. 
I had climbed some of the UK’s best mountains, 
had the famous scramble of Tryfan to myself and 
managed to finally explore the Carneddau, a 
range that on previous trips to Snowdonia I had 
simply known as mysterious dark hills in the 
distance. And all was enjoyed with time in 
between for a perfect wild camping spot.

My previous remorse at not trying the 
24-hour Welsh 3000s challenge seemed 
ridiculous with hindsight. The extra day had 
allowed me to enjoy what a journey across the 
roof of Wales affords, taking in the views of not 
just the whole of Snowdonia, but beyond to the 
hills of mid Wales, the length of the Lleyn 
Peninsula, Anglesey, even across Cardigan Bay 
to Pembrokeshire. I had revelled in my 
surroundings. A day less and I think I would 
have cursed them.

Welsh 3000s

   Carnedd 
Dafydd’s 
Black 
Ladders

   Returning 
from Yr Elen

  The journey 
across the 
saddle to Yr 
Elen

  Heading 
along the 
relatively flat 
tops of the 
Carneddau

 8
 9  15 14 13 11  12 10

OnlIne exTra 
Head to tgomagazine.co.uk to see 
more photographs from Will’s 
two-day backpacking adventure 
in Snowdonia
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Life on a 
Mountain

For 18 months, Terry Abraham spent days 
on end in the Lakeland fells, recording his 

documentary, Life of a Mountain: Scafell Pike. 
The film went on to break BBC records. Here, 

Terry describes his experience and shares 
some of his favourite photographs from his 

time on the Scafells and surrounding hills

Lake District Photo essay
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YOU CAN’T BEAT waking up to the smell of 
dew in the morning and opening the tent 
to experience the sun’s gentle warm kiss 
on your face. In an ideal world, that’s what 
it feels like to camp out in the mountains. 
However, more o� en than not when I was 
� lming in the Scafells, I’d wake to what 
sounded like Godzilla roaring outside my 
tent as it violently buckled and bounced to the 
prevailing storms rolling in from the Irish Sea.

I’ll be the � rst to admit there were times I’d 
crawl under nylon and shed a tear or two.  I 
missed my wife and family and was physically 
battered by the experience of capturing 
England’s highest up close and afar throughout 
the seasons. You may well be only two or 
three miles as the crow � ies from the nearest 
road, but in places like Upper Eskdale you can 
truly feel like you’re in a wilderness. I’d spend 
no less than four or � ve nights out at a time, 
o� en collecting food deliveries from Wasdale 
Head Inn that my wife arranged via online 
supermarkets. To top it all, I don’t drive and 
had to lug all my � lming kit, food and camping 
gear out with me in a monster of a rucksack.

As the weeks and months passed, I 
discovered places most pass by or don’t 
easily spot on maps, which was thrilling 
in itself – but, more importantly, I got to 
know many intimate facets of the fells. From 
Wasdale, the Scafells appear as high grassy 
hills with craggy knobs on top: nowt special 
really. But from Upper Eskdale a di� erent 
personality and perspective is revealed. It’s the 
connoisseur’s mountain country. Towering 
cli� s and shattered rock surround you from 
all sides bar the west, subtly revealing the 
area’s roots as an extinct volcano which 
spewed its innards out to the coastal area.

Scafell Pike is not a place to underestimate 
in winter. Don’t be fooled by familiar routes 
you’ve trodden many times earlier in the 
year. I’ve lost count the number of times I 
encountered avalanche debris or chanced 
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upon lost walkers. I helped the Wasdale 
MRT locate an ill-prepared young couple 
one foul night out in winter 2013. Goodness 
only knows what they thought seeing me 
earlier in the day camped at Hollow Stones, 
let alone many hours later at midnight. 

In summer the Scafells are much more 
benign but no less intriguing, despite the 
large number of Three Peaks Challengers. 
And in autumn... well it all pretty much 
looks the same in truth, just brown! It’s the 
changes on the western horizon where the 
sun sets that make all the difference. From 
late autumn through to late spring, when our 
nearby star heads off to bed behind the Isle 
of Man, it reaches out to Wasdale with one 
final explosion of pink and orange light that 
explodes right down the valley. It’s truly a sight 
to behold if you’re lucky to get the weather.

Memories can fade with time but some 
linger and seep right into our very souls. I 
recollect a time when I spent the night in a 
bivvy just yards from the summit of Scafell 
Pike in June 2013. Shattered after a few nights 
camping and filming by day, I woke at around 
4am for a call of nature and was startled to 
observe a sea of cloud extending to the horizon 
to all points of the compass. It was a Monday 
morning and there I was, the highest person in 
England, admiring the most fantastic sunrise 
beam its pink light over a blanket of cotton 
wool with distant peaks poking through.

My appreciation for our hills has been 
utterly transformed by my 18 months filming 
among the Scafells. Too often, people seek to 
bag the tops or clock off the miles thinking 
that’s the best way to enjoy the outdoors – 
heck I used to be that way – and if you’re not 
out often then I guess that’s inevitable. But 
please do stop and take the time to think, and 
spend a night or two out in just one small 
area. Dismiss any impulses to do otherwise. 
Pick an area and treat it like a date! You’re 
there getting to know a potential partner; 
you’re hoping to build up a relationship.

People may come and go, but close friends 
stay with you forever, and for me that’s how 
I feel about Lakeland. The fells are always 
calling. I’m sure I was born a shepherd in 
a previous life because there’s nowhere I’d 
rather be than out on the Cumbrian hills. 

Life of a Mountain: Scafell Pike broke 
viewing figures for BBC4 when it debuted 
in January. For those who missed it, or 
would like to see the full-length version, the 
DVD is available from stridingedge.com. 
Terry is currently working on a new film, 
Life of a Mountain: Blencathra. Find out 
more at terrybnd.blogspot.co.uk.
Turn to page 101 to check out Terry’s guide to 
his favourite backpacking route in Eskdale

Lake District photo essay

Previous sPread

Glaramara summer dawn,  
captured at about 5am in 
July 2013 from Great End

aBove

Scafells from the summit of Hard 
Knott, November 2013

riGHT

The Screes, Wasdale, 
photographed at sunset, 
December 2014, from Countess 
Bridge, by Wastwater
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Above

Chris Townsend wild camping in Upper 
Eskdale, looking to the Scafells  

Top LeFT

Northern Fells from the summit of 
Esk Pike, photographed at about 
5am, September 2013

LeFT

Yewbarrow by Wastwater at dawn, 
December 2014
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To find out more about the range of Mammut footwear at Snow+Rock visit snowandrock.com

Whether you’re out 
walking, scrambling, 
or backpacking 
this summer, the 
diverse range of 
Mammut footwear 
at Snow+Rock will 
enable you to do so 
in comfort and with 
confidence.

Tatlow LTH Men 
 
There are more and more occasions when a great, solid shoe is preferable to 

a boot. The advantages are obvious – they are lighter, cooler, and often more 
comfortable. The Tatlow LTH, from Mammut’s light hiking range, is all of those 

things, and is also very durable. The uppers are made from Nubuck leather 
that’s soft but more durable than suede. 

The Tatlow has a leather lining, a gripex™ outsole with 
proven excellent traction, and the Mammut Rolling 

Concept built-in to ensure safety and comfort. The 
clever bit though is the Foot Mapping system, which 
manages perspiration, temperature and pressure by 
taking into account the different areas of the foot.

T-Aenergy GTX Men 
 
Thanks to innovative design techniques and technologically 
advanced materials the T-Aenergy GTX is a great all-rounder 
and perfect for mountain walking.  The hybrid shell combines 
hard working yet supple materials including a GORE-TEX® 
Performance Comfort membrane. Underfoot, there’s a 
Vibram sole and our patented Rolling Concept technology 
reduces the impact of the foot as it hits the ground and 
assists with natural ‘roll’ throughout each step.  There’s 
also a tough rubber toe cap for protection over rough 
terrain.  Inside, the ankle cuff, shin and instep areas are 
padded with Memo Foam which returns to its original 
shape after use and offers unparalled comfort.  Base Fit 
technology uses free sliding bands to hold the foot firmly in place and 
provide all-day comfort. Outside, the Vibram sole provides optimum grip  
and stability. 

Redburn Low GTX® 
 

Combining low weight, maximum support and impressive styling, the Redburn 
GTX is perfect for those days when you need one pair of shoes for whatever 

you want to do and wherever you go.  Inside, Mammut’s Base Fit technology 
wraps around the foot and the rubber heel cup gives stability over the 

most demanding terrain.  There’s a breathable Gore-Tex membrane 
and the one-piece flex tongue gives incredible comfort.  On the 

outside Mammut have added a rubber toecap for 
extra protection whilst the aggressive multifunction 
gripex™ sole offers amazing grip. 

Tatlow LTH Men
There are more and more occasions when a great, solid shoe is preferable to 

a boot. The advantages are obvious – they are lighter, cooler, and often more 
comfortable. The Tatlow LTH, from Mammut’s light hiking range, is all of those 

things, and is also very durable. The uppers are made from Nubuck leather 
that’s soft but more durable than suede. 

The Tatlow has a leather lining, a gripex™ outsole with 
proven excellent traction, and the Mammut Rolling 

Concept built-in to ensure safety and comfort. The 
clever bit though is the Foot Mapping system, which 
manages perspiration, temperature and pressure by 
taking into account the different areas of the foot.

technology uses free sliding bands to hold the foot firmly in place and 
provide all-day comfort. Outside, the Vibram sole provides optimum grip 

Redburn Low GTX
Combining low weight, maximum support and impressive styling, the 

GTX is perfect for those days when you need one pair of shoes for whatever GTX is perfect for those days when you need one pair of shoes for whatever GTX
you want to do and wherever you go.  Inside, Mammut’s Base Fit technology 

wraps around the foot and the rubber heel cup gives stability over the 
most demanding terrain.  There’s a breathable Gore-Tex membrane 

and the one-piece flex tongue gives incredible comfort.  On the 
outside Mammut have added a rubber toecap for 

extra protection whilst the aggressive multifunction 
gripex™ sole offers amazing grip. 

These boots are good all rounders. They are laterally stiff and the sole has a deep tread for a good grip. There are 
hard heel and toe bumpers and firm reinforcements for the mesh uppers. The fit is just wide enough for me, the snug 
fit preventing any heel lift. The inners are well-cushioned with memory foam, which returns to its shape after compres-
sion. The price is slightly higher than many alternatives but the quality and design are good.

Chris Townsend
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For steep crags, yawning 
corries and ice-carved arêtes, 
the north face of a mountain is 
inevitably where it’s at. It’s true 
for the Alps and for Scotland 
too, says Ronald Turnbull

  Scotland   North Faces

The Dark Side    of the Mountain



The north face 
of Ben Nevis

Photo: Chris Townsend

OVER GEOLOGICAL AGES, climates change but winds 
stay much the same. (It’s a physics mystery called the 
Coriolis Force.) Up here in what we currently call 
Europe, the weather comes from the south-west – and 
so it came, just the same, back in the Ice Age. Snow 
builds on lee slopes, piles up heavy into ice, and starts 
carving corries and headwalls and arêtes.

It’s as a result of this that the north and the east are 
the nasty side of the mountain. Or, as some of us would 
say, the “gosh this looks fun let’s have a go up here” side. 
East and north: but north is nastier (or as some of us 
say, nicer) because the sun doesn’t shine on it and melt 
away the corrie-carving ice.

Everywhere has six really super north faces. Okay, 
not Norfolk. But in the Alps you can chase Alison 
Hargreaves and Lionel Terray over the six classic ones 
– see box on page 45. Or you can log onto the TGO 
website for the six great north faces of Lakeland, � rst 
published in the March issue of this magazine. But 
Scotland is special. Hidden around the back of almost 
any Munro – and the better sort of smaller hills as well 
– there lurks a craggy hollow, steep and shadowy, where 
eagles hang out and avalanches thunder. Here they are: 
Scotland’s bitchin’ six.

Most of these routes involve scrambling and all involve challenging 
walking. If you are unsure of your abilities on technical terrain, hire a 
guide or go in more experienced company. 

The Dark Side    of the Mountain
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� is one is more of a north-east face of insigni� cant Point 
1186m. But no apology for the slightly o�  orientation, for 

here is full-on mountain grandeur, as expressed in granite. Macdui 
slopes down to the head of Loch Avon in one great ice-scoured slab.

A night at Shelter Stone is the only appropriate way to start. � e 
steep lower slab is avoided on streamside rocks scoured by the 
waterfall above. If you use the le� hand stream, there’s good rock 
Grade 1 or 2, depending how brave you are today.

Now you scramble across onto the upper slab. Just one thing: 

North face nastiness  
Long and serious, in very remote 
ground. Stream crossing above falls 
dangerous when in spate. Scrambling 
easy Grade 1 up to solid Grade 2 
depending on your adventurousness

Ben Macdui
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Scotland’s North Faces

the scrambling-across is under the stream. Supposing it hasn’t 
been raining recently, the stream is small, the waterfall a mere 
trickle... Sometimes, in the Cairngorms, it isn’t raining.

Survive the stream, and stride up the slabs above, scrambling 
steeper bits that still ain’t that steep. The glacier that smoothed 
down what’s underfoot also scooped out the long blue hollow of 
Loch Avon behind you. By the time you reach the stony plateau it’s 
been 500m of height gain, bare rock all the way. Bare rock – unless, 
that is, you got lucky with a last patch of early summer snow.

Route
Start at the Shelter 
Stone (NJ001015). 
The Avon Slabs fill 
the valley head. 
The left bounding 
stream (Garbh Uisge 
Beag) has a waterfall 
alongside the steep 
lower slabs. Scramble 
the stream bed, then 
rocks left of the falls 
(Grade 2 or easier 
ground to L). Cross 
stream above falls 
onto gentler upper 
slabs and walk up 
them, scrambling 
steeper steps, to 
Macdui plateau. 

©Crown copyright 2015 Ordnance Survey. Media 062/15

Loch Avon from 
the Shelter Stone

Photo: Ronald Turnbull
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Scotland’s North Faces

North face 
nastiness   
Remote, steep, 
pathless. Rocky 
ridge (scrambling 
easy Grade 
1) and a short 
section of loose 
boulders

A proper north face is tough to get up, but also a bit 
interesting to get to. � e best of Merrick is the three-hour 

trek in by peaty goat path and granite boulder and four di� erent 
lochs. As you pass Murder Hole the ground is grimly granite, and 
more mountainous than hills of under 700m have any right to be. 
Don’t worry too much about the Murder Hole itself, though. � e 
walker-stalking Macaterick tribe cleared o�  a couple of hundred 
years back.

A broken wall leads through a wilderness of tussocks and 
multicoloured moss. � e occasional granite slab comes as a bit of 
light relief. � e wall veers o�  into the bog, and it’s o�  up a splashy 
stream to � nd the green hollow high on Merrick side. Yes, it’s the 
Caldron. And you might well be bewitched by its green secrets, its 
nodding bog cotton, its views out across the Galloway heartland 
and sparkly lochans.

� e spurline on the right is the better one, as it leads – rather 
strenuously – onto the ridge called Little Spear. Little Spear may 
not be quite as sharp as its name, but it does its best. And does 
‘Neive of the Spit’ sound like a great descent route with views 
across to the Isle of Arran? Cos that’s exactly what it is.

Route
Start at NX443855 – the NW 
corner of Loch Enoch. (Approach 
from Bruce’s Stone at Loch Trool, 
either up Rig of Loch Enoch or else 
by Lochs Valley and Neldricken, 
which is tougher but even prettier.) 
Wall leads NW to stream into 
Caldron – some easy scrambling by 
stream. Ridge on L is quite gentle, 
to top; spur on R is steep, with rock 
handholds in grass, to Little Spear.

North face 
nastiness   
A pathless 
and remote 
mountain. 
Optional easy 
scrambling

Merrick

Seen from Glen Torridon, 
Liathach is about the most 

iconic upthrust in spiky, iconic Wester 
Ross. � e path up is steep rock steps 
all the way to the jagged horizon. But 
that’s the standard guidebook line for 
baggers. Do you want to know about 
Liathach’s really wild side round the 
back...? � e great Coire na Caime, two 
hours in from the road, is a sanctuary 
for the red deer because not many 
people get there. Unsuspected lochans 
lurk on blood-dark slabs of ancient 
sandstone. A small waterfall and some 
rough scramby rock leads to... another 

Li
at

ha
ch

Below the 
Caldron of Merrick

Photo: Ronald Turnbull
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You approach from the east, and Lui 
is two converging ridges rising to a 

double peak. But head round to the right, and 
there’s a wide triangular face of grey rocks, and 
grassy rakes, and dark thread-like lines that are 
streams. Long before I came up with the concept 
of this article, it already reminded me of the 
Eiger. One early Eiger party had just a postcard, 
the face as seen from below. Up Lui from here is 
the same, only without the postcard...

I memorised a possible route line around and 
up among the black rocky bits. � e First Ice� eld 
became the First Grass� eld; and then the Ramp, 
a slanty stream up from the Second Grass� eld. 
And at last not the Eiger’s White Spider – but the 
green one, a grassy hollow tucked just under the 
summit. Just supposing you planned the north 
face assault over two days, then the green ledge 
has a tiny pool to re� ect the sunset, and a view of 
half the southern Highlands.

At dawn head up the little ridge on the right, 
for a scrambly moment and summit sunrise.

Route
Start at the top 
of the track up 
Glen Cononish 
(NN281273). Follow 
Allt an Rund W to col 
at its head. Eye route 
from here. Deer path 
L below Ciochan 
Beinn Laoigh (this is 
the “Hinterstoisser 
Traverse” bit) then 
terraces and streams 
to high Coire an 
Lochain. Up W and 
take NW ridge to top. 
Down to Lui/Oss col. 
Down NE to Cononish 
track, or cross Oss 
and Dubhchraig.

North face nastiness   
 With good (or lucky) 
route fi nding, no 
technical diffi culties

Ben Lui

Route
Start at the Coire Mhic Nobuil bridge (NG869576). Take stalkers’ path round north side 
of Liathach and head into vast Coire na Came. Head up steep base of Spidean’s N ridge 
to right of crags, then take scrambly ridge to top. Descend W over Fasarinen pinnacles 
and Sgorr a’ Chadail.

hidden lochan. Dammit, we’ve got to 
walk right round the thing.

Up from the corrie it’s jolly steep, 
but eventually you’re onto a red rock 
ridge, big drops on the le�  but grabby 
handholds – a bonus bit before the 
famous Fasarinen pinnacles between 
Liathach’s two tops. But here you 
won’t see all the other scramblers 

you meet on the Fasarinen. � ere’s 
also, right at the top, a pile of wobbly 
o� -white blocks. It’s educational, 
teaching you Liathach’s two di� erent 
sorts of stone. It’s also short, and a� er 
a hundred wobbly quartzite blocks 
you’re on Liathach’s top, ready for the 
more familiar sort of fun that’s the 
Fasarinen Pinnacles.

Liathach
Photo: Dougie Cunningham

Photo: John Peter 
Photography / Alamy



Ben Nevis is the biggest, but 
Bidean is the most intriguing, 

with the black towers of the � ree 
Sisters only serving to conceal the 
long grey-green hole of the Lost 
Valley, the two high corries, the three 
sub-summits and the high ridges 
that converge to the peak itself. Too 
much choice! But cross the dark pool 
of River Coe on the path that would 
lead to the Lost Valley. Stay above the 
gorge, then head uphill for the 
implausible zigzag line up the crag 
face of Gearr Aonach. 

First zig is up right, a path along a 
wide slanty ledge. Follow it all the 
way, and end up perched amidst 
impossible crags. Oops! Back round 
the corner, and up Zig Two. 
Surprisingly, the scrambling isn’t hard 
or exposed or even all that long.

In Coire nan Lochan you recline 
on a sunny rock and gaze across Glen 
Coe. � en grab the slightly scrambly 
ridgeline to the eponymous Stob. � is 
mighty peak is a mere outlier: another 
� ne ridgeline leads on to Bidean’s top.

Route
Start: upper car park on S side A82 
NN170568. Cross hidden footbridge 
over River Coe. Above wood, path 
heads L for Lost Valley but take smaller 
one above gorge rim. Up R to crag 
base. Up R on ledge with path; back L 
on path and clean scrambling (Grade 
1); back R on path to outer end ridge. 
Up ridge. With Coire an Lochan to R, 
ahead over Stob Coire nan Lochan for 
ridge to Bidean. Descend via Coire 
nam Beitheach, or Lost Valley.

North face 
nastiness   
Easier than it 
looks, with only 
a short stretch 
of scrambling 
(easy Grade 1)

Scotland’s North Faces

Bidean nam Bian

Bidean nam Bian, 
Three Sisters 
from the A82
Photo: Ronald Turnbull
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North face 
nastiness   
Easier than 
it looks, with 
possible old 
snow in gully. A 
long scramble 
(Grade 1, Grade 
2 options) 
in serious 
surroundings 
with much 
harder ground 
all around.

The Big Six
The classic Alpine North Faces and how 
their Scottish counterparts compare

The Eiger: a bit like Ben Lui 
(because you get lost among the 
complications and waterfalls)
Grands Jorasses: a bit like Ben 
Nevis (huge beautiful rock face 
with inspired ridge line)
Cima Grande: a bit like Ben Macdui 
(single huge slab, though in Macdui’s 
case not actually overhanging) 
Piz Badile: a bit like Merrick (small 
in altitude, big north face)
The Matterhorn: a bit like Liathach 
(wild, committing, scary, loose rock)
Petit Dru: a bit like Bidean 
(showpiece peak for intimidating 
pics from the glen/valley)
To fi nd out which Lakeland peaks 
Ronald reckons also resemble the 
six classic Alpine North Faces, go 
to www.tgomagazine.co.uk

A rock face two miles wide and 2000�  high (3km and 
600m) – the biggest in Britain – steep and serious ridges 

one beside the next, split by icy gullies. And among the vertical 
crags, a surprise line called the Ledge Route.

� e � rst surprise is in the approach gully – even in early 
summer it’s full of late snow. But the snow steps are big, and just 
as the white slope below starts to unnerve you – here is the Ledge 
Route’s � rst ledge. Small holds across a slab lead to a platform 
perch directly above the overhangs of a climb called the Bat. (� e 
Bat involves hanging upside down, and yes you do have to be a bit 
batty to go up it...)

Scrambly ridge, and then a narrow blade of rock leads to 
Surprise Number Two: you have to scramble down a few moves 
here. � e views are huge in all directions, including directly 
underneath. But the ridge angle is okay, the rock is deliciously 
grippy, and you’re sad to suddenly emerge on the stony summit.

Even sadder, as you now have to trek down 1343m of that stony 
old Mountain Trail...

Route
From CIC Hut, cross 
stream and up Number 
5 Gully. Scramble R 
to ridge shoulder, 
then up crest. Follow 
plateau rim over Carn 
Dearg to summit. For 
full descriptions, see 
Scrambles in Lochaber 
by Noel Williams or 
Ben Nevis & Glen Coe by 
Ronald Turnbull, both 
published by Cicerone.

Ben Nevis

Ben Nevis North Face 
from Carn Mor Dearg

Photo: Chris Townsend
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Your new stove is used
Normally that’s news you don’t want to hear, but in this case it’s good news.  
We’ve hand checked and tested your new stove so that you can be sure it’s ready  
for years of reliable and safe service. It’s Exploration Ready.

Keep the flame burning
www.primus.eu

For stockists contact: sales@rosker.co.uk



Ed Byrne tries…

Heli Tramping 
in New Zealand

The hillwalking comedian enjoys a mountain hike via a 
helicopter ride – like being rescued but in reverse...

I HAVE HAD A LOVE AFFAIR with New Zealand 
since I started going there back in 1997. 
Admittedly, it was their International Comedy 
Festival which � rst enticed me to its far away 
shores, but what has kept me returning again 
and again is the landscape, and the many ways 
there are to enjoy said landscape. 

Over the years that I’ve been visiting New 
Zealand I have abseiled into underground 
systems full of glow worm-bejewelled caves; 
hiked through lush rainforest and over bare, 
rugged mountains; bathed in hot thermal 
springs; jumped out of an aeroplane and o�  New 
Zealand’s tallest building; and gone � shing, 
kayaking, and whale watching.  In 2007, in the 
town of Kaikoura in the northern part of the 
South Island, my pioneering spirit even 
extended to proposing marriage to my then 
girlfriend. It’s fair to say, New 
Zealand has been a place of 
great adventure for me.

While performing in 
Wellington recently, I hooked 
up with the local tourist board 
to see if they had any 
suggestions for an activity that 
would make a good article for 
� e Great Outdoors. I � gured 
they might point me in the 
direction of a decent hike or 
maybe even hook me up with a 
local guide to show me the best 
place to go for a short jaunt into 
the bush. However, with 
characteristically outstanding 
hospitality, they came back 
with an exhaustive menu of 

possibilities – from kayaking to quad biking – 
for me to enjoy. One, in particular, caught my 
eye: heli tramping.

First of all, let me explain that ‘tramping’ is 
the Kiwi word for hiking or hillwalking. It’s, to 
my ears, a slightly odd term, one that invokes a 

sense of weariness or reluctance. It also sounds 
unfortunately like a word people might use if 
they were hunting the homeless. “It’s tramping 
season! � ere’s a load by that underpass. Grab 
the nets!”

So that’s what tramping his. Heli tramping, as 
you might have guessed, involves being dropped 
in the wilderness by helicopter and then hiking 
out again. Essentially, it’s being rescued in 
reverse. Getting to a mountain by helicopter is 
not something I would normally indulge in. In 
fact, I can imagine as I write this, the horror and 
outrage I am invoking in some readers. I know 
that some of you probably consider the use of a 
bike to avoid a long walk-in as cheating, so the 
thought of using a helicopter will seem utterly 
beyond the pale. And then there’s the 
environmental impact... it seems almost 

criminal for a mere walk in the 
country to have such a large 
carbon footprint, but 
considering I had already 
spent an entire day on three 
di� erent aeroplanes in order 
to get to Wellington, I � gured 
a 10-minute jaunt in a 
whirlybird wasn’t going to 
make much odds. If that 
sounds like rationalisation to 
you, you have a good ear for 
rationalisation. � ere are so 
many reasons for not getting a 
helicopter to the mountains. 
� e fact that it’s too easy, the 
environmental cost, the noise 
pollution and the sheer � ash 
git vulgarity of it. However 
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the one thing I must say in my defence is this: 
being in a helicopter is awesome.

At Amalgamated Helicopters, just outside 
Carterton, about 60 miles north-east of 
Wellington, I meet up with David Hancock, the 
General Manager of the local tourism body: 
Destination Wairarapa. As well as having a 
wealth of knowledge about the Wairarapa  
region, David is also a keen tramper so is an 
ideal host to accompany me on my hike.

After a quick safety briefing from our pilot, 
Jason, and a few minutes spent waiting for a 
break in the weather, we climb aboard our 
chopper and take to the skies. The mountain 
range we are to be transported to is known as the 
Tararuas, a breathtakingly beautiful area that I 
can only describe as the Scottish Highlands 
turned up to 12. We are to be dropped near the 
top of Mt. Holdsworth, a peak a little over 100m 
higher than Ben Nevis. With the landscape laid 
out below us the thrill of flight is 
now banishing all guilt and doubt 
from my mind. I love walking, but 
flying is a fantastic way to view a 
mountain range and, for me, the 
greatest advantage of heli 
tramping is not the ease or 
convenience, but the fact that you 
get an ariel view of the route you are about to 
walk. Viewing, from on high, the landscape that 
you will soon be a part of is a singular thrill. 

Once we reach Mt. Holdsworth, Jason treats 
us to a hair-raising, gut-churning spin around its 
summit. Luckily, at this hour of the day, there are 
no other walkers up this high so nobody is 
bothered by our buzzing of the mountain. Jason 

sets us down about 60m shy of the peak on a 
patch of land I wouldn’t even consider suitable 
to camp on, let alone land a helicopter on. Then 
he’s off and David and I are alone in the 
splendour of the Tararua Forest Park. We 
quickly clamber up to the trig point on the top of 
the hill. I pose for a photo, and consider whether 

or not I can “tick off ” Mt. Holdsworth. I know in 
my heart that I can’t and that I must return when 
I have more time to do it properly.

After a short walk along the ridge we begin 
our descent. As I write this, some seven days 
after the event, I’m struck by how much my legs 
still hurt. Normally when you walk down a 
mountain your legs have been warmed up by the 

hike to, and then up, said mountain. Climbing 
straight out of an aircraft means your legs end up 
being shocked by such sudden exercise. So 
shocked, they are still complaining a week later. 

About an hour into our descent we come 
across Powell Hut, one of the many DOC huts 
dotted throughout New Zealand’s back country. 
Maintained by the Department of Conservation, 
these huts range in size and in their level of 
comfort, but it’s fair to say the most basic DOC 
hut would be about as comfortable as the most 
well-appointed bothy. They are more akin to the 
mountain huts of Scandinavia and Switzerland. 
Powell Hut is one of the more extensive, with a 
large bunk room and a kitchen filled with 
gas-burning rings and a fireplace that is stocked 
with wood and coal choppered in by the same 
people who dropped me off. It’s virtually a youth 
hostel and the path leading up to it has 
substantial sections of steps and handrails. It’s 

hardly wilderness but there’s a lot 
to be said for providing a gateway 
into the outdoors from which 
people can progress to other 
adventures.

As we arrived back in 
Carterton some four hours later, 
I’m filled with the same feeling I 

get every time I visit New Zealand – that I wish I 
had more time to spend here. Modern 
engineering has meant I’ve squeezed as much joy 
out of  Aotearoa as I could in the time available to 
me. For now, the Highlands, Snowdonia and the 
Lakes provide all the mountain magic I need, but 
I’ll always yearn to come back to Middle Earth 
for further adventures. 

The Tararuas are a breathtakingly 
beautiful area that I can only describe as 

the Scottish Highlands turned up to 12

Ed Byrne tries...
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Think you know Borrowdale, 
Wasdale and Langdale? 
Think again, says Vivienne Crow

Lake District Namesake valleys

BORROWDALE, LANGDALE AND WASDALE. � ree of the Lake 
District’s most popular valleys. Or are they? � ings are not always 
what they seem in Cumbria... You may, for instance, think you 
know High Pike. But are you sure? Are you thinking of High Pike 
in the Northern Fells? Or High Pike to the north of Ambleside? 
And then there’s High Pike on Great Asby Scar and another one 
above Dentdale. Not to mention High Pike Hill in Mallerstang and 
High Pikehow on Haycock. 

Originality isn’t a strong point when it comes to naming places 
in Cumbria. � ere are, for instance, three settlements called 
Carleton, three called Unthank and at least six called Newbiggin. 
(And I won’t dwell on the tautology that comes up time and time 
again – as in Torpenhow, for example. According to some 
interpretations, the name of this village in north Cumbria translates 
from Old English, Brythonic Celtic and Norse as ‘hill-hill-hill’.) 

So, do you really know Borrowdale, Langdale and Wasdale?
Unlike their namesakes, the Borrowdale, Langdale and Wasdale 

I refer to are among the least visited of Cumbrian dales. � ey lie in 
the east of the county: one just within the Lake District National 
Park; one awaiting news, as I write, of whether or not it will be 
allowed to join its illustrious neighbours to the west; and one being 
considered for inclusion in the Yorkshire Dales National Park.  

THE
WRONG
SIDE
OF
THE
TRACKS
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Wasdale
To appreciate Westmorland’s Wasdale – meaning valley of water 
– let’s take to the skies and fly, crow-like, from the more famous 
Cumberland Wasdale. From the green at Wasdale Head, in the 
shadow of Scafell Pike, set a course east, due east, and don’t waver 
from that line. Over the harsh, rocky scenery of Lingmell Crag, 
Great End and Allen Crag; above the high, open peatlands of 
Martcrag Moor and carefully negotiating the gap between Eagle 
Crag and Slapestone Edge; over the repeating ridges and valleys of 
the Fairfield and Kentmere ranges... Keep going, for nearly 37km, as 
the crags, the steep-sided dales, the excitement of the typical 
Lakeland landscape gives way to something more modest. And 
finally, you reach Wasdale Head... a sad, abandoned farmhouse 
surrounded by lonely moorland.

Ringing this forsaken valley is a group of small, grassy hills that 
make up a short, mostly pathless horseshoe: Whatshaw Common, 
Little Yarlside, Great Yarlside – the highest of the lot at 585m – and 
Wasdale Pike. There’s a tremendous sense of space and openness 
about these vast, rolling grasslands. This is sheep country: apart 
from these little white dots scattered about, as well as the walls and 
fences that dissect the landscape, it’s generally featureless terrain. A 
rocky outcrop on Great Yarlside provides a moment of excitement, 
but this isn’t a place you come for thrills; this is a place sought out 
for solitude, to escape from the Lake District crowds. You come 
here to walk under big, endless skies, to listen to the skylarks, to 
watch the kestrels hovering over their prey. When I last visited, I 
stood close to the crumbling walls of the old farm and watched a 
solitary red deer stag grazing on the marshy ground in the valley 
bottom. He stood. I stood. For 20 minutes, not a movement. Then a 
quick shake of the head, probably midge-induced, before he 
returned to his meal.  

Up on the tops, the peat was, in places, springy after a long spell 
of dry weather, but I remained vigilant: the cotton grass swaying in 
the breeze branded this as a land of bogs. My terrier Jess, going on 
ahead on a long lead near Wasdale Mouth, bobbed up and down on 
the marshy ground as if it were a trampoline. She weighs just 7kg. 
Doubting the ground’s ability to hold an additional 53kg – and that 
wasn’t counting my daysack – I went round another way.    

Large, solitary boulders of pink granite provide a moment of 
geological interest on the grassy southern slopes of Wasdale Pike. 
Pink feldspar crystals give the rock its distinctive colour, making 
it a popular choice in the construction of monuments. The quarry, 
worked intermittently since the second half of the 19th Century, 
can be seen about a kilometre to the east. Its end product, 
polished up to look a pink, shiny treat, can be seen further afield: 
in the grand columns flanking the entrance to St Pancras Station 
in London, for example, and the pillars of St Mary’s Cathedral  
in Edinburgh.    
Turn to page 102 for a full route description and map. 

  
The grassy slopes of 
the Howgills, worn 

smooth by ancient ice

  
The other Wasdale 

Head

  
[top] The abandoned 

farm buildings at 
Wasdale Head; 

[bottom] A tiny crag 
on Great Yarlside, top 
right, is one of the few 
rocky interludes in a 

never-ending sea  
of grass 
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Namesake valleys

The fells are low by 
Cumbrian sTandards  
but they have  
a rugged remoTeness  
that makes them feel  
more subsTanTial
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Borrowdale
Little more than 3km south of Wasdale on the A6 is Huck’s Bridge, 
spanning Borrow Beck. So this, then, is the ‘other’ Borrowdale, 
probably the best-known of the three ‘alternative’ Cumbrian 
valleys visited on these pages. It’s received some unwanted 
attention over the last few decades – when utility or energy 
providers have jealously eyed its wild setting, unprotected by 
National Park status, and drawn up plans that would change it 
forever. Most recently, in 2005, the high ground between 
Borrowdale and a neighbouring valley, Bretherdale, was the scene 
of a fierce environmental dispute. Plans were put forward to build 
what, at the time, would have been England’s largest wind farm 
along the Whinash ridge – 27 turbines, each 115m tall. While 
environmental groups such as Friends of the Earth backed the 
proposals, local conservationists opposed the scheme and won the 
backing of celebrities such as Melvyn Bragg, Chris Bonington and 
the botanist David Bellamy. After a passionately argued public 
inquiry, the plans were rejected.  

Borrowdale – meaning valley of the fort – is no stranger to 
‘green’ controversy. In the early 1970s, after a failed attempt by the 
Manchester Corporation 10 years earlier to flood the valley and 
turn it into a reservoir, the Water Resources Board put forward an 
even more ambitious plan that included a reservoir, a new road 
and water sports facilities. Prominent campaigners against this 
proposal included Alfred Wainwright who, in his 1972 book Walks 
on the Howgill Fells, described Borrowdale as “the most beautiful 
valley in Westmorland outside the Lake District”. In a scathing 
attack on the water authorities, which he described as 
“cannibalistic”, he wrote: “Must they devour and destroy for ever 
areas of natural beauty that have taken ages to fashion?”

Walking through Borrowdale, Bretherdale and along part of the 
Whinash ridge last summer, I couldn’t help but wonder what this 

place would be like today if the ardent pleas of Bragg, Bonington, 
Wainwright et al hadn’t won the day. Climbing the rough track, 
known as Breasthigh Road, I looked down on the beauty and 
isolation of this valley, a far cry from its busy namesake near 
Keswick. The fells are low by Cumbrian standards – never even 
managing the dizzy heights of 500m – but they have a rugged 
remoteness that makes them feel more substantial. A few tiny 
conifer plantations cling to Borrowdale’s steep, south-western 
slopes, while gentler, grassy fellsides rise to the north-east. Further 
down the valley, in the dale bottom, are indications of a more 
pastoral scene.

Here lie the ancient farmsteads and meadows belonging to Low 
and High Borrowdale. The latter was purchased by the Friends of 
the Lake District in 2005. Unlike in neighbouring Bretherdale 
– where farm machinery lies rusting in fields, the roofs of stone 
barns are long gone and drystone walls are topped with thick, 
spongy layers of moss – in Borrowdale, sheepfolds, walls and 
buildings have been restored. The conservation charity has also 
created upland hay meadows and planted woodland on the 44 
hectares that it owns in an attempt to “restore the traditional 
character” of a Westmorland farmstead.  

The high ground on both sides is access land, providing walkers 
with a chance to stride out along lonely, grassy ridges: Ashstead 
Fell, Mabbin Crag, Castle Fell, Whinfell Beacon and Grayrigg Pike 
to the south; Whinash, Winterscleugh, Belt Howe and Jeffrey’s 
Mount to the north. While three old routes climb the valley sides, 
linking Borrowdale with its neighbouring dales, another bridleway 
follows a beckside course from Huck’s Bridge almost all the way to 
Low Borrowbridge, the site of the Roman fort after which the 
valley is named. 

Here, with the roar of the M6 overhead, Borrow Beck enters the 
River Lune, and the old Westmorland gives way to the old 
Yorkshire, all now part of Cumbria. On the other side of the gorge 
– a key boundary and transport portal – are the steep slopes of the 
Howgill Fells. And penetrating deep into the heart of these hills 
that are not quite Pennine and not quite Lakeland is our third and 
final doppelgänger...     
Suggested route through Bretherdale and Borrowdale on page 103.

  
Looking back down 

the Breasthigh 
Road which links 
Borrowdale and 

Bretherdale 

  
Borrow Beck flows 
through one of the 

loneliest of Cumbrian 
dales 

  
Descending back into 
Borrowdale near the 

end of the walk 
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Namesake valleys

Langdale
Langdale is, as its Norse name suggests, the longest of the northern 
valleys emanating from this dome-shaped massif. From the point at 
which it enters the Lune at Gaisgill, it can be followed upstream, 
through rough pastureland where hardy ewes graze and up between 
incredibly smooth, steep-sided hills to the point at which it splits into 
‘grains’ originating from the grassy, northern flanks of The Calf – at 
676m, the highest point in the Howgills.

With our sights set on a circuit of the hills surrounding the top 
end of Langdale – culminating, as almost all Howgill walks do, in a 
visit to the trig pillar on The Calf – Heleyne, Jess and I parked in 
Bowderdale and then crossed farmland and damp pasture to reach 
an old bridge that crosses Langdale Beck just above its confluence 
with Udale Beck. This old, stone construction, covered in grass and 
with no parapet to protect users from the churning waters below, is 
not marked on Ordnance Survey maps. Explorer maps suggest a 
ford slightly upstream of here, but I didn’t fancy taking our chances 
with that after recent heavy rain. 

The climb on to our first top of the day, Middleton, was 
straightforward. All the while, off to the left and right, a series of 
long, whaleback ridges ran parallel with each other, all aiming, like 
us, for The Calf. Approaching the Howgills’ highest point from the 
north requires a relatively long walk-in, but once the climb up 
from the valley is over, the way ahead is unfettered: there are no 
walls or fences to impede, no crags to surmount and very little in 
the way of bog, peat hags or even heather to slow you down. The 

broad ridges are simply attired, wearing little but grasses and soft 
mosses, allowing ground to be covered rapidly. 

Up and over Simon’s Seat, Bleagill Head, Stowgill Brow and 
Bush Howe. Occasional shafts of sunlight penetrated the sparse 
cloud cover, illuminating the valley sides, worn smooth by ancient 
ice and now looking almost silky in this soft, early winter light. I 
remembered a time, as a student in Sheffield, ‘sledging’ down 
grassy slopes with friends on the south-western edge of Kinder 
Scout, ripping holes in the orange survival bags that did little to 
protect our bums from the lumps and bumps encountered on our 
speedy downward trajectory. The seemingly velvet slopes of Bush 
Howe and White Fell invited a similar style of descent – 
undoubtedly faster – but I’m older and, hopefully, wiser now...   

Not having seen a single other walker since leaving Bowderdale, 
we were surprised to find a small group gathered around the trig 
pillar on The Calf: hillwalkers sharing their routes, their opinions 
on the weather, their experiences. As we parted company, each pair 
went off in a different direction. We headed north-east and then 
north, along the invigorating crest of Hazelgill Knott and West 
Fell, barely aware of gradually losing height.

As the sun sank low in the sky, the surrounding hilltops took on 
a slightly orange cast. Far to the west, the hazy outline of the Lake 
District’s high central fells formed a wistful horizon full of 
hillwalking potential. Below, the serpentine beck weaved sleepily 
through Langdale. Gazing down on it, I realised that, in my 
insatiable appetite for the high ground, I’d barely visited the valley 
that formed the basis for my walk. I noticed a faint trail along the 
base of the slope on the other side of the beck, leading up towards 
the remote, forgotten dalehead. Where the beck split in two, an 
inviting spur rose Calf-ward. Already, a return visit began to take 
shape in my mind. 
A round of this, the ‘other’ Langdale is mapped on page 104. 
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The top of The Calf, the 

highest point on the 
Howgills Fells 

  
The Howgills’ long, 
parallel whaleback 

ridges

a series of long, 
whaleback ridges 
run parallel with 

each other,  
all aiming, like us,  

for The calf
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Hillwalking and fellrunning... there’s more between them 
than a change in speed but, as Daniel Neilson discovers, 
you can have a lot of fun when you start to accelerate 

Running

AS A STUDENT, I concurred with 
Damon Albarn’s lyrics that derided 
joggers running around parks. I felt

the same of runners everywhere. What really 
was the point unless you were chasing a rugby 
ball or chasing someone holding a rugby ball? 
Even then I was quite happy stuck in the scrum 
and not running at all. 

� e same went for my time in the mountains. 
Out on the hill, I am generally the solo, 
contemplative type who likes nothing more 
than waking up on a mountainside to make a 
co� ee, preferably alone. Either that or hurtling 
down a biking trail on two wheels. Until about 
three years ago, my outdoor activity usually 
revolved around backpacking or mountain 
biking. And although never the twain should 
meet, I adore both. Backpacking allows that 
time alone, to consider, to ponder, to wonder. 
It’s relaxing and introspective, it’s me Getting 
Back To Nature. It’s what I feel is my natural 
habitat. Mountain biking allows none of that. 
� rashing down a singletrack, there’s no room 
for anything else in your mind but the constant 
and instinctive movement of eye-muscle 

coordination. For me, the result of hillwalking 
and mountain biking is the same however: a 
detachment from the technologies and stresses 
of daily life, a mildly unreal perspective, and a 
reset for the mind. 

 A good friend of mine is a great runner, and 
with provenance – his father is a 
Commonwealth medal-winner. He’s tall and 
thin, and running for him is e� ortless. I’d call 
occasionally when he’d just returned from a run 
and he’d say things like: “Wow, a great run – I’m 
on a natural high.” I didn’t get it, but I was 
intrigued – so I thought I’d give it a go. I panted 
for three miles, got muddy and fell over in some 
sheep shit. Nope, I didn’t get it. Running is 
rubbish. So I did what any sane person with an 
instinctive dislike for running would do and 
signed up to a marathon, in Madrid. � e 
training was terrible. � ere were no natural 
highs from 20 miles along a soggy seafront in 
winter followed by an ice bath. � e marathon, 
however, was one of the most exultant four and 
a half hours of my life: one of my greatest 
adventures and an utter blast (I didn’t expect to 
be thinking these things either).

Two things became clear a� er that: I really 
enjoyed running; I really didn’t enjoy road 
running. Mud and rock I understood – so I got 
some gnarly trail shoes and took to the woods. 

I’m fortunate to live on the step of the South 
Downs, and surrounded by ru�  ed, green 
landscapes and narrow forest paths. At � rst I 
took to the same routes I’d take my bike: me and 
Roscoe, my standard poodle. � en I’d go 
further, map in hand, and discover my patch. I’d 
� nd ancient barrows, Norman churches and 
beautiful coastal trails. I’d go for longer and 
longer and see more and more. I’d explore 
hill-top forti� cations, I’d ear-mark country 
pubs, and on one occasion went on a quest to 
� nd Trig Point number 1. I’ve even followed a 
few of � e Great Outdoors Wild Walks running 
– it takes half the time.

 It did, quite literally, open my horizons. On a 
press trip to the Ötztal Alps, a� er a particularly 
painful walk (painfully slow and painfully 
summit-less that is), I ran in the evening to the 
nearest top, found an Elysian waterfall and the 
place where the Ötzi the Iceman was found. 
Arriving the a� ernoon before a course at 

RUNNING
UP    THAT

“And it’s not about you joggers 
who go round, and round, and round”

Blur, Parklife

    THAT
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HILL
    THAT

Fellrunning
The original, the best, the hardest, the 
toughest. Well, maybe. Fell runners 
race over defi ned distances (long is 
over 20km, medium 10-20km, short 
less than 10km) and ascent categories. 
Also known as hill running or 
mountain running. 

Trail running
Closely connected to fellrunning, trail 
running takes place on trails that may 
or may not ascend hills and mountains. 
It’s a loose term, but generally means 
sticking to the path. 

Mountain marathon
A fusion of fellrunning and 
orienteering, often over two days in 
wild country.  The OMM (Original 
Mountain Marathon) is a great 
example.

Adventure racing
This type of event probably stemmed 
from the mountain marathon. Running 
and navigation are the essential 
elements, but there’s also the addition 
of mountain biking and sometimes 
paddling and climbing. There have also 
been races including horseriding, hang 
gliding (not together) and canyoning. 
Competitions can be anything from a 
few hours to a few days. 

Ultra distance
This includes events such as the 
Marathon des Sables and the 
Ultra-Trail du Mont Blanc. The runs are 
longer than marathon-length, and 
often push 100 miles. 

Orienteering
A longstanding sport that involves 
navigation between checkpoints, 
usually running. 

What’s in a name?

Daniel running 
through Friston 

Forest in East Sussex 
during the Questars 
Adventure Race on 

the South Downs

    THAT

Fellrunning or mountain marathons? Trail running?  Orienteering? Wild running? 
The list goes on. Is it all just another marketing wheeze? Well, no (except for wild 
running). In the tribal world of running there are important distinctions, and it’s 
important that you know what you’re letting yourself in for when you sign up to 
something. So here’s a (no doubt rather simplistic) look at  some of the different 
off-road running disciplines...



Running

Plas y Brenin, I ran up Moel Siabod and saw the 
sunset of my life over Snowdon. In the Peak 
District I followed the Pennine Way around 
Kinder Scout and ran back over the “10 minute 
crossing” (in about half an hour). In Montreal I 
ran up Mount Royal for sunrise over the city, 
and in Manchester along the ship canal. 

I love running for two main reasons: I see 
much more, but it also requires the same 
concentration as mountain biking – for the 
most part, o� -road running means total focus 
on the ground in front of you. � at relaxes me. 

I’ve also signed up for a few adventure races 
(running, orienteering and mountain biking – 
perfect!), the o� -road Beachy Head Marathon, 
and in October I’ll be doing my � rst Original 
Mountain Marathon (OMM). I’ve also hatched 
a plan to run a National Trail a year (starting 
with the Peddar’s Way which is short and 
mostly � at and ending with the South West 
Coastal path in 15 years by when I hope I’ll be 
able to take three weeks o�  work and the kids 
will be away on a French exchange or 
something).

 
Fast and light
Believe it or not, until a couple of years ago we 
had very few old copies of � e Great Outdoors 
in the o�  ce, until I got an email from someone 
whose uncle had just passed away and he’d 
collected every copy since the beginning. 
When the courier turned up we immersed 
ourselves in the magazines, amazed at the gear, 
the rather un-PC adverts and that the Cuillin 
Ridge was just as likely to sell copies in 1982 as 
it is now. It was also full of fellrunning articles 
– Roger Smith and Chris Townsend being fans 
– and pieces on the Karrimor Mountain 
Marathon, now the OMM. 

Reading these magazines, it’s no coincidence 
that TGO found itself at the forefront of the 
lightweight movement. Like backpacking, 
fellrunning is usually better with very light 
equipment. � ere’s nearly always a cross-over: 
trail shoes, ultralight waterproofs, pared-down 
backpacks. � e technologies feed o�  one 
another… and backpackers have been wearing 
running gear for years. Both need gear that’s 
tough and light. 

 Now don’t be under the impression I’m a 
good runner, I’m not. I have zero plans to do 
the Bob Graham Round. I only have one pace 
– slow – and that’s whether I’m doing the 5km 
Parkrun or a marathon. And I still get 
knackered running up even modest hills, yet I 
(usually) � nd it utterly exhilarating whether 
I’m going long in Snowdonia or enjoying a 
quick blast around my local woods. So until my 
knees give up or have a midlife crisis and I have 
to buy a bike with, God forbid, curly 
handlebars, my long days on the hill will 
continue to include running.   

A competitor 
in the North Face 

Ultra Trail du 
Mont Blanc

LIKE BACKPACKINGLIKE BACKPACKING
FELL-RUNNING          IS USUALLY BETTER
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Questars Cannock Chase Adventure Race | 6 June 
Run, bike and kayak (or ditch the kayak) in this 
one-day adventure race. questars.co.uk

Lakeland Trails Marathon & Half | 7 June 
Starting and fi nishing at Coniston Hall Landing 
Point, on the shores of Coniston Water, the Lakeland 
Trails Marathon takes in a complete circuit of 
Coniston Water along well marked and marshalled 
footpaths and bridleways. lakelandtrails.org

Endurance Life Classic Quarter | 13 June 
A 44-mile Ultra Marathon along the south Cornish coast 
from the southernmost point of England (Lizard Point), 
to the westernmost tip (Land’s End). endurancelife.com

Coast to Coast Adventure Race | 28-31 August
The Coast to Coast Adventure Race event is for 
solos and mixed teams of three, with two competing 
at any one time, and is a self-supported event. 
openadventure.com

Scotland Coast to Coast | 12-13 September 
Rat Race’s original endurance race is in its 7th 
year and follows a course of 105 miles running, 
biking or kayaking. scotlandcoasttocoast.com

OMM Lite Autumn | 19-20 September
OMM gives you 300 sq km of stunning event area 
to explore. No one to follow, just a map and miles 
of rolling countryside to enjoy.  theomm.com

Rab Mountain Marathon | 26-27 September
A two-day fellrunning and navigation 
challenge for solos and pairs with an overnight 
camp. rabmountainmarathon.com

Killarney Adventure Race | 3 October
Ireland’s biggest adventure race. Run, 
kayak and cycle some of the most rugged 
landscapes. killarneyadventurerace.com 

OMM 2015 | 24-25 October
This year’s 48th event is based in Southern Scotland. 
It’s a classic and we’ll be there. theomm.com

Beachy Head Marathon | 24 October 
The Eastbourne Beachy Head Marathon is one  of the 
biggest off-road marathons in the UK, known for its 
scenic and challenging route through the South Downs 
National Park countryside. visiteastbourne.com

10 of the best running events 

WITH VERY LIGHT EQUIPMENT
FELL-RUNNING          IS USUALLY BETTER
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www.pyb.co.uk/fami ly
Plas y Brenin, The National Mountain Centre, Capel Curig, Conwy LL24 OET  Tel: 01690 720214  Email: info@pyb.co.uk

www.facebook.com/plasybrenin www.twitter.com/plasybreninwww.linkedin.com/company/plas-y-brenin

Join us at the National Mountain Centre on one of our many family holidays.

With hotel standard, en-suite accommodation, great meals, a well stocked bar and the

some of the most amazing scenery in the UK, there’s no better place to enjoy a

family adventure.  Come and join us and share some high-quality time with the kids.

JOIN US FOR A FAMILY

ADVENTURE BREAK



malevolent winds and stinging sleet, this 
sub-arctic Pennine landscape held a coldly 
exotic fascination, more like Iceland than 
Cumbria. Just as I was pondering this, a series 
of specks moved in the base of the valley a 
thousand feet below – a herd of black horses 
galloping over the open landscape, provoking 
the shivers that only such a sight can. 

Ask most people for their view on England’s 
best mountain country, and they will 
re� exively (and with justi� cation) nominate 
the Lake District. � e Pennines tend to su� er 
by comparison, o� en perceived as a slightly 
unsexy world of boggy moors and peaty 
plateaux. � is anniversary year of the Pennine 
Way has helped me to explore these hills with a 
renewed perspective, and what has struck me, 
above all else, is how strange and wonderful 
they can be. � ey may lack the excitement of 

IT WAS PART CALDERA, part canyon, part 
asteroid a� ermath, part the work of some 
gigantic ice cream scoop. A pair of cli� s, each a 
kilometre long and as high as a four-storey 
building, enfolded the head of a plunging 
valley in a great wishbone shape. Below them, 
streaks of scree and debris ran down two 
precipitous slopes, imperfectly mirroring each 
other like Rorschach inkblots. � e sense of 
space, symmetry and drama was immense. 

High Cup may look like the a� ermath of a 
sudden catastrophe, an upswelling from the 
earth below or an impact from outer space, but 
in fact it has been cra� ed over millenia. It is 
possibly the most spectacular outcropping of 
the Whin Sill, a layer of volcanic rock that runs 
in a sweep from the coast of Northumberland 
to the upper reaches of Teesdale, strategically 
exploited on the way by the cli�  op castles of 
Bamburgh and Lindisfarne and the frontier 
forti� cations of Hadrian’s Wall. Formed 
around 300 million years ago, the Whin Sill 
was exposed at High Cup just 10,000 years ago 
by the gouging action of an Ice Age glacier. 

� e � rst thing that strikes you when you see 
High Cup, as well as the size and space, is the 
cra� manslike precision of the glacier’s chisel. 
What a contrast with the lumpy, bumpy Lake 
District, only 15 miles away on the other side 
of the Eden Valley. � e Jupiter-like pull of 
those crowded fells means Upper Teesdale’s 
many wonders – High Cup itself, the High 
Force waterfall or the Cauldron Snout cataract, 
to name just a few – are unjustly overlooked. 
Even on an unattractive May Day of 

� e exotic England
The wishbone-shaped wonder of High Cup is a reminder of the 
under-appreciated strangeness of the Pennines, thinks Carey

Mountain magic
Carey Davies

Extraordinary moments in wild places

Viewpoint

rocky drama, but their appeal rests on 
something which is both more subtle and 
more spectacular. As well as these marvels of 
the North Pennines, there are the fantastical 
wind-sculpted shapes of the Peak District’s 
gritstone tors, the artwork of eons; the 
limestone country of the Yorkshire Dales, full 
of waterfalls, wild� ower woods, limestone 
pavements sprouting with thyme and smoky 
villages full of sparrows; the endless oceans of 
moorland, “a stage for the performance of 
heaven”, as Ted Hughes called them, where the 
sense of space (and occasional ferocity) rivals 
anything north of the Scottish border. � en 
there is the rich human tapestry, the ways of 
life preserved by remoteness, the eddies where 
the pace of the world seems to slacken; and on 
the other hand, a proud history of access 
struggles stemming from the restless cities 
which push up against the hills. 

Coming from Otley, the Pennines are my 
home hills, and knowledge of them is well 
ingrained. But like the best music, they 
constantly reveal new richness and depth, and 
their capacity to surprise me is undiminished 
despite 30 years of familiarity. 

� is story of the Pennines – as an 
enigmatic, eccentric, exotic landscape – is not 
told o� en enough. So the next time you’re 
heading to Cumbria, try taking the opposite 
turn-o� ; what you � nd might surprise you.  

Follow Carey on Twitter: 
@carey_davies
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High Cup Gill from 
High Cup Nick 
Photo: Carey Davies
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IN APRIL I VISITED EDALE in the Peak District 
for the � rst time in many years, to speak at the 
Spirit of Kinder Day. � e same weekend was 
also the 50th anniversary of the opening of the 
Pennine Way, itself a creation of the access 
movement of the � rst half of the 20th century. 

� e idea for a route running up the Pennines 
to the Cheviots dates back to 1935 when Tom 
Stephenson, then Rambling and Open-Air 
Correspondent on a newspaper called � e Daily 
Herald and later long-time Secretary of the 
Ramblers’ Association, wrote an article entitled 
Wanted – A Long Green Trail, inspired by a 
letter from two Americans asking if there was a 
British equivalent of the Appalachian Trail. At 
the time access to many of the areas along the 
route including Kinder Scout above Edale was 
forbidden and it took 30 years of campaigning 
and negotiations before the Pennine Way came 
into being. (All this history can be found in 
Chris Sainty’s new guidebook, � e Pennine Way, 
A Walker’s Guide). 

As the � rst British long-distance path, the 
Pennine Way has an important place in the 
history of outdoor recreation. It also has an 
important personal meaning for me as it was 
the � rst long route I ever walked, the � rst time 
I’d ever been out for more than a couple of 
nights, the � rst time I’d moved on every day and 
camped out every night. It was a solo walk and I 
had no idea how I would react to being on my 
own for two weeks or more (it ended up as 17 

Fi� y years young
As Britain’s original long-distance path celebrates its fi rst half-decade, Chris Townsend 

recalls his fi rst experience of multi-day walking, along the Pennine Way

Backpacking
Chris Townsend

TGO’s Gear Editor and 
long-distance expert
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days). Nor did I know how I’d cope with the 
weather or with camping over that period. And 
of course I had no idea that the walk would set 
me on a path I would follow the rest of my life. 
All I knew at the time was that I felt like trying a 
long walk and the Pennine Way seemed ideal 
for this, as it was.

A student at the time, I walked the Pennine 
Way in April, during the Easter holidays. 
Prepared for cold and stormy weather I arrived 
in Edale with a huge pack, maps for the whole 
route and the inevitable Wainwright guidebook. 
On Cooper’s camp site, which I’m pleased to see 
is still there, I set up the � rst ever camp of my 
long-distance hiking life. 

Climbing up to Kinder Scout with my heavy 
pack the next day I wondered how I was ever 
going to complete 270 miles, a distance that was 
really daunting. � at � rst day I crossed Kinder 
Scout and Bleaklow in mist, sinking into boggy 
ground many times and needing to use my 
compass. It could only get easier I thought. And 
it did. Looking back all these years later I 
remember being impressed by Gordale Scar and 
Malham Cove (I didn’t know any of the places 
north of the Peak District), crossing Fountains 
Fell and Penyghent in dense mist and heavy 
rain, waking to � nd the tent partially collapsed 
under wet snow at Tan Hill, enjoying Cauldron 
Snout and High Cup Nick before the mist and 
rain returned for the traverse of Cross Fell, 
where I had my � rst introduction to bothies 
with Greg’s Hut, relishing sunshine (at last!) on 
Hadrian’s Wall and � nally, a� er crossing the 
Cheviots in more cloud (every section of the 
Way above 2,000 feet was in mist in fact), 
enjoying my free pint courtesy of Wainwright in 
Kirk Yetholm (a tradition that has long gone). 

Despite the weather the trip was 
transformative. I had found what I loved. 
Pleased though I was at completing the trip I 
was also disappointed. I wanted to go on for 
longer, much longer. In the future I would. 

Follow Chris on Twitter: 
@townsendoutdoor

Viewpoint
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I AM WRITING THIS a week a� er the general 
election. It was an extraordinary night, but now 
that the furore is beginning to die down it’s time 
to take a look at how the environment might 
fare over the next � ve years.

I am an optimist by nature but my heart sank 
when I saw that Liz Truss had been 
re-appointed as Environment Secretary by 
David Cameron. I think that tells us a lot about 
where environmental issues will be on the 
government’s agenda – near the bottom, if 
indeed they appear at all. � ere was almost no 
discussion about the environment in all the 
campaigning, which is a pretty strong hint.

Since her appointment last year, Liz Truss 
has been anonymous and has done virtually 
nothing in terms of actively defending the 
environment. Conservative policy is to press 
strongly for major infrastructure developments 
and to reduce as far as possible any obstructions 
to development contained within the planning 
system. Previously, our planning system had 
been robust in throwing up checks to 
inappropriate development, but it is now weak 
and easy to circumvent.

� is means that, despite vigorous local 
opposition, we shall see big projects like the 
HS2 rail line going ahead, with potentially 
disastrous e� ects for fragile habitats in places 
like the Chilterns, a much-loved walking area. 
� ere will also be pressure for major 
housebuilding programmes which would eat 
away at precious green land, not just on the 
edges of our towns and cities, but also in 
villages, some of which could � nd themselves 
doubled in size without adequate services such 
as schools and shops being provided. � ere are 
in fact proposals for 80,000 houses to be built 
on previously protected land.

� is is the great worry – that statutory 
protection is becoming less e� ective. Another 
example is the proposal for a ‘superquarry’ on 
the Cornish coast near � e Lizard, threatening 
a designated Marine Conservation Zone. � e 
proposals include a 600m breakwater and the 
removal of up to a million tonnes of rock a year 
on giant barges. � e justi� cation is that some of 
the rock would be used in the construction of a 
‘tidal lagoon’ power station in Swansea Bay, but 
in an area which depends so heavily on 
tourism, this is surely a case of two wrongs not 
making a right.

� e proposal is opposed by organisations 
including the Marine Conservation Society and 
as well as its e� ect on the delicate marine 
ecosystem, would be bound to a� ect walkers on 
the coast path. Will Liz Truss do anything to 
stop it? I wouldn’t hold your breath.

A very pale green government
Roger looks at the prospects for the environment 

following the General Election

Environment
Roger Smith

TGO’s founding editor on the 
green issues that matter

National Park funding decreased by an 
alarming amount over the past � ve years and 
there is no sign that will be reversed, making it 
more di�  cult for the high standards we rightly 
expect from our parks to be maintained.

Shortly before the election, CPRE released a 
report carried out by Anglia Ruskin University 
which showed that if we are to meet our climate 
change obligations, we will need thousands 
more wind turbines and hundreds of acres of 
‘solar farms’. Wind turbines will continue to be 
the major issue for Scotland, following the 
Scottish National Party’s sweeping gains. Recent 
� gures suggest that the number of turbines 
built, approved or in the planning process has 
nearly doubled in a year, from 2,315 to 4,519. In 
2014, no fewer than 27 large-scale windfarms 
were started in Scotland, and there are at least 
31 more on the way. Many of them are in areas 
of high landscape value.

� e SNP will do little or nothing to stop this 
insane rush to wind, despite the fact that we 
already have enough turbines in Scotland to 

more than adequately meet our renewable 
energy targets – and we are paying the energy 
� rms obscene sums of money in compensation 
at times when the national grid cannot accept 
wind power because it is already up to 
maximum load.

We used to get regular windfarm maps and 
statistics on turbine visibility from Scottish 
Natural Heritage, but these no longer appear, or 
at least are only minimally publicised. 

Seeing the way things are going, 
important players are changing their stance – 
as for example Buccleuch Estates, one of 
Scotland’s biggest landowners. Formerly 
strongly opposed to windfarms, they are now 
proposing 140 turbines on their land. Given the 
ludicrous � nancial incentives involved, who 
can blame them?

All this is happening, and will continue to 
happen, despite tourism being one of our major 
earners, especially in Scotland where it is vital 
to the economy in places like the Highlands and 
Islands. � e national tourism agency, 
VisitScotland, does nothing in terms of 
campaigning for landscape or wildlife 
protection, and has recently been sharply 
criticised for promoting tours based on the 
scenes used in the � lm Outlander, despite some 
of these being under serious threat from major 
windfarm development.

� is may all look like a pretty bleak picture. 
Fortunately we have strong organisations like 
CPRE, the BMC, Mountaineering Council of 
Scotland, Ramblers and John Muir Trust ready 
to speak out. We should not have to rely on 
them, but clearly their voices will be needed 
more than ever from now until 2020. We can’t 
vote for them but we should give them our full 
support as they try to stop our countryside 
being scarred beyond redemption. 

Viewpoint

Rannoch Moor, the site of the 
proposed Talladh-a-Bheithe 

windfarm, recently promoted by 
VisitScotland to viewers of the US 

TV show Outlander
Photo: Keep Rannoch Wild Campaign
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“� is narrow glen, especially in winter, has the austerity of tone 
and colour reminiscent of a Chinese landscape painting.”

Jim’s literary choice this month comes from an old friend, paying homage to mountain lakes

NOT A BOOK ABOUT HILLS for this month’s 
library choice, but about their mirror and 
adornment, the mountain lakes. For the measure 
of their signi� cance, try imagining the Lake 
District without its lakes? � is book, though, is 
called � e Lakes of North Wales, and is a 
remarkable little labour of love by my friend and 
erstwhile neighbour, the Welsh sculptor Jonah 
Jones (1919-2004) – an exquisite stone-carver 
(the Westminster Abbey memorials to Lloyd 
George and Dylan � omas are distinguished by 
his instantly recognisable lettering), who also 
happened to be an exceptionally good writer, as 
anyone who reads his novel Zorn, or his memoir 
� e Gallipoli Diaries will know.

In their old age Jonah and his wife (the 
Hebrew novelist Judith Maro) had moved from 
his estuary-side cottage in Snowdonia, where I 
used to walk with him most days across the 
serpentine, light-imbued lyricism of the 
Dwyryd sands, to Penarth near Cardi�  to be 
near their daughter Naomi. � e last time I saw 
him, not long before his death, I went there for 
lunch and, musing on his life, he told me this: 
“You know, the best decades have been my 
sixties and seventies, when I still had the 
physical strength to do what I wanted to do, and 
with it had come peace of mind. It gets a bit of a 
struggle in your eighties…”

You could take that as the working rationale 
for this book:

“For my part, I have gradually trimmed my 
walking activities over the years and the lakes 
have attracted my attention increasingly, not as 
features on the way to some height, but as 
destinations in themselves. � e variety of their 
environments, of their shapes, colours, moods, 

This month

The Lakes of 
North Wales 
Jonah Jones

and in some cases their legends, is always 
diverting. Still enjoying the physical stress of 
tackling the slopes, I confess that my personal 
liking is for some of the more deserted lakes up on 
the � anks of the mountains. Some are hardly 
visited and access to them is di�  cult enough for 
them to remain so. In particular, many are best 
seen in winter, when the ubiquitous green of the 
fescue grass and bracken gives way to shades of 
ochre and copper.”

You’ll get a sense from this of the artist’s eye 
that made keeping company with Jonah 

Viewpoint

out-of-doors an education and reading his book 
such a pleasure. � ere’s plenty of graphic art in 
it too, in the form of marvelous, spare, 
atmospheric woodcuts – take a look at the one 
of Moel Siabod’s Llyn y Foel on page 125, which 
is a little masterpiece, its verticals just slightly 
exaggerated a� er the manner of the great Welsh 
landscape painter Richard Wilson, to convey 
subjective impression of height.

� e words equally do justice to Llyn y Foel: 
“Once the entire corrie comes into view this lake 
reveals itself as one of the � nest. First, the 
synclinal rock barrier at its foot is beautifully 
delineated, as though the slabs and layers had 
cooled and crystallised only recently. � en the 
ridge behind the lake, superb granite slabs 
ascending to the summit, is surely one of the most 
conspicuous in the area. Once again, it is the lake 
in its context that impresses…”

So it does, and it’s typical of the hints for � ne 
hill-itineraries this book throws out so 
promiscuously that he should � x upon this 
ridge of Daear Ddu – one of the most satisfying 
and enjoyable routes to a Snowdonia summit, 
and the latter one of the area’s � nest viewpoints.

As to Jonah’s � nest lake, in the “most 
spectacular corrie of all” and guarded over by a 
rock-barrier “like a great smooth whale-back, a 
sort of immemorial Moby-dick”, here it is – Llyn 
Cau, fast under the great south wall of Cader 
Idris, and I wouldn’t disagree: “� e crags rise 
blackly to the jagged sky-line, an almost perfect 
point to a vast pyramid, while below it … the 
lake is almost serene … Its sublimely deep 
cerulean colour provides the foil to the tumbled 
grass and boulders all around. � is is nature’s 
masterpiece.” 

The Hillwalkers’
Library
Jim Perrin

Literary recommendations 
for hillwalkers with a passion 

for the written word

You’ll get a sense from this 
of the artist’s eye that made 

keeping company with Jonah 
out-of-doors an education
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FINDING WILDERNESS IN BRITAIN has been 
painted as a Holy Grail-type quest in recent 
years. It seems you can no longer be sure 
of � nding isolation and untamed beauty 
simply by heading to a hill range or national 
park but need to speci� cally locate a certain 
summit, valley, plateau, woodland or corrie. 
Christopher Somerville recently took this 
speci� c approach to � nding wilderness 
with his Britain and Ireland’s Best Wild 
Places. Now Phoebe Smith has had her go at 
pinpointing them with Wilderness Weekends.

While Somerville’s is a highly descriptive 
list, Wilderness Weekends is more of a ‘how-
to’ guide. It’s very much in the same vein as 
Alastair Humphreys’ Microadventures: giving 
you all you need to know to have a quick bit 
of fun for yourselves without breaking the 
bank or needing time o�  work. You could 
say it’s an upland equivalent – going for more 
of a speci� c approach than Humphreys’ 
‘journey from your doorstep’ mantra. Smith 
has put together 26 adventures covering most 
of Britain’s rugged reaches, a table perfectly 

laid out ready for people to feast on. 
Scottish escapes include a sleep on the 

summit of Buchaille Etive Mor, a bothy and 
boat linked journey in the northern Highlands, 
and a trip to the seaside to � nd Camasunary 
Bay and the new hut there. Among the six 
adventures in Wales she shows a scramble in 
the Rhinogs and a sleep under a stone slab on 
the ‘Welsh Matterhorn’. In England she includes 
the Lake District’s Ennerdale Valley, Mosedale 
and Patterdale, with an overnight bivvy, a 
bothy stay and a great-looking sleep in a cave. 
� ere’s also ample space given to the South 
West with two wanders across Dartmoor and a 

journey on the South West Coast Path. 
For all of the routes chosen, it’s clear 

Smith hasn’t just gone for the places 
furthest from the road but those where 
the local myths and legends add just as 
much to the sense of wilderness as the 
landscape. � e introduction to each 
walk � lls the reader in on these tales, 
with witches in Lancashire, aliens in 
the Berwyn Hills and a beast that lurks 
on Dartmoor; while sights of historical 
and natural interest are referred to also.

� e routes themselves (shown on 
quite basic drawings albeit with contour 
lines) don’t shy from going up high 
and it’s only a few times that we see 
the words “now retrace your steps”. 
Practical information includes: a step 

by step route breakdown, public transport, 
eating and drinking options and alternatives 
to camping. � ere are also ‘top tips’ thrown 
in such as “be prepared for boggy ground” 
or “bring plenty of water ” – you can’t help 
suspecting these tips come from lessons 
learned the hard way. Most of the book is 
devoted to such practical details rather than 
the descriptive. It seems designed to give 
con� dence to the very occasional, even � rst 
time wild sleeper – no more so demonstrated 
by the opening sentence of the book in which 
Smith reminisces about the awakening 
achieved from her � rst ever wild camp. 

When it comes to the Holy Grail-type of 
writing on wilderness of late, those who need 
all the advice for exploring and enjoying these 
speci� c locations will bene� t from Wilderness 
Weekends’ guidance. However, an experienced 
hillwalker will prefer Somerville, for in his 
Britain and Ireland’s Best Wild Places he 
simply gives the location and entrusts the 
reader to know how to enjoy it for themselves.
Will Renwick

Lake District Climbs 
and Scrambles: 
Mountaineering Days Out 
on the Lakeland Fells
Stephen Goodwin
Vertebrate Publishing, £16.95

The former writer 
for The Times 
combines  the best 
scrambles and easy 
climbs in the Lake 
District with walking 
loops to make for 20 
mountaineering 

days out. Each route is shown with OS 
mapping along with stage-by-stage 
directions and a description of the day.

Field Notes From the Edge: 
Journeys Through Britain’s 
Secret Wilderness
Paul Evans
Rider, £14.99 (hardback)

The nature writer 
explores his home 
area of Wenlock 
Edge – one of 
Shropshire’s most 
visited beauty 
points – to reveal 
what most will miss 
there. He looks 

deeply at other kinds of ‘edge’; 
between wood and fi eld, stream and 
stone, earth and sky, to reveal the wild 
lives that inhabit each one.

Born to Walk: The 
Transformative Power 
of a Pedestrian Act
Dan Rubinstein
ECW Press, £15.90 (hardback)

After a knee injury left 
him unable to run, Dan 
Rubinstein became an 
obsessive walker, 
hiking through the US, 
Canada and the UK. 
He found many 
benefi ts from walking, 

each of which he has explored in this 
book – looking at not only a walk’s 
effect on the body and mind but also on 
societies and economies. 

Wilderness 
Weekends: 
Wild Adventures 
in Britain’s 
Rugged Corners
Phoebe Smith
Bradt, £14.99

Viewpoint

New book reviews

Book round-up
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Share your views, your experiences and your favourite photos

Readers’ page editorial@tgomagazine.co.uk

Postal address
The Editor, The Great Outdoors, Newsquest Specialist Media,  

30 Cannon Street, London EC4M 6YJ

Please include a phone number and postal address.  
Letters may be edited for clarity or to fit the space available.

Campfire caution
In June 2014, a wildfire engulfed approximately 
10 hectares of the National Trust for Scotland’s 
Mar Lodge Estate, near Braemar, Aberdeenshire 
before being brought under control. 

The fire destroyed blaeberry and scrub 
undergrowth among tracts of mature 
Caledonian pinewoods. Fortunately, due to the 
swift and professional reaction of Fire Service, 
Trust staff and friends from neighbouring 
estates, the damage to mature trees in this 
remnant of ancient woodlands was limited.

The cause of this destruction was a campfire 
where we found an abandoned barbecue grate.  

A second fire a few weeks later in Glen 
Quoich was also successfully extinguished.  It 
was caused in exactly the same way.

The cost was measured not just in terms of 
the damage to a pristine habitat in one of the 
wildest parts of Scotland: the Trust had to spend 
over £10,000 of charitable funds to pay for 
helicopter water bombing to put the fires out.  
Thankfully, there were no human costs resulting 
from either incident. 

Some of the Trust’s other mountainous 
properties have suffered in recent years from 
fire as well.  In 2011, the entire hillside of 
Liathach was ablaze, as were the Five Sisters  
of Kintail.  

The National Trust for Scotland has spent 
millions of pounds conserving habitats, repairing 
and creating footpaths (it costs upwards of £100 
per metre to maintain an upland path) and 
making the countryside in our care available for 
all to use.  

 We are one of the largest landowners of 
Scotland, with iconic landscapes like Torridon, 
Kintail, Glencoe and the Cairngorms in our care.  
Facilitating access and enjoyment to these places 
is as important to us as their conservation.  Please 
help us to take care of these places by taking care.

The Scottish Outdoor Access Code provides 
guidance for all those accessing the countryside.  
It advises, wherever possible, to use a stove rather 
than light an open fire.  Never light an open fire 
during prolonged dry periods or in areas such as 
forests, woods, farmland or on peaty ground or 

near to buildings or in cultural heritage sites 
where damage can be easily caused. 
Terry Levinthal
Director of Conservation and Projects
The National Trust for Scotland

Lost landscapes?
While walking in the Berwyn Hills recently it 
was depressing to see the areas of wilder 
hillside that have been and still are being 
converted into boring fertilised sheep pasture. 
Much of our lowland landscapes have already 
been severely damaged by intensive agriculture 
and our wildlife has been decimated. Now it 
seems it is the turn of our uplands. Not a bird, 
flower or insect is to be seen, only sheep and 
fertilised grass.

I realise that food production is vital and that 
farmers are to be congratulated on their efforts. 
Surely however, not every last square metre has 
to be cultivated? There must be room for some 
wild corners, corridors and field margins etc to 
add interest to our landscapes, not to mention 
relieve the pressure on our wildlife.
Tom McCullough

The price of kit 
I think that your magazine is great and it’s the 
only outdoors magazine I now buy. My only 
gripe about hiking magazines is that they give the 
impression that if one doesn’t own expensive gear 
then one shouldn’t be going hiking. 

I’m confused as to what clothing I need for a 
day hike in the countryside. I don’t think I need a 
£225 Páramo Velez Adventure Light smock but I 
don’t know if the £20 Regatta pack jacket is okay 
as I’ve never had the money to afford even a 
mid-range coat. 

Maybe you could do an article on what is okay 
for a four-hour walk please? I have a Nike 
running jacket that weighs next to nothing, but 
don’t know how this compares to say a Berghaus 
wind breaker. What existing clothing can I use on 
a day out? A cheap gym T-shirt from Asda for 
example, how does that compare to a £22 Rab 
T-shirt? 
Andrew Timms 

The Great Outdoors is 
now on Instagram!

Tag your shots with #TGO 
#TheGreatOutdoors and we’ll  

share them!

Skogafoss Waterfall in Iceland by  
@miss_gemma_louise

Shot of Carn Mor Dearg by @paulbrett29 on his 
way to the summit of Ben Nevis

Bla Bheinn from Camasunary, by @rache.73 

Loving my Páramo windproof 
top that I got when subscribing 
to the excellent   
@TGOMagazine.
@JenniferTankard

@TGOMagazine the great 
outdoors in all its beauty but 
why don’t you ever feature the 
@NationalTrails in #norfolk? 
Or any trails in #norfolk? 
@Damski2310

@TGOMagazine  
@townsendoutdoor A great 
issue. Enjoyed all the features. 
Well done to the team!
@alex_roddie

Social Media
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Hill Skills

Leave no trace
How To

There’s more to minimal impact camping than just carrying 
out your litter. The Great Outdoors spoke to Leave no Trace 
Master Educator Myles Farnbank, to get a few tips on how 
backpackers and wild campers can ensure they leave the 
land as close as possible to how they found it

Choose your spot carefully
“If your chosen camp site is already heavily 
impacted by previous visitors, keep your tent 
within the impacted area. Further from the 
beaten track where there is no sign of people 
having camped in the location previously, 
spread your tents out to reduce the impact from 
group camping, and choose a site with durable 
ground cover (bare rock, sand or dry grass) for 
your communal area. The areas that are most 
sensitive are those between the two. If you 
find a place that is just starting to show signs of 
impact, then it is likely to recover into a pristine 
situation if left fallow – so camp elsewhere.”

Calls of nature
“Urine is relatively innocuous and unless there 
is a lot if it concentrated in a relatively small 
space then it doesn’t have a particularly negative 
impact. But going for a ‘number two’ can have 
a significantly damaging impact on both health 
and water quality. Move well away from your 
camp site and at least 50m from any permanent 
bodies of water. The leave no trace guidance 
is 75m away, which is a considerable distance. 
Some organisations recommend as little as 
30m distance from fresh water, which is fine 
if done properly using a cathole but 50m is a 
safer distance. A cathole needs to be at least 
15-20cm wide and 15-20cm deep, to avoid 
attracting flies and other animals and to ensure 
the waste is deep in the humus area of the soil.”

Toilet paper
“Toilet paper is made up of very short wood fibre 
in order to break down in our sewage system. 
Buy unscented, unbleached, recycled toilet 
paper as it breaks down more quickly. The higher 
you go up the mountain, the poorer bacterially 

the soils are so waste takes longer to break 
down. But do not burn toilet paper. It doesn’t 
burn easily once used and there have been some 
significant wildfires caused by people trying to 
set fire to toilet paper, including one in Scotland a 
few years ago. Wet wipes should never be left in 
catholes. They contain chemicals and plastic and 
won’t break down quickly at all. If you use them, 
bring a container to take them away afterwards.”

Plan your meals
“It’s important to cook the right amount of food 
and to be vigilant to ensure it doesn’t burn. If 
you have burnt or leftover food, you’ve then 
got a problem of disposal and burying it is not 
appropriate because that then attracts animals. 
It won’t do them any good and it will start 
to habituate animals to the camp site if it’s a 
popular spot. Cook some food, feed everybody 
and then if people are still hungry, cook more.” 

Washing up
“Take a water bladder to the river or loch, fill it up, 
bring it to your camp area and do your washing 
away from the water source. Put a bit of water 
in the pot then scrape it out with your finger, a 
stick or spoon. Then take a cotton hanky and put 
it over the pot. Find an area where there’s plenty 

When you find a beautiful place, do 
everything you can to leave it that way

Leave no Trace    Tick List  First Aid – treating strains and sprains70 71 72

of vegetation and then walk. As you’re walking, 
turn the pot upside down. The water will come 
through the hanky and all the food particles will 
get caught within it. Ensure that the smelly water 
is spread over as big an area as possible. The 
bits of food can then be scraped off the hanky 
into a waste bag or plastic container and the 
hanky can be hung outside a rucksack to dry. If 
your pot is still greasy, use a very small amount 
of biodegradable washing-up liquid, such as 
Ecover, which is plant-based. Pour it into your 
pot with a little bit more water, wipe it around, 
and then move away from camp, find an area 
with lots of vegetation and then do a big vigorous 
side-to-side swoosh to spread out all the water.”

Washing yourself
“People shouldn’t be taking perfumed soaps 
into the outdoors; the chemicals are quite 
strong. Use something biodegradable instead. 
You can now buy folding camp bowls. Stand in 
one of those and hang a water bladder with a 

It’s important to cook the 
right amount of food and 
to be vigilant to ensure 
it doesn’t burn. If you 
have burnt or leftover 
food, you’ve then got a 
problem of disposal 
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shower attachment from a tree. You can have a 
shower standing in the bowl using as little as a 
couple of litres of water. All of the soapy water 
is caught in the bowl and afterwards you can 
dilute it with a bit more cold water and then do 
the same centrifugal “swoosh” as you did with 
washing-up water – just walk and throw it as 
vigorously as you can and spread it over a big 
area. Then you’ve not concentrated any of the 
soaps and oils from your body in one spot.”

Brushing your teeth 
“You can get toothpastes made of natural 

✓ Cover up
✓  Check yourself frequently – 

especially before going to sleep. Adult 
ticks look like small spiders with 
swollen bodies. Nymphs look a little 
like poppy seeds.

✓  Wear gaiters or long trousers tucked 
into socks

✓  Wear insect repellent or clothing 
impregnated with it

✓  Be alert when passing through animal 
populated land, in particular those 
grazing sheep

✓  Try not to sit on the ground in 
vegetated areas

✓ Walk in the middle of a path
✓  Avoid walking through bracken or 

undergrowth
✓ Carry a tick removal tool with you
✓ If bitten, remove the tick quickly
✓  If you don’t have a tool, use a pair of 

fi ne-tipped tweezers or a single loop 
of cotton thread

✓  Avoid using traditional methods of 
petroleum jelly, burning or freezing

✓  Grip the tick by the head and as close 
to your skin as possible

✓ Don’t use bare fi ngers
✓ Do not twist
✓  Do not squeeze or crush its body. It 

will spill its stomach contents into the 
wound

✓  After removal, disinfect the bite and 
your hands

✓  Lyme disease is the most widespread 
disease: watch out for symptoms 
including fever, headaches, fatigue, 
muscle pain, joint pain and neck 
stiffness

✓  Keep an eye on the bitten area for a 
few days afterwards

✓  First symptoms are usually a circular 
‘bull’s-eye rash’ rash from three to 30 
days after being bitten

✓  If a rash or fl u-like symptoms occur in 
the following weeks, tell your doctor 
immediately

✓  If walking in Central or Eastern 
Europe or Russia, be aware of 
tick-borne encephalitis. Arrange an 
immunisation at a travel clinic eight 
weeks before you go abroad

Visit this site for more information: 
lymediseaseaction.org.uk 

The TGO Tick List
Being bitten by a tick could 
expose you to one of a number of 
diseases, the most common being 
Lyme disease. Be vigilant in the 
hills and follow these guidelines

The 7 principles of Leave no Trace
• Plan ahead and prepare
• Travel and camp on durable ground
• Dispose of waste properly
• Leave what you fi nd
• Minimise the effects of fi re
• Respect farm animals and wildlife
• Be considerate of others

materials. But the thing to do is just use 
enough and no more. If you have a mug or 
other container, rather than spit out, spit into 
the mug that’s full of water. Then spread the 
diluted spit over as big an area as you can. 
When it rains, it will wash away effectively.” 

Plan ahead
“Think about where you’re going, where you’re 
planning to camp, what impact you might have, 
and plan accordingly. So think about what has 
the weather been like for the preceding week – is 
the ground going to be very soft? Have you got a 
little trowel for a cathole, a water bladder and a 
hanky? If you think about leave no trace at the 
planning stage, you’re likely to reduce your 
impacts signifi cantly.”  

Myles Farnbank is Director of Training for 
Wilderness Scotland, an Associate Instructor 
at Glenmore Lodge and a Master Educator 
in the principles of Leave no Trace.

The TGO Tick List
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Hill Skills First aid

How to treat 
sprains and strains

How To

In the fi nal instalment of our outdoor 
fi rst aid series, taken from Cicerone’s 
book First Aid and Wilderness Medicine, 
authors Dr Jim Duff and Dr Peter Gormly 
take you through how to deal with 
ligament, muscle and tendon injuries 

Sprains
Symptoms and signs
The joint is swollen, tender and 
painful (always compare the injured 
limb with the uninjured side). 
Gently examine for any localised 
very tender point and/or crepitus, 
both of which suggest a broken 
bone and therefore a complicated 
injury. Examine the bones above, 
below and around the injury. 

The following tests should be 
done to determine the severity 
of the injury and exclude broken 
bones:
• Weight bearing/stressing the joint: 
the victim applies a steady force 
along the long bones (for ankle/
knee, ask the victim to stand; for 
wrist, have them place their fi sts 
against each other on their chest 
and push hard). Stop if pain occurs 
and treat as a complicated injury/
broken bone. Repeat this test at 48 
hours and if weight bearing is now 
possible, test passive movement.
• Passive movement (you move 
their joint): only do this if weight 
bearing is possible. Test for full 
range in all directions (compare 
with other limb). A sprain will have 
full movement restricted in one 
direction by pain. If movement 
is restricted in two directions or 
more, treat as a broken bone.

Strains
Symptoms and signs
• The muscle is swollen and there 
may be muscle spasm. Stiffness and 
pain limit movement.
• A large swelling due to internal 
bleeding (haematoma) may appear.

• External bruising may appear, 
sometimes days later or far 
from the injury (as blood seeps 
internally).

General management of 
sprains and strains
To reduce bleeding and swelling at 
the injury site:
• As soon as possible, treat with 
rest, compression, elevation and 
cold treatment.
• Give painkillers.
• When pain settles, start regular 
non-weight bearing movements of 
the joint through their full range.
• Do not apply heat. Do not rub or 
massage the injured part. Avoid 
alcohol.
Treating sprains and strains
• Rest: there should be no joint 
movement for two hours after the 
injury and splint applied.
• Compression: as soon as possible 
apply a fi rm elastic bandage to 
control swelling. (Stretch the 
bandage when making one half 

of the turn, and continue without 
stretch for the other half. Include 
the fi ngers or toes but leave enough 
exposed to check circulation, 
sensation and movement). This 
reduces swelling and speeds 
recovery.
• Elevate the injured limb above 
chest level. 
• Cold treatment: apply cold 
compresses (20 minutes on, 20 off) 
or ice wrapped up in a towel (for 
just 15 minutes every hour), up to 6 
treatments in the fi rst 24 hours or 
until swelling has stopped.
• Stabilise the sprain with a 
light splint until more defi nitive 
treatment is in place (see specifi c 
sprains).

Specifi c sprains and 
strains
Ankle
An ankle sprain is usually caused 
by ‘going over on it’, typically to 
the outside. Immediately after the 
injury it swells, is painful, the foot 
and toes tend to drop, and walking 
(more than four steps) is diffi cult or 
impossible.
Specifi c treatment
Strapping will be needed once the 
swelling is going down and the 
victim starts walking.
• Shave, clean and dry the lower leg 
and paint with tincture of benzoin to 
help your ‘stirrups’ (see left) stick.
• With the victim sitting, leg straight 
out in front of them, ask them to 
keep their foot from dropping by 
putting a loop of bandage around 
the toes and pulling gently to hold 
their foot up.

• Apply ‘stirrups’ of tape starting on 
the side away from the injury, down 
one side of the leg, under the heel 
and up the other side (tilt the ankle 
joint to the injured side as you do so 
to gain maximum support from the 
strapping).
• Hold the ends of the stirrups in 
place with a spiral of tape (the spiral 
prevents constriction of the calf).
• Apply a U-shape piece of foam mat 
around the anklebone (malleolus) 
on the injured side to control further 
swelling.
• Apply a pressure bandage over the 
strapping from toes to knee.
• Exercise the thigh (leg raises to 
front and back, sets of 50, 4 times 
daily minimum) until walking.
• Once walking, add heel locks 
over the strapping (these prevent 
re-injury).
• Strapping is left in place for one to 
three weeks.

Wrist
If the injury is more than minor, treat 
as for broken wrist.

Knee
If the knee is very swollen, suspect a 
more serious injury to the cartilage, 
ligaments, or bones. A torn cartilage 
may ‘lock’ the knee so that it cannot 
be fully straightened. If one of the 
internal ligaments is torn or a knee 
bone broken, internal bleeding with 
immediate dramatic swelling of the 
joint will occur.
Specifi c treatment
If the injury is minor, bandage it or 
use an elastic knee support. In more 
serious injuries:Strapping an ankle
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• straighten the knee as much 
as possible (stop if pain occurs/
increases)
• wrap a thick layer of cotton wool 
(or other soft padding) around the 
leg from mid-calf to mid-thigh and 
hold in place with wide elastic or 
crepe bandages. Finish off with 
another layer of padding and 
bandages, or use a well padded 
foam or an inflatable mattress 
(Thermarest™) splint.
• The victim should exercise their 
thigh as described for ankle, above, 
until walking.
• Start weight bearing when 
swelling and pain settle.

Trekker’s knee
The knee becomes hot, swollen 
and painful without any specific 
history of injury or fever. This is 
due to exercising over several days 
and commonly occurs after a long 
descent.
Specific treatment
• If severe, stop walking for a day 
or two, but bend the knee regularly 
(non-weight bearing).
• Apply anti-inflammatory cream 
and/or give painkillers (maximum 
dose of ibuprofen or naproxen).
• Once walking, apply adhesive 
tape to the kneecap so that it is 
pulled slightly across toward the 
other knee.
• Warm up the joint before setting 

off to walk. Use a walking stick and 
avoid carrying any extra weight.

Back and neck
Backs and necks can become 
acutely painful due to a strain, old 
injuries or a cold environment.
Specific treatment
• Keep moving (although total bed 
rest may be needed for a day or 
two), keep warm and encourage 
good posture. Avoid positions and 
activities that make the pain worse.
• Relax muscle spasm with gentle 
massage, liniment and local heat 
(improvise heat pack/hot water 
bottle).
• Give painkillers (maximum dose 
of ibuprofen, with paracetamol or 
codeine if needed).
• Diazepam (2.5mg 8 to 12-hourly) 
is useful for severe muscle spasm.

Sciatica (back pain 
extending into a leg)
When a branch of the sciatic nerve 
is ‘trapped’ in the lower back, pain 
may extend (usually down one side) 
into a buttock, groin, down the leg 
or even the foot. There may also be 
‘pins and needles’, numbness or 
weakness. All these signs and 
symptoms are made worse by 
moving, coughing or lifting. Treat as 
for back sprain, but evacuate if 
persistent numbness or muscle 
weakness occurs.  

Definitions
•  Sprains: injuries to joints where the supporting ligaments are 

stretched, partially torn or completely torn. Most sprains occur at 
the wrist, ankle, knee and thumb joints.

•  Strains: tearing injuries to a muscle mass or tendon. They are 
usually due to over exertion, to sudden stretching when the muscle 
is contracting during movement, from lifting with poor posture 
or sometimes from a direct, crushing blow. Internal bleeding 
of the muscle is common and may result in a collection of blood 
(haematoma). The commonest strains are to the back, thigh and calf.

•  Complicated injury: sprains complicated by (or confused with) 
strains and/or broken bones. If in doubt, treat these complicated 
injuries as broken bones. These injuries can lead to long-term 
disability. 

First Aid and Wilderness Medicine is published by 
Cicerone Press. The authors are Drs Jim Duff 
and Peter Gormly. To buy a copy of First Aid and 
Wilderness Medicine (or any other Cicerone 
technique book or mini-guide) at a 25% discount 
please use the code TGO25 on the Cicerone 
website: cicerone.co.uk. 

Order a FREE catalogue online at

HILLEBERG.COM
+46 (0)63 57 15 50

follow us on facebook.com/HillebergTheTentmaker

Magnus Brogren

for over 40 years, Hilleberg has been making the 

highest quality tents available. Conceived and developed 

in northern Sweden, Hilleberg tents offer the ideal balance 

of low weight, strength, and comfort. Order our cat alog 

for more information!

Play more. Stress less.

Take your Hilleberg!

enan
Impressively light – 1.1 kg – 
and strong, easy-to-pitch, 
3-season, one person tent in 
our yellow label line. Seen 
here in Jämtland, Sweden.



New gear 

Berghaus 
Wilderness (pictured), Ridgeway and Trailhead 
You could say Berghaus put in the miles to create this new range of backpacks. The 
British brand sent its team of designers to walk the West Highland Way, asking them 
to use their experiences to help shape each model. All three are designed to appeal to 
separate types of backpacker, with different feature sets and prices. The Wilderness is 
aimed at the experienced hiker, and the Trailhead at the more occasional.  All however, 
incorporate a back system that can be adjusted while on the move. Their sizes range 
from 65+15 to 60-litres and each comes in men’s and women’s versions.
berghaus.com

Berghaus 
Wilderness (pictured), Ridgeway and Trailhead 
You could say Berghaus put in the miles to create this new range of backpacks. The 
British brand sent its team of designers to walk the West Highland Way, asking them 

Keela 
Ladies Belay Pro Jacket
Although Keela has focused quite 
heavily on style for this new jacket 
– going for a short cut and scooped 
back – what’s more worthy of shouting 
about is its use of PrimaLoft Gold 
Insulation. We can vouch for this 
technology; it was voted Innovation 
of the Year at the TGO Awards last 
November. With it you can expect 
good water repellence, plus down-
like qualities such as compressibility 
and a strong warmth to weight ratio. 
It comes in black or red and in XS to 
XXXL.
keela.co.uk 
primaloft.com

Merrell 
Allout Sieve 
This new sandal for men (297g) and women (241g) looks 
like a proper trekking one. Underfoot it has a hefty midsole 
to cushion on rugged terrain and 3mm deep lugs for grip, 
while on top it has a toe bumper and a neoprene stretchy 
collar with a hydrophobic fi nish to allow a bit of stream 
splashing. A feature some might fi nd useful is its quick-draw 
toggled lacing, making slipping on and off that bit easier.
merrell.com
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AKU 
Slope GTX
AKU’s bestselling boot has been on the 
market for three decades now, and as a 
way of marking the occasion the Italian 
brand has seen fi t for a re-release of its 
initial 80s retro colours. Some might 
think these eye-catching hues are best 
left in the 80s, however the boot does 
have practical inclusions to appeal to a 
serious hillwalker, including a Gore-
Tex Performance Comfort lining and a 
Vibram Everest sole. It’s also lightweight 
with the men’s version weighing 525g 
and the women’s only 440g. 
aku.it/en
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Carbon fi bre trekking poles are usually expensive as well as 
ultralight. Alpkit’s latest model is certainly very light – lighter 
than any poles in my review in the March issue – but also 
inexpensive, costing less than many conventional poles. The 
shafts are pretty rigid too, without that worrying bend when 
under pressure found in some ultralight poles.  There are the 
usual features – tungsten tip, small baskets, removable rubber 
feet, adjustable wrist straps. The three sections extend to 
a maximum of 134cm and telescope down to 62.5cm when 
packed (if that’s too long you can separate the sections – the 
longest is 52cm). Adjustment is by internal twist-locks that 
feel positive and don’t slip. The EVA foam handles are very 
comfortable as there is a slight ‘give’ in them. Alpkit says they 
have excellent impact and vibration absorption plus thermal 
insulation properties. I can vouch for the latter, having used 
the poles in cold winds, and I haven’t had any problems 
with jarring impacts or vibrations. The webbing straps are 
lined with EVA foam that feels comfortable and they can be 
shortened or lengthened easily.

For helping keep the weight of your gear down these poles 
are an excellent choice, especially at this low price. While I 
wouldn’t expect them to be as strong as much heavier poles, 
for the weight they seem pretty tough. Other poles may have 
better features ( in my opinion) such as external clip-locks and 
shaped handles but these weigh considerably more and most 
cost far more too. If you want functional ultralight poles at a 
good price, the Alpkit CarbonLite Ultra can’t be beaten.
Chris Townsend

 Chris Townsend
Height 5’8”   Boot size 9
Clothing size Medium 
(with short legs!)

Chris Townsend has written 17 books on 
the outdoors, including the award-winning 
The Backpacker’s Handbook. Among his walking 
achievements, he was the fi rst person to complete 
a continuous round of all the Munros and Tops 
and the fi rst to walk the 1600-mile length of the 
Canadian Rockies. Chris has been reviewing 
gear for The Great Outdoors since 1991.

Judy Armstrong
Height 5’2”   
Boot size 3.5/4
Clothing size 12/Women’s Medium

Judy Armstrong has been testing gear for 
The Great Outdoors since 2005 but has been 
hillwalking and mountaineering for 30 years. 
Originally from New 
Zealand, Judy lives in 
the North York Moors 
National Park and also has 
a base in the French Alps.  

Daniel Neilson
Height 6’0”   
Boot size 11
Clothing size Large

Daniel Neilson has been a writer and editor for 
15 years, during which time he’s trekked in the 
Andes, Canada, Georgia and in Europe. He has 
been working for The Great Outdoors for four years, 
testing gear and writing features, and stepping in 
for Emily while she was on maternity leave. Daniel 
is also a keen trail runner and enjoys adventure 
races. He’s particularly fond of Snowdonia.  

TGO’s gear reviewers

THE UK’S 
MOST 

EXPERIENCED 
GEAR 

TESTING 
TEAM

Alpkit  
CarbonLite Ultra Trekking Poles     

 270g*£45
*300g with baskets and rubber feet

 www.alpkit.com

Watch makers support those who 
keep watch in our mountains 
Watch brand Elliot Brown has released a new special edition 
to support Mountain Rescue England & Wales. To help the 
voluntary organisation buy new equipment, the British 
brand will be donating £36 from every watch sold, plus 
members will receive a signifi cant discount. The watches 
themselves are water- and shock-resistant and are sealed 
from dust. They also come in a slick case carved with the 
Mountain Rescue logo. You can pick one up in selected 
branches of Snow and Rock, online and at Elliot Brown 
stockists.
elliotbrownwatches.com

Carbon fi bre trekking poles are usually expensive as well as 
ultralight. Alpkit’s latest model is certainly very light – lighter 
than any poles in my review in the March issue – but also 
inexpensive, costing less than many conventional poles. The 
shafts are pretty rigid too, without that worrying bend when 
under pressure found in some ultralight poles.  There are the 
usual features – tungsten tip, small baskets, removable rubber 
feet, adjustable wrist straps. The three sections extend to 
a maximum of 134cm and telescope down to 62.5cm when 
packed (if that’s too long you can separate the sections – the 
longest is 52cm). Adjustment is by internal twist-locks that 
feel positive and don’t slip. The EVA foam handles are very 
comfortable as there is a slight ‘give’ in them. Alpkit says they 
have excellent impact and vibration absorption plus thermal 
insulation properties. I can vouch for the latter, having used 
the poles in cold winds, and I haven’t had any problems 
with jarring impacts or vibrations. The webbing straps are 
lined with EVA foam that feels comfortable and they can be 
shortened or lengthened easily.

For helping keep the weight of your gear down these poles 
are an excellent choice, especially at this low price. While I 
wouldn’t expect them to be as strong as much heavier poles, 
for the weight they seem pretty tough. Other poles may have 
better features ( in my opinion) such as external clip-locks and 
shaped handles but these weigh considerably more and most 
cost far more too. If you want functional ultralight poles at a 
good price, the Alpkit CarbonLite Ultra can’t be beaten.
Chris Townsend

Alpkit  
CarbonLite Ultra Trekking Poles     

 270g* 270g*£45
*300g with baskets and rubber feet
www.alpkit.com

FIRST LOOK
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AT THE END OF A LONG DAY in the hills there’s 
nothing better than seeing the � rst wisps of 
steam trickling out of a pot and knowing that 
a reviving hot drink will soon be in your hand. 
Particularly when rain and wind batter your 
shelter and the air is chilly and damp, a warming 
drink can be amazingly restorative. 

To ensure you can have that hot mug of 
tea, co� ee or soup, a reliable stove is essential. 
Happily there are now many excellent models 
available. To narrow down your choice, you need 
to think about when and where you will be using 
it, for how long you’ll be out before resupplying 
and how many people the stove will be used 
for. On long trips, fuel availability becomes a 
factor too. On my last two long-distance walks, 
the only fuels I knew would be available were 
methylated spirits/alcohol and petrol. As petrol 
stoves are heavy and more di�  cult to use and 
the fuel is very volatile, I took a meths stove. 

� ese days, gas cartridge and methylated 
spirit stoves will work in almost all conditions so 
I’d only choose a petrol/para�  n stove for remote 
areas where they were the only fuels available or 
for extreme cold (colder than we normally get in 
Britain). 

Even with cartridge and meths stoves there’s 
a big choice. With the � rst, the lightest and most 
compact are tiny stoves that screw into the top 
of a cartridge. � ese are � ne for three-season 
solo use with small pots but can be unstable 
with larger pots and quite slow in sub-zero 
temperatures. Low-pro� le stoves that connect to 
the cartridge with a hose are heavier but much 
more stable. If they have a preheat tube that 
runs through the � ames (most do) the cartridge 
can be inverted in cold temperatures so that 
liquid fuel � ows through the hose and is then 
vaporised in the tube. � is increases fuel usage 
but means the stove will work much better. Some 
stoves come with supports to hold an inverted 
cartridge in place. � ese also have controls that 
can be used with an inverted cartridge rather 
than ones that sit on top of the cartridge in its 
normal position. 

Both cartridge-top and low-pro� le cartridge 
stoves are available as units with pots with heat 
exchangers. � ese maximise fuel usage so less is 
needed and also work a little better in the cold. 
� e pots are heavier than standard ones though. 
For long trips weight can still be saved as less 

Camping Stoves
Nobody knows stoves better than TGO’s Gear Editor 
Chris Townsend. Here’s his lowdown on the latest models

NOTES
Comparative tests were done outdoors in a temperature 
of +5°C. 500ml of water was brought to a rolling boil either 
in the pot supplied with the stove or the SBP pot. Lids were 
used. Cartridges were not inverted except with the Jetboil 
Joule where there’s no option to do otherwise. GoSystem 
GSPS220 powersource butane/isobutene/propane 
cartridges were used.
Caution! These tests give approximate comparisons only. 
At different times in different conditions results might be 
noticeably different. Maker’s boil times are usually for air 
temperatures around +20°C. 
BTU stands for “British Thermal Unit” and is the amount of 
energy needed to cool or heat one pound of water by one 
degree Fahrenheit. 

fuel need be carried. Heat exchanger pots can be 
bought separately and used with other stoves.

� e advantages of meths stoves are simplicity 
and ease of use. With no moving parts there’s 
nothing to go wrong or fail. � e disadvantages 
are that simmering is di�  cult and the fuel isn’t as 
e�  cient as other types so more is needed. Even 
so the stoves are o� en so light that you need 
to be carrying many days’ worth of fuel before 
there’s a weight penalty. Some meths stoves can 
also burn solid fuel tablets and even wood.

Whilst one stove can be used year round and 
for trips of any length I prefer a selection. My 
choices are a meths/wood unit for long-distance 
trips, the same stove or a cartridge top stove 

for shorter three-season trips, and a low pro� le 
cartridge stove for sub-zero weather.

Gear comparative review

. Here’s his lowdown on the latest models

1
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Alpkit 
Koro

 126g£35

Very light, fuel effi cient and compact this low profi le titanium 
stove is extremely good value for money. Stoves like this usually 
weigh quite a bit more and most are much more expensive too. 
Part of the reason is of course that you can only buy it direct from 
Alpkit, but that’s the only real disadvantage.

The Koro has three fold-out legs and pot supports and is stable 
with large pots. The wide burner spreads the fl ame well, which is 
also useful with large pots. It works fi ne with smaller pots too, as 
long as they’re quite wide rather than tall and narrow. 

There’s a preheat tube so in cold weather the cartridge can be 
inverted to turn the stove into a liquid fuel one. The control knob 
and cartridge attachment rotate so there’s no need to twist the 
fuel tube when doing this. There are no supports for the inverted 
cartridge so it needs to be propped against something or held in 
place with a couple of tent pegs. The control knob is on the side of 
the cartridge attachment and so can still be used, though doing so 
is a little awkward as it’s at ground level.

The Koro is quite powerful and fuel effi cient. No windshield is 
provided though and one is essential. Alpkit offers the Concertina 
folding aluminium one at £10 and 110 grams. I’d rather have a foil 
one at less than half the weight though. The old one I used with the 
Koro weighs 53 grams (and could be shortened to shave off a few 
grams) for a total weight of 179 grams.

The Koro is light enough for solo use year round and strong and 
stable enough for use by two or three too. It really is an excellent 
stove at an amazing price.

lightweight, preheat tube, low cost

no windshield, only available from Alpkit 

Fuels  butane/propane Burner diameter  4.7cm Pot supports width 12.7cm 
Maker’s Boil Time  n/a TGO Boil Time  3:25 mins Fuel used 9g
www.alpkit.com

2

MSR 
Windboiler 

 452g incl. pot£ 110

MSR’s Reactor stoves with enclosed radiant burners and heat 
exchanger pots have been around for several years now and are 
proven as powerful stoves for extreme conditions. They’re especially 
good for snow melting. With the Windboiler MSR has used the same 
technology to produce a more general purpose stove. The burner isn’t 
as wide as the Reactor’s and the output is less (7,000 BTU rather than 
9,000 BTU). This doesn’t make much difference when boiling small 
amounts of water but it does mean that simmering is a bit easier with 
the Windboiler – the main problem being that as you can’t see the 
glowing burner it’s easy to turn the stove off rather than down. 

The narrower burner also means a narrower, taller pot. This hard-
anodised aluminium pot is litre-size but I suggest not putting more than 
700ml in to avoid the contents boiling over. There are volume marks 
on the inside. The rest of the design is excellent, one of the best I’ve 
come across in this type of stove. There’s a pot cosy fi rmly attached to 

the pot that doesn’t slip and 
a semi-rigid fabric handle 
that gives a fi rm grip. The 
transparent lid fi ts well and 
has strainer and drinking 
holes. There’s a protective 
cover for the heat exchanger 
that doubles as a 470ml bowl 
or mug. The burner fi ts inside 
the pot (you can also get a 
100 size cartridge inside) to 
make a fairly compact unit. A 

cartridge stabiliser is provided which makes the tall narrow unit a little 
more stable. Care is still needed to ensure it doesn’t topple over though.

The big advantage of the Windboiler gives it its name. It really 
does work well in the wind without need of a separate windshield as 
the burner is covered by the heat exchanger. Lighting the burner can 
be diffi cult in strong winds though as this can’t be done with the pot in 
place and there isn’t a piezo igniter. Briefl y shielding the burner with 
something may be necessary. I’ve found a fi re steel the easiest lighter 
to use in the wind. The wind resistance makes this an excellent stove 
for brew-ups during the day and for use with shelters where there’s 
no room to cook safely under cover. 

In still air the burn time and fuel consumption are nothing special 
but as soon as a breeze picks up the difference with other stoves, even 
if a separate windshield is used, is signifi cant. 

I’d prefer a wider pot for cooking (you need to keep stirring to 
prevent food sticking – a long handled spoon is recommended) but 
otherwise this is an excellent well-designed unit.

 wind resistance, handle, lid, bowl/mug

tall, narrow pot

Fuels butane/propane Burner diameter 7.5cm Pot supports width 9.5cm  
Maker’s Boil Time 2:30 mins to 2:45 mins (500ml) TGO Boil Time 3:50 mins
Fuel used 10g
www.windboiler.eu

1

Check for this

Burner size
Wider burners mean a wider fl ame spread. This is 
better for bigger pots as the fl ame isn’t concentrated 
in one spot, which can lead to the contents burning.

MSR’s Reactor stoves with enclosed radiant burners and heat 
exchanger pots have been around for several years now and are 
proven as powerful stoves for extreme conditions. They’re especially 

Check for this

2

IT REALLY DOES 
WORK WELL 
IN THE WIND 
WITHOUT NEED 
OF A SEPARATE 
WINDSHIELD
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Gear comparative review

Trail Designs  
Fissure Ti-Tri with Inferno Insert   

121g£170

The Ti-Tri has been my most used 
stove for the last fi ve years, including 
on my last two long distance walks. 
I like the foolproof design, the 
windproof cone and the ultralight 
weight. The springy titanium cone 
that combines the functions of 
windshield and pot support isn’t 
that easy to pack though. I’ve always 
used the plastic container called 
the Caldera Caddy that’s available 
from Trail Designs. However the 
Fissure Ti-Tri is designed to pack 
inside your pot, especially if it’s a 
tall one.  Trail Designs has achieved 
this by splitting the cone into two 
interlocking sections. This does 
make setting up the cone slightly 
more complicated but once you’re 
used to it just a few extra seconds 
are needed.

My favourite pot, the Evernew 
0.9 litre titanium one, is wide rather 
than tall and so not ideal for the 
Fissure. Even so Trail Designs sent 
me one designed for this pot (all 
Ti-Tri units are designed for specifi c 
pots) and it fi ts inside okay though 
it has to go in sideways rather than 
upright due to the lack of depth in 

Primus 
Lite 

 1.4kg£225

Primus’s Lite stove and heat 
exchanger pot unit is a simplifi ed 
version of the Lite+ stove that I 
reviewed last year. It has the same 
burner and the same 500ml hard- 
anodised aluminium pot but a more 
basic lid, a softer felt pot cosy and 
handle and no cartridge stand or 
supports for use with different pots. 
This results in a less expensive, very 
slightly lighter unit but with some 
disadvantages.

The low profi le triangular burner 
fi ts easily and securely into the heat 
exchanger on the base of the pot. 
This is the best system I’ve seen for 
this connection. However the soft 
webbing handle doesn’t make 
holding a full pot very secure and 
the lid just sits on top of the pot and 
is easily dislodged. The last means 
the lid doesn’t stay in place and hold 
the contents inside the pot when 
packed either. The £110 Lite+ has a 
much stiffer handle and a securely 
fi tting lid. I think they’re worth the 
extra cost.

The 500ml pot is fi ne for solo 

use, though I prefer a slightly bigger 
one, and being shorter is easier to 
use than litre-size narrow pots. The 
whole unit is more stable too as it’s 
not as tall.  The stove is quite 
powerful and very fuel effi cient. 
The pot cosy attaches with Velcro 
and Primus says it may deform 
during prolonged stove use and so 
should be removed while cooking. I 
don’t think this is necessary for 
boiling water and short cooking 
times though. It would mean you’d 
need a separate pot gripper too.

For the cost this isn’t a bad unit 
but the Lite+ is a much better 
choice if you want a light heat 
exchanger stove with a small pot.

 low weight, cost, fuel usage

narrow pot, soft pot handle, 
loose lid, not windproof

Fuels butane/propane Burner diameter 
3cm Pot supports width  Maker’s Boil 
Time  2:45 mins (500ml) TGO Boil Time 
4:30 mins Fuel used 7g 
www.primus.eu

3
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Check for this

Flame control
The controls on 
cartridge stoves 
should be easy to 
use without burning 
your fi ngers or 
tipping over the 
pot. Ensure they are 
in the off position 
before attaching 
or detaching a 
cartridge.

4
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Flame control
The controls on 
cartridge stoves 
should be easy to 
use without burning 
your fi ngers or 
tipping over the 
pot. Ensure they are 
in the off position 
before attaching 
or detaching a 
cartridge.

3

the pot and I needed a rubber band 
round the pot to stop the cone 
pushing the lid off. 

The Ti-Tri comes with a drinks 
can meths burner and a tiny stand 
for solid fuel tablets. I’ve mostly 
used the meths burner but when I 
have tried solid fuel it’s worked well. 
The Ti-Tri is also available with the 
Inferno wood-burning insert, which 
consists of a grate and a smaller 
cone that fi ts, inverted, inside the 
main one. With the Inferno wood 
burns hotter and is reduced to a 
fi ne ash. I used it frequently on the 
Pacifi c Northwest Trail where I was 
usually camped in forests.

A Ti-Tri that fi ts inside its pot 
certainly saves space in the pack. 
If you use a tall pot this is the best 
Ti-Tri model. For wide pots the 
Sidewinder version works as well 
for packing inside while if you’re 
happy using the caddy for then the 
Classic Ti-Tri is the one to choose. 
The Ti-Tri is available from 
www.ultralightoutdoorgear.co.uk

 lightweight, versatile, 
windproof

 nothing

Fuels methylated spirits/alcohol, solid fuel 
tablets, wood Burner diamete 6.5cm Pot 
supports width n/a Maker’s Boil Time  n/a 
TGO Boil Time 7 mins (meths) Fuel used 
20ml
www.traildesigns.com

 1.4kg

4
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Jetboil 
Joule

 824g including pot£195

This big, powerful stove is designed 
for group cooking in all conditions. 
Most unusually, the Jetboil Joule 
is a cartridge top stove that uses 
an inverted cartridge – the only 
one there is as far as I know. The 
ingenious design means that the 
fuel tube runs up the side of the 
cartridge and through the fl ame 
making this a liquid fuel stove and 
one that works well in the cold 
(Jetboil says down to -12°C). 

The Joule pot has a capacity of 
2.5 litres and a transparent lid with 
strainer holes. The fold-out handle 
is quite rigid, as it needs to be as the 
pot is heavy when full. There’s a pot 
cosy to keep the contents warm 
and speed up boiling times. The unit 
is quite tall but also quite wide so 
stability is fi ne.

With a 10,000 BTU output the 
Joule is very powerful, as shown 
by the boiling time (of course it’s 

55

5

designed for far more than 500 ml 
of water) but at the same time there 
is some control offered over the 
fl ame as simmering is possible.

The Joule works fi ne in light 
breezes but above that it needs 
sheltering from the wind as the 
burner isn’t fully protected. Given 
the height of the product, a pretty 
big windscreen is needed. As the 
cartridge is below the burner any 
windshield shouldn’t fully encircle 
the stove so the cartridge doesn’t 
get too hot.

Bulky and heavy, the Joule isn’t 
for solo or duo use. However for 
three or more it’s a good choice if 
you’ll be brewing up and cooking 
together. 

 inverted canister, powerful

 heavy, expensive

Fuels butane/propane Burner diameter 
3.8cm Pot supports width 12cm Maker’s 
Boil Time 2:40 mins (1 Litre) TGO Boil Time  
1:20 mins Fuel used 8g 
www.jetboil.com

Optimus 
Polaris Optifuel  

 373g (stove/windshield) 248g (pump/fuel bottle)£185  

Stoves that can use different fuels 
including gas cartridges have been 
around for many years. With most 
you need to change the jet when 
you change fuels, which is a fi ddly 
business. The tiny jets are easy to 
lose too. The Polaris is different as 
the fi tted jet will work with all fuels. 
This makes the stove much easier to 
use and very versatile. The design is 
based on Optimus’ long-established 
Nova, which runs on liquid fuels but 
not gas cartridges. The combined 
legs/pot supports fold inwards 
to make a compact package for 
carrying. When opened up the low 
profi le stove is very stable and will 
support heavy pots. The burner 
has a pre-heat tube and there are 
supports for an inverted cartridge 
for use in cold weather. 

In use the Polaris roars loudly, 
as many multi-fuel stoves do, even 
with cartridges. The fl ame can be 
turned down for simmering. There’s 
a foil windscreen that is light and 
works well. It can be adjusted to fi t 
closely round different sizes of pot.

Compared with other low profi le 
cartridge stoves the Polaris is quite 
heavy. It’s not though compared 
to other multi-fuel stoves and it’s 
for those fuels that you’d choose 
this stove. If you’re only going to 
use cartridges then the excellent 
Optimus Vega, which is lighter and 
less expensive, is a much better 
choice. The Polaris is for trips in 
bitter cold or to places where you 
won’t fi nd cartridges as well as for 
ones where cartridges are available 
and conditions are right for them. If 
you want one stove to do everything 
this is it.

  multi-fuel, pre-heat tube, 
inverted cartridge supports, 
windshield

 quite pricey, not that light

Fuels butane/propane, white gas, paraffin, 
diesel, jet fuel  Burner diameter 4.8cm 
Pot supports width 13cm Maker’s Boil 
Time 4 mins (butane/propane), 3.4 min 
(white gas) (1 litre) TGO Boil Time 5 mins 
(butane/propane) Fuel used 10g 
www.optimusstoves.com

66

Check for this

Pot supports
Wide supports are best for stability with big pots. 
Supports should be rigid and should fold away easily. 
Stove/heat exchanger pot combinations often have no 
supports at all and can’t be used with different pots.

With a 10,000BTU 
output the Joule is 
very powerful

Check for this

Piezo ignition
Many stoves come with 
automatic piezo ignition. This 
is fi ne while it works. In my 
experience that isn’t for long. 
I’ve broken several over the 
years. Carrying a lighter, fi re 
steel or matches as backup is 
advisable.

6
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Speedster 
Backpacking 
Products   
Meths Cook Kit  

 309g (including pot)£28

This UK meths stove unit is 
windproof and effi cient. It consists 
of a folding aluminium windshield 
with pot supports and cut-outs for 
the pot handles, a tiny meths burner 
that is simply a container fi lled with 
an absorbent material that soaks up 
the fuel so it can’t spill, and a 1-litre 
hard-anodised pot with fold-out 
handles and a lid with strainer 
holes. The windshield fi ts closely 
round the pot and is very effective. 
This stove does work in strong 
winds and the unit is very stable. 
The windshield and burner can be 
packed inside the pot.

The burner holds 30ml of fuel 
and burns for around eighteen 
minutes. It sits on the ground inside 
the windshield with the pot resting 
on the supports above it. I suggest 
using a piece of foil under the 
burner if using it on grass to stop 

Jetboil 
MiniMo 

 450g (including pot)£135

I prefer wide fairly shallow pots as 
these are better for cooking food 
(easier to stir, less likely to burn), 
easier to clean and more stable, 
which is why I’ve never used stove/
heat exchanger pot units much even 
though I can see their advantages. 
I’ve just never really got on with the 
tall, narrow pots. This has changed 
with the MiniMo as this has a wider 
pot. The capacity is a litre, though I 
wouldn’t fi ll it to the brim. It’s made 
from hard-anodised aluminium and 
has fold-out handles that are far 
more secure than the soft fabric 
ones found on most pots of this 
type. With these handles it’s easy to 
use the pot as a mug. There’s a 
well-fi tting lid with strainer and 
drink holes too plus a pot cosy. The 
cover for the heat exchanger 
doubles as a small bowl though it’s a 
little shallow to use as a mug.

The MiniMo is powerful and 
economical with fuel. The wide pot 
and lower height makes it much 
more stable than most similar 
stoves. It’s not fully windproof 
though – and a windshield is needed 
in anything more than a gentle 
breeze. This shouldn’t surround the 
whole stove as the cartridge needs 
to be kept fairly cool (basically not 
too hot to touch).

I really like the MiniMo and think 
it’s the best unit of this type yet for 
the solo backpacker.

 pot, fuel usage, powerful

not windproof

Fuels butane/propane Burner diameter            
3.2cm Pot supports width n/a Maker’s Boil 
Time 2:15 mins (500ml) TGO Boil Time               
2 mins Fuel used 7g
www.jetboil.com

7
8

8

7
8

7

any scorching. There’s no fl ame 
control and the only way to reduce 
heat to the pot is to lift it higher 
above the burner so this stove is 
best used for boiling water rather 
than lengthy cooking. Boiling time is 
similar to many other meths stove 
including the Trangia.

The price for a pot, stove and 
windshield combination is very 
low, making this unit good value 
for money. It’s not as light as more 
expensive designs like the Ti-Tri but 
it is effi cient.

burner, windshield, pot, price

 not as light as alternatives

Fuels methylated spirits Burner diameter         
5cm Pot supports width n/a Maker’s Boil 
Time n/a TGO Boil Time 14 mins Fuel used                      
25ml
www.fettlebox.co.uk

Jetboil 
MiniMo 

8

Check for this

Windscreen
No stove works 
well in the wind. 
Some won’t work 
at all. A windscreen 
makes such a huge 
difference that one is 
an essential accessory 
in my opinion. Many 
stoves come with 
windscreens. If not 
then light foil ones are 
available.
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Coleman 
F1 Lite  

 76g£25

Amongst the low profi le and heat exchanger 
cartridge stoves the simple screw-in stove 
shouldn’t be forgotten. These stoves are the 
lightest and most compact cartridge stoves 
available and fi ne for solo use with small pots. 
The F1 Lite is a well-established example with 
one unusual feature, which is that the burner 
head and legs unscrew from the rest of the stove 
to make an even more compact unit for packing. 

The F1 Lite is surprisingly powerful for such a 
tiny stove and boils water just as fast as bigger, 
heavier models. Simmering is easy too though I 
wish the wire fl ame control was a little longer. 
The stove isn’t wind-resistant and a windshield is 
needed in anything more than a light breeze. The 
stove shouldn’t be fully surrounded by a 
windshield so the cartridge doesn’t get too hot. 

In use the F1 Lite makes for quite a tall unit, 
though with a small pot stability is ok as long as 
it’s on fl at ground. A cartridge stand improves 
stability though I rarely bother with one. 

The price of the Fi Lite is low and this stove is a 
good choice for above freezing temperatures.

ultralight, tiny packed size, powerful, 
low price

short fl ame control

Fuels butane/propane  Burner diameter 3.2cm Pot 
supports width 10.6cm  Maker’s Boil Time 3–5:40 mins 
TGO Boil Time 2:50 mins Fuel used 11g
www.coleman.eu

9

Vango  
Folding Gas Stove       

 229g£ 27.50

Vango don’t bother with a fancy name for this 
stove. It’s a Folding Gas Stove, so that’s what it’s 
called. I like this simple approach to naming but it 
would be confusing if every company did it! It’s a 
low profi le hose-connected stove with wide fold-
out legs and a wide burner, making it suitable for 
use with large pots. There’s a piezo igniter too. The 
weight is reasonable for a stove of this type and 
the price is very low. A hard plastic case weighing 
38 grams comes with the stove. I’d be inclined to 
leave this at home and pack the stove inside a pot.

However, unusually for a hose-connected 
stove, there’s no preheat tube, which means the 
cartridge can’t be inverted in freezing weather to 
turn it into a liquid feed stove. This makes it best 
for three-season use. There’s no windshield either 
and one is defi nitely needed in even a breeze. Foil 
ones weighing 40-60 grams and costing £7-£15 
are the lightest and simplest.

If you won’t be cooking in sub-zero 
temperatures and you want a stove for larger 
pots then the Folding Gas Stove isn’t a bad choice, 
especially at this price. A preheat tube would 
make it far more versatile though.

price, fuel usage, stability

no preheat tube, no windshield

Fuels butane/propane Burner diameter 4.6cm Pot 
supports width 14.5cm Maker’s Boil Time 5 mins (1 litre) 
TGO Boil Time 4:23 mins Fuel used 9g
www.vango.co.uk

10

9

10

STOVE FUELS
THE PROS AND CONS
Most of the stoves reviewed here run on 
butane/propane cartridges, but some can 
burn meths, petrol or even wood

9
METHYLATED SPIRITS

 Burns unpressurised
 Clean – evaporates quickly
 Burns quietly
 Burns okay in the cold

 Low heat output compared with 
other fuels
Simmering can be diffi cult

WHITE GAS/STOVE FUEL
 Burns hot
 Burns well in the cold

  Stoves need priming with heat to light 
– fl aring is likely
 Volatile
 Expensive
 Stoves quite heavy
 Stoves are expensive

UNLEADED PETROL
 Burns hot
 Burns well in the cold
 Inexpensive

 Stoves need priming with heat to light 
– fl aring is likely

 Volatile
 Dirty – stove fuel lines need cleaning 

more often
 Noxious fumes
 Stoves quite heavy
 Stoves are expensive

PARAFFIN
 Burns hot
 Burns well in the cold
  Much less volatile than petrol/
Coleman Fuel
 Inexpensive

  Quite hard to light – needs a wick 
and priming – fl aring is likely
  Dirty – leaves hard to remove smelly 
and greasy stains if spilled
 Stoves quite heavy
 Stoves are expensive

BUTANE/PROPANE (LPG) CARTRIDGES
 Easy to use
 Clean
 Stoves can be very light and compact
 Some cartridge stoves are inexpensive

  Low heat output in sub-zero 
temperatures unless stove has a 
preheat tube
  Low heat output when cartridge is 
almost empty
  Cartridges can’t be reused and need 
packing out
 Cartridges are expensive
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Gear comparative review

Windproof jackets
Daniel Neilson tests a host 
of breathable jackets 
that will stand up against 
the wind

1

Windproof jackets

Notes: All weights a men’s size large, except 
where stated.

THERE’S ONE THING that generally unites 
all these windproofs: they are exceptionally 
light. Most are less than 160g and three 
are less than 100g. � e idea behind a 
windshirt is generally for summer use to 
fend o�  the worst of the summit winds. 
� is could be when walking, running 
or cycling. � ey are not waterproof, 
but they will be treated with some kind 
of water repellence treatment that will 
see water bead o� , at least initially. 

Most are designed for trail and fell 
running where lightness and packability 
are key, but all are suitable for walking 
in summer – again to fend o�  the wind 
(or midges) while staying cool. � e 
materials tend to be pretty breathable. 

To achieve the lightness, many of the 
featured have been drastically pared-down. 
Pockets are limited, volume adjusting 
cords minimised, and the lightest possible 
components are used. � e Fjällräven High 
Coast Wind Jacket is expressly designed for 
walking, and as a consequence is heavier 
and has more features, as does the Páramo 
Enduro Windproof which counts cycling 
among its uses. As always, the best will 
be that which is � t for purpose. Quick 
day trips, trail running, cycling, are all 
activities when a wind shirt is useful. 

A couple of notes about features. Unlike 
on a so� shell where the hood can o� en get 
in the way of a waterproof hood, I’ve found 
that a hood on a windshell is preferable. 
� ey tend to be best on dry windy days 
over a baselayer, so a hood is useful to 
keep the wind out your ears. Also, they 
are breathable, but still clam up when 
doing high energy activities, so I found a 
long sleeve synthetic baselayer under the 
wind jacket best for expelling moisture.

I’ll also be honest, there’s not much 
to choose between them meaning that 
price has a reasonable factor to play 
in my decisions of awarding stars. 
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Montane 
Lite-Speed  

 153g £ 80

This jacket for me has the best combination of features against 
weight and price, plus it’s designed for walking fi rst. It has the 
best all-important hood here. There’s a stiff, wired brim and 
an excellent volume adjuster at the back (although I had to 
shorten it to stop it fl apping when pulled tight). There’s also 
a cord adjuster around the face. All can be altered with one 
hand. It moves brilliantly with the head. The front closure zips 
up quite high, up above my chin – and higher with the cord 
adjusters. There are two large side pockets that open above 
a hip belt and are big enough to fi t a map in. The lower hem 
can be adjusted too. A stuff sack is supplied and it packs 
down to about the size of an apple. 

 hood, price, pockets

nothing

Materials Pertex Quantum Hood wired, volume adjuster, face cord 
Front closure full zip Pockets 2 large side pockets, 1 inside media 
pocket Cuffs elasticated Sizes XS-XXL
montane.co.uk

1

Black Diamond    
Alpine Start   

 219g £ 125

Firstly, I love this material. It’s made by Schoeller, and is a stretch 
woven fabric. It is really breathable but will still hold off most of 
the wind. It’s easily the most stretchy jacket here. Like all Black 
Diamond products, it is designed with climbers in mind which 
is why there’s a helmet compatible hood. However, the volume 
adjuster is effective and wearing it running, it didn’t catch the 
wind. It’s still not as good as the Montane hood though – otherwise 
it would have been a contender for Best Buy. There’s one chest 
pocket – not big enough for an OS map, but fi ne for a phone. A hem 
pull cord helps with the fi t. It’s a tad longer than most too. 

stretch, material

hood good, but not perfect

Materials Schoeller stretch-woven Hood face adjustment cord Front closure full zip
Pockets 1 chest Cuffs elasticated Sizes XS-XL
blackdiamondequipment.com

2

I LOVE THIS 
MATERIAL. 
IT’S MADE BY 
SCHOELLER, AND 
IS A STRETCH 
WOVEN FABRIC. 
IT IS REALLY 
BREATHABLE
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Fjällräven 
High Coast Wind Jacket   

 380g £ 145

This is a beautiful jacket and unlike any other 
here. It’s designed for walkers and cyclists 
rather than runners. It’s heavier than many of 
the jackets reviewed here, but the number of 
features and material make that understandable. 
However, it is also really breathable, and very 
quick drying. It is made from waxed polymide 
and organic cotton. It is waxy to the touch, but 
not unpleasant. Like Fjällräven’s fl agship G-1000 
material, this can also be waxed in areas where 
you’ll need more protection. There’s one small 
chest pocket– roomy enough for a phone and a 
GPS – plus two low side pockets that would be 
cut off with a hipbelt. It’s the longest cut jacket 
here too – a big plus. The hood is large and would 
benefi t from a volume adjuster, alongside the 
drawcord that around the face. It’s also more 
expensive, but it is a lovely garment for walkers 
that feels durable and should last. 

material, long cut

large hood

Materials waxed polymide/organic cotton Hood draw 
cords around face Front closure full zip Pockets 2 side 
pockets, 1 small chest pocket Cuffs elasticated 
Sizes XS-XXL
fjallraven.co.uk 

3

Páramo 
Enduro Windproof 

 390g £ 100

Páramo’s jacket is the heaviest here – a bit 
heavier than the Fjällräven High Coast Wind 
Jacket – but is designed for hillwalking and 
mountaineering, rather than trail running. But 
it is fully loaded with features. The sample I had 
was a little large but comfortable. The arms are 
long (great for cycling and climbing) and the 
cuffs are very wide with a Velcro closure. The 
hood is helmet compatible and very large, all 
the three adjusters needed to be pulled pretty 
tightly, but it does fi t and move well with the 
head.  There are two large pockets – one zipped 
and one with a Velcro fastening well above 
the hipbelt, plus a ski pass pocket on the arm. I 
loved the length of the jacket too. There are also 
really long pit zips for ventilation. The Enduro 
is designed to be paired with the Enduro fl eece. 
And of course, the Nikwax treatment adds 
water repellency.  

pit zips, wide cuff s, long cut

very big hood, heavier than most

Material Polyester Nikwax Windproof  Hood helmet 
compatible, three adjusters Front closure full two-way zip 
Pockets two large chest pockets Cuffs wide, Velcro Sizes 
S-XXL
paramo.co.uk

Patagonia  
Houdini Pullover Windbreaker 

 90g £ 75

This is one of only two windshirts that doesn’t 
have a hood. I stated my preference for a hood 
on a windshell because it’s the type of garment 
that will be worn as an outer layer in the right 
conditions. That said, I really do like the Houdini 
Pullover. Firstly, it’s incredibly light at 90g. One 

of the ways they 
have saved so 
much weight 
is that it’s a 
pullover. It’s 
also the only 
jacket that uses 

a press stud closure, and I really like it. They 
don’t come undone like a zip can, but you do 
need two hands. It fastens below the chin and is 
more comfortable than a zip against the neck. 
There’s one really small pocket that I can just get 
an iPhone in, and a hem cord. Very minimal and 
very light. 

light weight, press stud closure

no hood

Material Ripstop nylon Hood no Front closure half, press 
studs Pockets 1 small zipped chest Cuffs elasticated 
Sizes S-XL
patagonia.com

4 5

One of the ways 
they have saved so 
much weight is that 
it’s a pullover

Windproof jackets

3

4

5
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Rab 
Windveil Jacket

 152g£ 75

This Rab jacket is very similar to the Montane 
Lite-Speed. The same weight, similar prices, and 
large side pockets that also sit above the hip belt. 
The main difference is the hood. Rab’s solution 
is to have a tightly-fi tted hood that is elasticated 
around the face. It fi ts really well – better than 
most of the other hoods on test here, but I prefer 
the options the Montane jacket has. Rab also 
use a Pertex material, but this one, it is claimed, 
will keep the DWR coating for the lifetime of 
its jacket. There’s a popper across the chest for 
ventilation control, and a really neat touch is a 
fastener that ties the hood down. A really useful 
addition – I don’t like a hood fl apping around. 

  hood fastener fi t, material

a good hood, but not the best

Material Pertex Microlight Super DWR Hood elasticated 
face enclosue Front closure full zip Pockets 2 large side 
pockets Cuffs elasticated Sizes XS-XXL
rab.equipment

6

Salomon 
Fast Wing Hoodie

 84 g£ 80

This is an incredibly light jacket at only 84g on my 
scales. It is designed for trail running – an area 
Salomon perform well in. It’s pretty minimal with 
only one small pocket, an elasticated hem and 
cuffs, and no adjusters on the hood. That said, the 
hood fi ts tight and well and there’s a nice little 
peak that is good in the sun. It’s not wired though. 
There’s a popper across the chest like the Rab 
jacket, but I accidently ripped it straight out. The 
material is probably the most water resistant 
here, but at the expense of breathability. It’s 
still better than a waterproof would be though. 
It’s good if weight is essential, but I prefer a 
few more details for a little bit more weight.  

 weight

lack of features

Material Nylon Hood elasticated with peak Front closure 
full zip Pockets small chest pocket Cuffs elasticated Sizes 
S-XXL
salomon.com 

7

Arc’Teryx   
Squamish Hoody              

 157 g (M)£120

The Arc’Teryx Incendo Hoody has been my go to 
windshirt for running for a while. It’s really well 
detailed and designed. The Squamish hoody is 
slightly sturdier (although still only weighs in at 
157g). The hood is really good but the volume 
adjuster cord sits just beneath the ears and 
therefore felt a little uncomfortable at fi rst. 
There’s a little peak on it too. The zip fastens 
underneath the chin, as opposed to over it – but 
this is a matter of preference. I particularly like 
the Velcro cuffs because they allow in more 
ventilation than elasticated ones. There’s one 
chest pocket, which is big enough for a phone and 
a snack. 

cuff s, fi t

 volume adjuster

Material Gossamera Nylon ripstop Hood volume adjuster 
Front closure n/a Pockets 1 chest pocket Cuffs Velcro 
Sizes XS-XXL
arcteryx.com

8

66 8

7
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Inov-8    
Race Elite Windshell HZ           

 95g£ 65

This is easily one of the lightest jackets in the 
test, and very minimalist (Inov-8 of course make 
more substantial jackets). There’s no hood, 
something I’d prefer but such is its weight, I’ve 
found myself picking it regularly up for spring 
runs. There’s a small chest pocket big enough for 
a phone and that’s about it. It’s a pullover style 
with a two-way zip. There are elasticated cuffs 
and a hem. The fi t is snug, so its worth trying it 
on, or defi nitely go bigger if you are in between 
sizes. Another nice feature is the refl ective logo 
as well. The Pertex Quantum is light, durable 
and breathable – and probably one of the most 
water resistant here. It stuffs into a tiny bag. It’s 
good value at £65 too.  

price, material

no hood

Material Pertex Quantum Hood none Front closure half 
length zip Pockets small chest pocket Cuffs elasticated 
Sizes XS-XL
inov-8.com

Didriksons  
Echion Men’s Stretch Jacket         

 530g£ 95

The Echion is very much towards the softshell 
side of the category, hence the weight. The 
material is a very stretchy polyamide and 
elastane blend with a PFC-free DWR, and 
is clearly windproof. The stretch really is 
impressive and that only adds to the comfort, 
but I found the sleeves a bit short for me. Other 
than that it is a great fi t. The cuffs have a Velcro 
fastener, and there’s a drawcord around the 
hem. The hood is excellent. It has a one-handed 
pull cord that tightens the hood to the head very 
effectively. There’s also a stiffened peak. It closes 
up under the chin, but doesn’t restrict or rub.  
There are two side pockets that sit above a hip 
strap and two large interior pockets.

great hood, very stretchy

 arms a little short

Materials Stretch polyamide, PFC-free DWR Hood volume 
adjuster Front closure Full zip Pockets two side pockets 
Cuffs velcro Sizes: S-XXL
didriksons.com

Vaude  
Scopi Windshell      

 151g£ 60

This is another exceptionally light jacket but one 
that’s well featured. There’s a good hood on it. No 
volume adjusters, but it fi t me well regardless and 
moved with my head. The closure comes up just 
under the chin. There’s a good-sized chest pocket 
with plenty of room for a phone and some snacks. 
There are also two pretty large side pockets that 
are only cut off slightly by a rucksack belt, there 
are two open pockets inside too. The  sleeves are 
long and I could see myself using this mountain 
biking as well. The material is certainly windproof, 
and holds of a fair amount of rain, but it’s not as 
breathable as others here. It is mostly a good fi t – 
including a bit of stretch material under the arms 
– but I would have liked it a bit longer in the back. 

pockets

a bit short in length

Materials Polyamide Hood elasticated Front closure 
Full zip Pockets 1 chest 2 side, 2 interior Cuffs elasticated 
Sizes S-XXL
vaude.com

9 1110
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Superlight packs
See The Great Outdoors Spring 2015 
for the full reviews

BEST BUY
Nigor Zero G

£170/1.1kg
“Amongst the many excellent packs 
tested the Zero G is my Best Buy, just, 
due to the combination of weight, 
features, carrying comfort and price.”

RECOMMENDED
Six Moons
Design Fusion 65

£200/1.2kg
“This is already one of the best 
lightweight packs around, 
especially if you sometimes carry 
more than 15kg.”

RECOMMENDED
ULA
Catalyst

£225/1.4g
“The Catalyst is quite expensive 
compared to the alternatives but it 
is one of the toughest packs tested 
and should last well.”

RECOMMENDED
Osprey Exos 58

£140/1.2kg
“If you hate getting sweaty this pack 
will keep you drier than any other 
tested. Eight pockets and numerous 
attachment points make the pack 
very versatile.”

RECOMMENDED
Montane Grand Tour 70

£150/1.77kg
“The heaviest tested but also one of 
the largest and so still lightweight. 
It has a carrying system to match 
its capacity with a stiff frame that 
transfers weight evenly.”

Shorts
See The Great Outdoors August 
2014 for the full reviews

BEST BUY
Mammut
Explore

£45/131g
“These are ideal for backpacking 
as they are very light and roll into a 
tiny bundle for carrying in the pack.”

RECOMMENDED
Royal Robbins
Backcountry

£40/255g
“If you like pockets these are the 
best shorts in the test. The six are all 
quite roomy.”

RECOMMENDED
Karrimor
Aspen

£30/219g
“Low cost and fairly light in weight, 
these are good shorts. The fabric is 
soft and comfortable.”

RECOMMENDED
Sprayway
Compass Short

£40/212g
“These are very comfortable 
and allow excellent freedom of 
movement.”

RECOMMENDED
Lowe Alpine Senna

£40/268g
“These are very stretchy, 
breathable and comfortable 
and allow excellent freedom of 
movement.”

Lightweight boots for women
See The Great Outdoors Spring 2015 
for the full reviews

BEST BUY
Hanwag  
Belorado Mid Lady GTX

£160/890g (size 4)
“They provide everything I need 
for year-round use: protection, low 
weight, great grip, and instep support.”

RECOMMENDED
Zamberlan
230 Crosser Plus GTX RR

£145/780g (size 4)
“The cuff covers my ankle, with the 
soft tongue just above it. Comfort is 
supreme from the box. A fabulous 
boot.”

RECOMMENDED
Keen
Durand Mid WP

£140/995g (size 4)
“I found that they clogged quickly 
with mud, with reduced grip further 
hindered by the sloping rather than 
squared-off heel.”

RECOMMENDED
Asolo
Mesita WP

£145/730g (size 4)
“For fast-moving fun, these are the 
business, but I left them at home 
when dirt turned to mud.”

RECOMMENDED
Scarpa
Women’s Cyclone GTX

£130/830g (size 4)
“Cyclone is comfortable, versatile, 
and doesn’t overheat. For general 
hillwalking it’s a good choice.”

Women’s hiking sandals
See The Great Outdoors Spring 2014 for the full reviews

BEST BUY
Keen
Owyhee

£80/504g (size 3.5)
“It combines the comfort of a sandal 
with the stability of a shoe. I swear 
by them as all-terrain sandals.”

RECOMMENDED
Merrell
Kahuna III

£75/500g (size 4)
“Side protection and foot security is 
excellent, with the suede strapping 
sitting inside the edge of the 
footbed.”

RECOMMENDED
Teva
Fi 4

£65/650g (size 4)
“Outsole is aggressive with a 
shaped heel base and the pattern 
deals easily with dry, wet and rock.”

RECOMMENDED
Karrimor
Barbuda Sandal Ladies

£30/289g (size 3)
“Strapping anchors the feet and 
provides more protection than 
initial impressions suggest.”

RECOMMENDED
Source
Gobi Lady

£70/505g (size 4)
“The footbed is grippy when wet 
and dry, with positive grip patches 
under heel, forefoot and toes.”

Gear Top Fives
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I  S U R V I V E DI  S U R V I V E D

Like Jordan and the crew of the OAR Northwest, more than 35,000 people have survived potentially fatal situations with the technology 
used by ACR beacons to instantly alert Search and Rescue. Read some of their stories at www.ACRARTEX.com/survivor-club

“One of OAR Northwest’s goals of our 
transatlantic rowing expedition was 
education. After our rescue we hope 

we can educate others to be 
prepared like we were.”

- Jordan Hanssen
@OARnorthwest 

®
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Wild Walks
10 varied routes around the UK to enjoy this month

Sea of springtime blue

I’D RECEIVED A MID-WEEK 
tip-o�  about an explosion of 
bluebells in Riccal Dale and so, 
come the weekend, I searched 
and found a cerulean sea more 
impressive than I’ve ever seen. 
My early arrival allowed several 
hours of photography, and still 
time for a lengthy walk that could 
incorporate them, so I headed back 

to Helmsley for a start point that 
would see me back in the dale close 
to sundown.

� e plan was to wriggle through 
Collier Hag Wood, complete a 
round of Rievaulx Moor, and 
return via the blue-tinged dale. I 
was quickly away from the chaos 
of Helmsley, doing barmy trade 
on this balmy summer’s day. Sun 

beat down, but I had the cover of 
the canopy to keep me cool as I 
shadowed the stream, climbing 
gently passed agreeable blends of 
conifer and broadleaf, rising over 
ri� s of verdant pasture, freckled 
with wild � owers.

� e lower valley was lovely, 
but the higher ground was more 
adventurous. � e path climbed 

Walked by
Ian Battersby

Bluebells under 
oak



 Riccal Dale, North York Moors  ENGLAND

23.5 km/15 miles/7-8 hours
Ascent 710m/2340ft1

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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Start/Finish
Helmsley market square (GR: SE 
612838)

1 From NW corner of Market 
Square head NW along High 

Street to the bend, and continue 
NW along track following Borough 
Beck.

2 Fork right heading 
N through Collier 

Hagg Wood. After 2km 
the track climbs steeply 
to junction of tracks.

3 Take the path NW then N for 
500m to junction of tracks. 

Take the smallest path descending 
into and crossing the gill on your 
left. Follow path W (indistinct at 
times) to junction of tracks.

4 Head NW 100m, 
then W 200m to a 

track that heads NNW out 
of the woods, then bending 
left to the western limits of 
Rievaulx Moor.

5 Track heads N then E past trig 
point and crossing lane, 

continuing SE to second lane.

6 Descend lane NW for 500m to 
bridleway heading SE for 2km 

to junction with Tabular Hills path 
(signposted).

7 Path NE to bottom of 
valley. Then turn right 

heading S through woods and 
fi elds to re-join bridleway.

8 Bridleway S 
for 3km

9 Path climbing NW then SW, passing Reagarth 
Farm and travelling through pasture to 

Carlton Rd in Helmsley. Along Carlton Lane then S 
down Elmslac Close to square.
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Further information
MAPS Ordnance Survey 
1:25,000 Explorer sheet 

OL26 (North York Moors 
Western area); OS 1:50,000 
Landranger sheet 100 (Malton & 
Pickering Helmsley & 
Easingwold

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
Buses run from York, 

Malton and Scarborough to 
Helmsley. Information from 
Traveline, 0871 2002233, 
traveline.info

i TOURIST INFORMATION 
Helmsley, 01439 770173

then weaved, single track between 
trees, before dropping to the stream 
bed, a dry tangle of fallen trees, 
reminiscent of wilderness images 
from New Zealand. My compass 
kept me straight as the path 
climbed again, crossed a clearing 
of alluring birch and young pine, 
before dividing and dying among 
bilberry cushions that so� ened 
the forest � oor. In the lower valley 
each branching track had displayed 
unwelcome keep-out signs, but 
these were far behind by Acre Grain 
Plantation, and I was able to use 
sneaky forest track to reach the 
open access of Rievaulx Moor.

Out of the shade, I wandered 
the edge of shimmering moor, 
looking into a vibrant vale that 
climbs through � elds, bordered 
by wall and hedgerow, to a rolling 
skyline not far away. A freshening 
wind was coming from Riccal 
Dale, into which I now aimed.

� e wood supported so many 
bluebells they were invading 
surrounding meadows rampant 
with tall grass and other wild 
� owers. � ey glowed in long 
evening shadow under deep blue 
sky, while surrounding hilltops 
washed with gold. I entered the 
wood. Two deer crossed the empty 

forest track, turning into trees, and 
a hare dusted away round a corner, 
once it had picked me out in the 
gloom. 

I diverted where the bluebells 
were thickest, weaving through 
them on a tiny path, which opened 
onto � ats of waving grass and 
buttercups, where the infant River 
Riccal ran.

� ere is a choice of tracks 
through the dale. � is time I kept 
low, keeping company with vast 
beds of wild garlic. It � lled the air 
with thrilling scent, and covered 
the forest � oor with a spray of 
white � ower, like snow.   

Hasty Bank from Rievaulx Moor

Bluebells among buttercups Hagg Wood bluebells
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Ben More Assynt and Conival, 
North-west Highlands, SCOTLAND

Walked by
Alan Rowan

An alternative approach to Assynt

THE ASCENT OF THESE TWO 
dinosaurs of shattered rock is 
relatively straightforward, good 
paths taking a direct line over 
Conival to the chaotic summit 
of Ben More Assynt with little 
technical worry. But lurking 
further out on Ben More’s south 
ridge is another summit, a target 
for Munro Top baggers which 

provides a few interesting moves 
en route.

� e approach from the main 
summit involves crossing a narrow 
arête, with sloping slabs adding to 
the excitement, especially when 
wet. � en comes the crux – a rock 
tower astride the ridge. Huge slabs 
fall away hundreds of feet on the 
east, ruling out any move on that 

side. It could be taken direct, but 
it’s no place for a sudden case of 
leg shake and one slip would have 
fatal consequences, so a series of 
ledges on the west side provide the 
best option. Trouble is, they slope 
down coming from this direction 
and as a result it can be hard to 
pick out the best line. Far better to 
approach from the South Top, 

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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17.5km/11 miles/9 hours
Ascent 1200m/3800ft2

2 Leave main path here and 
keep going SE over rough 

ground until you pick up another 
faint path leading to bealach 
between Conival and Breabag 
Tarsuinn.

3 Stay on same line dropping 
down to Dubh Loch Mor. 4 From the S end of the loch, 

pick a line E up steep slopes to 
reach summit ridge of Carn nan 
Conbhairean.

5 Now turn N 
along a grassy 

ridge to reach the 
South Top of Ben 
More Assynt.

7 Head W down 
the shattered 

rocky ridge and then 
climb to summit of 
Conival.

8 Descend N on good 
path before 

swinging round to the W 
to pick up path and track 
back to car (optional: 
head N from bealach to 
climb Beinn an Fhurain).

6 Continue along the 
ridge NW, passing a 

rock tower on ledges on 
the W side and then 
continue on to main 
summit.

Start/Finish
Inchnadamph GR: NC250216 

1 Start from car park off A837 at 
Inchnadamph and follow track E 

then SE up Gleann Dubh passing 
cottage at Glenbain to reach caves.
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Further information
Maps: Ordnance Survey 
1:50,000 Landranger sheet 

15 (Loch Assynt & surrounding 
area)

Public Transport: Bus 
services from Inverness to 

Ullapool and Durness at 
www.stagecoachbus.com

i Tourist information: 
www.discoverassynt.co.uk

Looking back to South Top and Dubh Loch 

The rock tower blocking the ridge (best route round on left)

gap on the skyline as other walkers 
took a le�  turn on the trade route. 
A� er a kilometre of rough ground, 
another faint path appears 
leading up through increasingly 
rocky terrain to the bealach. 
� ere’s a fair bit of up and down 
during the march south-east to the 
Dubh Loch Mor, but it’s worth the 
e� ort, a haven of solitude sitting 
like a giant pot of ink under huge 
rock faces.

� e ridges above were capped 
by a so�  grey blanket as I headed 
up the steep and greasy slopes of 
Carn nan Conbhairean. Heading 
north now, the South Top of Ben 
More Assynt is soon gained, then 
a short descent and I was at the 
tower. � e little ledges are easier 
to spot and the good news is that 
they slant upwards. � ere’s still a 
lot of exposure but the holds are 
good and it’s all over in matter of 
seconds.

� e arête to the main summit 
is also easier from this side, and 
then half an hour later I was at the 
summit of Conival. � ere was still 
time to nip out to the boulder-
strewn top of Beinn an Fhurain 
for a di� erent view of its bigger 
neighbours before a fast run down 
to the car park. And this time I had 
my keys in hand.   

and this also allows you to explore 
a more remote side of this ancient 
landscape. � is was my choice last 
time out but it wasn’t exactly the 
best of starts. I spent half an hour 
at Inchnadamph looking through 
long grass for my car keys which 
then turned out to be the roof of 
the car, so I was already agitated 
when I � nally got going. I needed 
to chill out with the prospect of 
dangling over a huge drop at 
some point.

Fortunately, the Gleann Dubh 
path makes for fast walking and I 
was soon in my stride. I le�  it just 
a� er the caves to head directly 
across a rollercoaster terrain of 
heather and bog, making for the 
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Bidein a’ Choire Sheasgaich and Lurg Mhor, 
North-west Highlands, SCOTLAND

Walked by
Alan Rowan

A fi ne slice of 
cheesecake

MOST WALKERS FONDLY 
refer to Bidein a’ Choire Sheasgaich 
as ‘Cheesecake’ but the circuit of 
this remote peak and its even more 
remote neighbour Lurg Mhor is 
de� nitely far from a piece of cake. 
Doing this round in a single day 
takes � tness, determination and a 
lot of experience. It’s no place for 
faint hearts.

� e two main approaches are 
from Craig, near Achnashellach 
in the north, and from Attadale in 
the west, and both usually entail 
an overnight stop at one of two 
excellent bothies. My � rst time on 
these hills saw a lunchtime start 
from Craig. � e track follows the 
waters of the Allt a Chonais until 
it reaches a two-wire bridge, then 
there’s a � ne path which swings 
south-west up to the Bealach 
Bhearnais. 

� e � rst target of the day is the 
Corbett peak of Beinn � arsuinn, 
an unavoidable obstacle on the 
way to the big two. It’s a bit of an 
imposter though, an easy climb 
to the summit where Sheasgaich 
suddenly appears, towering into 

Start/Finish
Craig GR: NH040492 

1 Start from parking 
area at Craig (just off 

A890 near Achnashellach). 
Cross road and railway line 
beside hostel, then take 
track heading E at fi rst then 
curving round to go S to 
wire bridge over Allt a’ 
Chonais.

30km/19miles/12 hours
Ascent 2200m/7000ft33

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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2 Cross water, 
take path 

SW to reach the 
Bealach 
Bhearnais.

3 Climb SW up 
developing ridge to 

summit of the Corbett 
Beinn Tharsuinn.

4 Continue SW on ridge for about 10 
minutes then drop down easy slopes S 

to a drystone wall. Bidein a’ Choire 
Sheasgaich looks formidable from here but a 
cairn marks a path which winds through tiers 
of rock terraces to a fl atter area, then 
another marker denotes a path which leads 
to the summit

5 Drop E to a col and then on to the 
summit of Lurg Mhor. the Munro Top 

of Meall Mor is a just short distance away 
along the ridge. Return to Lurg Mhor and 
then to the col with Sheasgaich. 

6 Drop down 
grassy slopes NE 

towards Bealach an 
Sgoltaidh, sticking to 
the 400m contour 
line.

7 Curve round a 
prominent 

rocky spur and head 
N for 3km to reach 
the Bealach 
Bhearnais.

8 Pick up the 
path heading 

NE to the river, 
cross the bridge 
and follow the track 
back to the start.
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Further information
Maps: Ordnance Survey 
1:50,000 Landranger 

sheet 25 (Glen Carron & Glen 
Affric)

Transport: Train services 
to Achnashellach www.

thetrainline.com/train-times/
achnashellach-to-inverness 

i Tourist information: 
www.visittorridon.co.uk

descent on the track to Bendronaig 
which has to be reversed later.

I decided to give the bothies a 
miss on my last visit however, so 
I le�  the car park at Craig around 
4am on a beautiful autumn night. 
� e black shape of Sgurr nan 
Ceannaichean dominates the road 
ahead, framed against an early 
blue sky. When I reached the river 
crossing, the dawn � reworks were 
starting, driving new enthusiasm 
into my mission.

A village of small tents was 
scattered under the Bhealach 
Bhearnais as I took to the misty 
slopes of � arsuinn. By the time 
I had dropped down to start my 
assault on Sheasgaich, its rock 
faces were steaming and swirls of 
gossamer cloud were sparkling in 
the light. � e route out to Meall 
Mor has a few sloping slabs across 
the ridge but they were no problem 
and even simpler on the return.

Some books recommend 
continuing out this ridge and 
dropping to the head of Loch 
Monar before the big slog to the 
bealach. I decided to go back over 
Lurg Mhor to the col and head 
north-east then north over long 
grassy slopes instead. � e height 
loss doesn’t feel so bad this way and 
12 hours a� er my dawn approach I 
was back at the car.  

the sky. Its frontal crags also look 
intimidating but again they are 
easier than at � rst sight, a path 
winding steeply through the rock 
bands to the top. Lurg Mhor is a 
simple walk on and with darkness 
falling, I dropped down to 
Bearneas bothy for the night. Next 
morning I walked out over Sgurr 
na Feartaig.

Second time round I went for 
the Attadale approach. It was a 
snow-free mid-February night 
and I walked in under cover of 
darkness to Bendronaig bothy. A 
6am start took me along to Loch 
Calavie and then an ascent north to 
the bealach saw both peaks ticked 
quickly. � is route does away with 
the need to cross Beinn � arsuinn 
but there’s still a fair of ascent and 

Lurg Mhor

Meall Mor

Looking into Bealach an Sgoltaidh
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Iona, Inner Hebrides  SCOTLAND

Walked by
Roger Butler

It could be the Caribbean

I’M DREAMING OF BLUE 
skies, turquoise seas and a warm 
breeze on a pristine beach. I 
picture high mountains, dark cli� s 
and hazy horizons. A couple of 
bright red kayaks are paddling over 
the waves and a few whitewashed 
houses are dotted among � elds 
of  � owers. In the interests of 
accuracy I should really say cro�  

houses, since I’m not thinking of 
the Caribbean but the sparkling 
scenery of Iona, the famous holy 
isle at the far end of Mull’s long 
western peninsula.

� is jewel in the western sea 
attracts thousands of pilgrims 
every year but, like so many 
places that lure day trippers, if you 
wander o�  the beaten track you’ll 

almost have the place  entirely to 
yourself. A circuit right round 
the island’s swirling coastline is 
perfectly feasible in a day and 
should still allow a bit of time to 
explore the historic Abbey and its 
placid surroundings. 

� e going is up, down and 
o� en pathless, with cli� s and 
coves interspersed with glorious 

15 km/9.5 miles/7 hours
Ascent 410m/1345ft4

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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3 Continue S along shore or on 
grass above beach to meet 

low cliffs. Follow coast or moorland 
to SW tip of Iona, then turn E. 

Start/Finish
Ferry pier on Iona 
GR: NM 286241

1 From ferry pier walk up road, 
then turn R up lane signed for 

Abbey. Continue past houses and 
Abbey and take path on L signed to 
Dun I and climb to top. 

2 Descend back to lane and 
walk N to road end. Go 

through gate and fi elds to 
northern shore. Turn W and 
follow beaches and rocky coast 
to reach wide bay on W side of 
island. 

4 Follow coast, cutting 
inland to avoid 

gullies, then head N, past 
old isolated marble quarry, 
to drop to Traigh Mhor 
(sandy beach). 

5 Pick up lane leading 
N along shore to 

return to pier.
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Further information
Map: OS 1:25,000 
Explorer sheet 373 (Iona, 

Staffa & Ross of Mull)
Public Transport: 
Caledonian MacBrayne 

ferry links Iona with Fionnphort 
on Mull. See www.calmac.co.uk 
for details

i Tourist Information: 
www.isle-of-iona.net 

Looking into Loch Scridain from the 
top of Dun I, with Ben Buie and Cnap 
nan Gobhar in the far distance

The wild south-east 
coast, looking east to 
the Ross of Mull

The rocky skerries and sandy 
coves at the north end of Iona 
with Mull in the distance

Anthony Gormley while to the east 
pu� s of cloud just touched the top 
of Ben More.

Down at the White Strand of 
the Monks we walked out to the 
northern tip, then turned west 
over sand-blown � elds to more 
beaches and the Hill of the Herd-
Boys. Ox Rock was marked by 
an impressive storm beach with 
rounded pebbles and layers of 
dri� wood, followed by an ancient 
cli�  top fort, from where legend 
says oatmeal was cast into the 
ocean as an o� ering to ensure 
plentiful supplies of seaweed to 
fertilise forthcoming crops. 

Intriguing names appeared 
over every hill: the Port of the False 
Man, the Bay of the Big Mouth and 
the Cairn with its back to Ireland. 
� e Port of the Coracle, a twin 
stretch of shingle at the south end, 
marks the spot where Columba 
supposedly landed en route from 
the Emerald Isle in AD563. 

Up the east coast we crossed 
the evocative Black Dyke of the 
Inclining Ground and spied 
the secretive Gully of the White 
Den before paddling at Sandeels 
Bay, now just ten minutes from 
the ferry. You don’t get names 
– or scenery – like this in the 
Caribbean.   

View towards the Ardmeanach 
peninsula on Mull from the coast at 
the north end of Iona, 

Panorama looking south to Port na 
Curaich (Columba’s Bay) from the 
rugged moorland north of An t-Aird

machair and windy moorland. It’s 
a perfect microcosm of everything 
Hebridean and, whatever the 
weather, you’ll return to Mull with 
glowing cheeks and probably some 
sand between your toes too.

Our day began as the ferry from 
Fionnphort glided against the 
ramp below Iona’s village street. 
Dozens of folk clucked around a 
series of information boards, but 
we strode quickly up the lane. 
A path on the le�  led to Dun I, 
Iona’s highest point, and from the 
top we surveyed the north end 
of the island and looked south to 
the knobbly hills above the Bay at 
the Back of the Ocean. Out west, 
the new wind turbine on Tiree 
could have been an installation by 
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55 13 km/8 miles/5½ hours
Ascent 1050m/3500ft

Seat Sandal & Fairfi eld, Lake District ENGLAND

Walked by
Ronald Turnbull

Seat Sandal Weather

CLOUD AT 400M LEVEL; 
drizzly rain. � e promise of a cold 
easterly wind, strong enough to 
o� er serious bu� eting. Chance of 
sunshine: zero. Is this really sandal 
weather?

� e great Scottish climber WH 
Murray had a strategy for rainy 
days. Go o�  and do the hardest 
rock-climb you can � nd. You don’t 
worry about water down the back 
of the neck and freezing � ngers as 

there are more serious things to 
worry about, like falling o�  and 
broken legs and death.

� e same idea works for 
walkers, but leaving out the broken 
legs. Find something small but 
steep, with a rocky eroded path 
that’s going to seem quite serious 
as the rain streams down it. In fact, 
� nd yourself Seat Sandal.

As I passed the � nal gate on the 
south ridge, the cloud-base was 

brushing the top of my woolly hat. 
Grey tendrils reached downwards 
towards the paler grey of Grasmere 
lake. But the view was less 
important than the wall itself, to 
huddle behind for the wrestle with 
the waterproof trousers.

� e fun is in upward motion 
fast enough to generate a bit of 
internal heat, and in wondering 
how much worse the wind’ll be at 
the very top. Worse enough to 

Start/Finish 
Large lay-by on west side of A591 at 
the north edge of Grasmere 
GR: NY338084

1  Follow A591 north 500m, then 
take driveway to Winterseeds and 

fi eld path up two fi elds, then contouring 

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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2 Drop to confl uence of Tongue 
Gill / Near Tongue Gill, turn L 

for 50m to a small gate, and head up 
onto Seat Sandal S Ridge.

3 Follow ridge N then NE to 
Seat Sandal summit. Drop E, 

broken wall, to Grisedale Hause.

4 Drop L to follow S shore 
Grisedale Tarn. (Short-cut: 

path E up steep spur to Fairfi eld 
summit).

5 Before tarn’s foot, slant 
up R on small path to 

Deepdale Hause. Turn back R 
to cross Cofa Pike. Final 
steepening, scrambly rocks or 
bypass R, to Fairfi eld summit.

6 Head S to fi nd cairned 
path and ridgeline 

over Great Rigg to Heron 
Pike.

7 Path down S 
300m, then turn 

W down grassy slopes 
to Alcock Tarn.

8 Cross dam to path N 
alongside tarn, 

down into Greenhead Gill 
hollow, and downstream 
to Swan Inn on A591.
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Further information
MAP: Ordnance Survey 
1:50,000 Landranger 

sheet 90 (Penrith); Harveys 
1:25,000 Superwalker Lake 
District East 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT: Bus 
555 Keswick – 

Windermere passes the walk 
start (0871 200 2233)

i INFORMATION: TIC 
Ambleside (015394 

31576) www.amblesideonline.
co.uk

Helm Crag and Grasmere 
from Alcock Tarn path

Crossing Cofa Pike Seat Sandal from Grisedale Tarn

blow the woolly hat right o�  of 
my head.

� e path down Seat Sandal to 
Grisedale Hause is eroded slippery 
stones between some small crags. 
A bit of a bore? Not when the wind 
tries to slide you sideways, hail 
piles up in every footstep, while the 
cloud tears like damp newspaper 
to show a corner of wind-whipped 
tarn below.

From Grisedale Hause, the 
exciting way up Fair� eld is along 
the shore of that tarn, and a � ne 
slanty path up the rocky slope 
to Deepdale Hause; followed by 
lovable little Cofa Pike and a slaty 

scramble above. But on a day 
with plenty of weather, even the 
unexciting way is exciting as well. 
A� er shivering brie� y behind 
the broken wall, it’s o�  up the 
steep zigzags, soon with nothing 
but the stony slope and the mist 
zipping past.

� e shivery pause at the pass 
had been for studying my lines 
on the plateau above. Paths don’t 
show on Fair� eld’s stony summit; 
ridgelines are not de� ned. � e 
wind was gentler than expected, 
but even so it was good to 
know my bearings and slopes 
without needing to pull out the 

� apping map. A� er 10 minutes of 
compasswork I was down on the 
path towards Great Rigg. A steep 
drop on the le�  now makes the way 
well-de� ned, as well as supplying 
20m and more of exciting slopey 
scenery before fading into the grey. 
And in case of any lassitude a� er 
the intense session of wondering 
about the compass, zest was added 
by a zippy little hailstorm.

On the steeper � ank of Heron 
Crag the wind drops, and then 
comes the comforting moment 
of emerging from the clouds. 
Yes, I believe in my compass and 
my map. But it’s so much easier 
to believe my eyes, seeing the 
expected Alcock Tarn spread out 
below. Alcock’s an odd one, a tarn 
perched half way up a steepish 
hillside, with wide views of a 
valley-ful of cloud slowly moving 
across the bottom of Helm Crag.

WH Murray says to do 
something a bit di�  cult. But it was 
a di� erent Bill Murray who told 
us, in ‘Groundhog Day’: “It’s gonna 
be cold, it’s gonna be grey, and it’s 
gonna last you for the rest of your 
life.” When it’s like that in Lakeland, 
here’s what to do. Give yourself a 
shortish day with a bit of rugged 
country, a navigational challenge, 
and a steep-sided ridgeline. It’s Seat 
Sandal weather!  
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12.5km/7.5 miles/4-5 hours
Ascent 550 m/1800 ft66

Upper Eskdale, Lake District  ENGLAND

Walked by
Terry Abraham

In Upper Eskdale you’ll leave behind the 
hordes of tourists for solitude and and 
arguably the greatest mountain views 
in all of England, says Terry Abraham. 
Head out from Brotherilkeld Farm, 
and take in the fi nest upland valley in 
the Lake District, exploring the Great 
Moss, Gait Crags and Yew Bank. 

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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Don’t miss the accompanying 
feature on p32

Start/Finish
Brotherilkeld Farm 
GR: NY212013 

1 Either catch the Lil’Ratty 
railway and walk to 

Brotherilkeld Farm or drive to 
the car park at the foot of 
Hardknott Pass. After passing 
through the farm and a couple of 
gates, you’ll reach open ground. 
It’s worth diverting from the 
marked path down to the River 
Esk and its clear pools and 
tumbling waterfalls. 

6 Once you reach the opposite 
side, head SSW and you will 

come across a worn track on the 
fell. Follow this and aim for Yew 
Bank and, from there, Hard Knott.

*  See the Lake District National Park Authority’s guidance on wild camping at 
www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/visiting/wheretostay/wildcamping

Further information
Map: Ordnance Survey 
1:50,000 Landranger 

sheet 90 (Penrith); Harveys 
1:25,000 Superwalker Lake 
District West

i Information: 
Ambleside TIC, 

015394 32582 
www.eskdale.info

2 Continue up the valley, where local NT teams 
have been planting large numbers of trees as 

part of the local rewilding effort. Eventually you’ll 
encounter one of Lakeland’s most picturesque 
packhorse crossings – Lingcove Bridge – along with a 
large sheepfold, which affords some shelter on wet 
and dreary days.

3 Cross the bridge and follow a clear path 
upwards and around the crag of Scar 

Lathing. The view opens up to reveal the 
Great Moss and the towering shattered rock 
of the Scafells. The ground becomes rougher 
here as opposed to a well-used path on the 
opposite side of the now gently fl owing Esk. 

4 Once in line with 
Cam Spout Crag, 

you’ll note a faint sheep 
trod through the boggy 
marsh of the Great Moss. 
Aim for the higher and 
drier ground on the other 
side, where there are 
good spots for wild 
camping*. 

5 Continue south-east 
through open fell 

country, aiming for Lingcove 
Beck. The fl anks of Hard 
Knott point to a bend below 
Crinkle Crags, which can be 
a good place to cross the 
river. But it can get boggy 
around here – knee-deep in 
places.

8 Head SW across open 
country for Hardknott Fort 

(one of the fi nest Roman remains 
in Britain) From the fort a number 
of clearly waymarked paths lead 
you back down the fell to the start 
of the walk.

7 Some say Hard Knott’s 
summit affords the best 

views of the Scafells and 
arguably the whole of the Lake 
District. But you’ll know better of 
course, having explored the 
inner bowels of Upper Eskdale. 
As best you can, dance amongst 
the rocky outcrops and marshy 
ground to descend several 
metres. After about 8 minutes, 
the ground steepens to reveal 
the River Esk and soft grassy 
ground but more importantly the 
hidden gem that is the Eskdale 
Needle. Do take care underfoot 
as you approach its base.
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9 km/5.5 miles/3-3½ hours
Ascent 380m /1245ft7

Wasdale Round, Cumbria  ENGLAND

Walked by
Vivienne Crow

This short excursion on the far eastern fringe of the Lake District 
provides a taste of the forgotten Shap Fells: an empty landscape 
with little in it but sheep, rolling hills and a single, abandoned 
farmstead. This lonely valley is a world away from its namesake 
on the other side of the National Park: no Three Peaks hordes 
here. The circuit of the dale takes in Whatshaw Common 
(485m), Great Yarlside (585m) and Wasdale Pike (565m).

Don’t miss the accompanying 
feature on p52

Further information
Map: Ordnance Survey 
1:25,000 Explorer sheet 

OL7 (English Lakes, SE Area)

i Information: Penrith 
Tourist Information 

Centre, 01768 867466 or 
www.visiteden.co.uk 

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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Start/Finish
Large layby at Shap Summit 
on the eastern side of the 
A6 (GR: NY553062)

1 Go through gate on 
western side of A6 and 

then another two large gates 
in quick succession. Walk 
beside fence on L. Sometimes 
a wall, sometimes a fence, this 
boundary is followed over 
Whatshaw Common and on to 
Great Yarlside. 

2 From Great 
Yarlside’s summit, 

go through metal gate in 
fence and turn R. A faint 
path runs parallel with 
fence on R. Reaching 
gate in fence, keep 
straight ahead, crossing 
remains of old fence.

3 From cairn on top of Wasdale Pike, step 
across fence on R. Head E for about 500m 

and then swing SE, aiming for abandoned farm 
buildings at Wasdale Head below.

4 Reaching the ruins, 
turn R along track 

beside wall. Stay with wall 
and then line of old 
fenceposts when track 
swings away to the R.

5 Ford Wasdale Beck and head 
uphill with fenceposts.

6 About 375m after 
beck, turn R along faint 

track. Track later becomes 
faint path that leads to the 
wall and fence followed at 
start of walk. Turn left to 
retrace steps.  
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16km/10 miles/5-5½ hours
Ascent 781m/2560ft88

Borrowdale and Bretherdale, Cumbria  ENGLAND

Walked by
Vivienne Crow

Taking a walk through Bretherdale and 
Borrowdale is like taking a step back in 
time: many of the old hill farms have been 
abandoned and it’s as if the landscape has 
been frozen in history. Farm machinery 
lies rusting in the fi elds, the roofs of stone 
barns are long gone, drystone walls are 
topped with thick, spongy layers of moss 

and native trees have reclaimed some 
hillsides. This route links the two valleys by 
fi rst crossing the Whinash ridge via an old 
track known as Breasthigh Road and then, 
having explored Bretherdale using quiet 
lanes and fi eld paths, returns to Borrowdale 
via the low fells of Roundthwaite Common..

Don’t miss the accompanying 
feature on p52

Further information
Map: Ordnance Survey 
1:25,000 Explorer sheets 

OL7 (English Lakes, SE Area) and 
OL19 (Howgill Fells and Upper 
Eden Valley) 

i Information: Penrith 
Tourist Information Centre, 

01768 867466 or www.
visiteden.co.uk 

Start/Finish
Layby on western side 
of A6, a few metres 
south of Huck’s Bridge 
(GR: NY552037)

1 Walk north along 
A6, cross road 

bridge and go through 
gate on R. Head 
downstream for 400m.

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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2 Turn L on 
reaching 

rough track close 
to ford. 

3 Reaching surfaced lane 
at Bretherdale Head, 

turn right. Turn L immediately 
after lane crosses beck at 
Midwath Stead. 

4 At top of rise, take bridleway 
on R. Descend through fi elds 

to a track close to abandoned farm 
at Low Whinhowe. Bear L.

5 Turn R along road 
at Greenholme. 

Keep right at next 
junction – towards 
Tebay and Kendal. 

6 Immediately 
after lane 

crosses 
Roundthwaite 
Beck, turn R along 
beckside track. 
Beyond cottages, 
take track rising 
sharp L. Bear R 
when this splits.         

7 Immediately after farm 
gate with ‘access land’ 

informational panel beside it, 
bear L to climb to Jeffrey’s 
Mount. Continue past summit 
cairn and then follow grassy 
path W. About 1.6km beyond 
Jeffrey’s Mount, trail reaches 
Belt Howe and swings N on 
descent.

8 About 100m after 
small boulder to R 

of path, turn L (SSW, 
veering WSW).

9 As track swings 
left immediately 

above farm at Low 
Borrowdale, go 
through gate on R. 
Head upstream. 

10 About 1.6km 
after crossing 

bridge over Borrow Beck, 
bear L at fork. Turn R along 
A6 to return to layby.   
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20.5 km/13 miles/
6½-7½ hours
Ascent 943m/3094ft99

Langdale Round, Howgills  ENGLAND

Walked by
Vivienne Crow

Whichever route you 
choose, reaching the highest 
point in the Howgills, The 
Calf, involves striding out 
along broad, sweeping 
ridge-tops with superb, 
far-reaching views: an 
uninterrupted outlook on 
the Lake District, miles and 
miles of Pennine skyline and 
glimpses of the Yorkshire 
Dales’ highest peaks as well 
as Morecambe Bay. This 
walk approaches from the 
north, climbing Middleton 
and Simon’s Seat on the 
way, and returning via 
Hazelgill Knott and West 
Fell to complete a high-
level circuit of Langdale.

Further information
Map: Ordnance Survey 
1:25,000 Explorer sheet OL19 

(Howgill Fells and Upper Eden 
Valley)

i Information: Penrith Tourist 
Information Centre, 01768 

867466 or www.visiteden.co.uk

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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Don’t miss the accompanying 
feature on p52

Start/Finish
Rough verge parking 
at Bowderdale Foot 
(GR: NY677046)

1 Walk W to 
lane-end. Head L 

at Long Gill and 
through gate on R. 
Heading generally W, 
cross several fi elds to 
reach farm at Cotegill.

2 Turn L along minor road, 
which later becomes track. 

Keep straight on through gate when 
this swings right. 

3 After next gate, aim for 
bridge at confl uence of 

Uldale and Langdale becks - 
about 1.1km SW.

4 After crossing, 
follow ridge 

roughly SE from 
Middledale End, past 
trig pillar on Middleton 
and on to Simon’s Seat. 

5 From top, 
descend steep 

southern slopes. Cross 
saddle and climb to 
Bleagill Head on faint 
track. 

6 Nearing Breaks Head, head to 
S edge of fell and then turn SE 

along clear path. From saddle, climb 
Bush Howe. Bear L at fork before 
path reaches White Fell Head. 7 From trig pillar on The Calf, 

take broad path NNE. 

8 Immediately after 
circular pool, take path 

on L to walk out along West 
Fell’s long ridge.

9 Where path meets wall, 
continue NNE. Where 

wall meets fence, go through 
gate. Head NE across enclosure. 
Go through gate next to conifer 
plantation. Follow track to road 
and turn R to return to 
Bowderdale Foot.
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Great Coum, 
Yorkshire Dales  ENGLAND

Start/finish
Cowan Bridge GR: 
SD635765

1 Walk along main road 
to the bridge and turn 

upstream beside Leck Beck. 

4 Skirt the waterfall, and 
accompanying a fence, head N 

onto Casterton Fell. 

Grand views above a subterranean labyrinth

LECK FELL AND EASE GILL 
are more familiar to cavers than 
walkers, an area peppered with 
pots, holes and sinks leading to 
Britain’s longest and most complex 
cave system. Around 47 miles of 
subterranean passages have been 
mapped since its discovery in 1946 
and exploration continues. But pick 
a � ne day and there’s plenty to see 

above ground too, and you won’t 
have to crawl in the dark and wet to 
appreciate it. 

I set out with Jan from Cowan 
Bridge, initially following Leck Beck 
before joining the lane through the 
hamlet. Returning to meadows we 
continued up the valley and through 
the dappled greenery of Springs 
Wood. � e path later turned up 

Walked by
Dennis Kelsall

25 km/15.5 miles/
6-7 hours
Ascent 762m/2500ft1010

Ease Gill above the 
waterfall at Cow Holes

2  Join lane through Leck, 
returning to river beyond 

Leck Mill. 

3 Continue up valley through 
Springs Wood, later climbing 

to higher ground past the ruin of 
Anneside. Remain high above Leck 
Beck Head before dropping into 
Ease Gill to continue up-valley. 

5 At corner strike 
NE for the summit 

of Crag Hill and carry 
on to Great Coum. 

6 Swing S along the ridge 
over Green Hill and 

Gragareth, descending Ireby 
Fell beside county boundary 
to Stirragap. 

7  Crossing Ireby Beck, pick up 
footpath past Over Hall to 

Ireby and follow lanes back to 
Cowan Bridge.
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The dry valley of Ease Gill’s middle section

� e beck has been progressively 
claimed by a series of sinks higher 
up, the waters threading into a 
complex underground system 
beneath Casterton Fell before 
welling up at Leck Beck Head. 

Approach Great Coum from the 
north and it’s a strenuous climb, 
but from this direction, it was an 
enjoyable plod with ever-changing 
views. Beyond Barbon and 
Middleton fells were Morecambe 
Bay and the Lakeland hills, while to 
the east, Ingleborough, Whernside 
and Pen-y-ghent successively 
showed their heads, and ultimately 
reaching the summit, we gazed 
out to the Howgills and around 
over Rise Hill to Baugh Fell and 
Widdale. 

Swinging south we dropped to 
the County Stone, settling in its 
shelter from the breeze for a late 
lunch. It was still a long walk over 
Green Hill and Gragareth before 
beginning the long descent of Ireby 
Fell, but we had grand views all the 
way. Paddling across Ireby Beck, 
we � nally le�  the hillside, passing 
Over Hall, a picturesque 17th 
Century hall that evolved from 
an original 14th Century forti� ed 
manor. Leaving the tiny hamlet 
behind, it was a pleasant mile back 
along the lanes to Cowan Bridge. 

beside a brackeny side-stream to 
continue north at the moorland 
edge of Leck Fell. � e scenery was 
absorbing; across the valley the 
land rose steeply to Brownthwaite 
and far ahead, the rising bulk of 
Crag Hill and Great Coum kept 
its distance, while earlier on, 
we’d glimpsed across to cairns on 
Gragareth, the famous � ree Men. 

We didn’t drop to Ease Gill 
Kirk and the Leck Beck Head 
resurgence, but it’s certainly worth 
exploration if you’ve not been this 
way before. Instead we skirted 
above the gorge until we met a 
wall, descending beside that to 
the normally dry bed of Ease Gill.  
Further upstream the valley closes 
to a narrow ravine, � ooded by a 
dark pool into which the stream 
plunges. Climbing to the right, the 
gill at the top is equally impressive, 
its � ow contained within 
beautifully sculpted bedrock. 

Looking down to the County Stone 
and along the ridge to Green Hill

Ireby Beck

Further information
Map: OS 1:25,000 Explorer 
OL2 (Yorkshire Dales South 

and West)

i Information: Sedbergh 
01539 620125
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Mendip Hills, Somerset  ENGLAND

Walked by
Roger Butler

All quiet above Cheddar Gorge

CHEDDAR GORGE IS A 
great place to test the old honeypot 
theory. � at’s the one which states 
the vast majority of people only 
ever walk the minimum distance 
from their car and will always 
choose an a� ernoon of aimless 
grockelling rather than a pleasant 
wander through the surrounding 
countryside. � e sedentary folk 

seen clucking over shelves of 
chutney or baskets of � u� y rabbits 
will always please seasoned lovers 
of the outdoors who safely know 
that, just � ve minutes away, the 
crowds will have disappeared and 
the paths will be clear. 

Even at ten o’clock in the 
morning the � rst visitors had been 
gathering around the window of 

an all-year-round Christmas shop 
while others were already sampling 
tiny tumblers of local scrumpy. 
But once we spotted the sign that 
advertised a pub music festival 
close to the famous caves we knew 
it was time to move. Fast.

Despite the tat, the gorge is 
always worth a visit and certainly 
quali� es as one of our great 

Start/Finish
Cheddar
GR: ST463537

1 Walk NE up B3135 
from centre of 

Cheddar for approx 
0.6km, past entrance to 
caves, then turn sharp L 
on narow lane. Take fi rst 
path on R uphill into 
woods.

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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14 km/8.5 miles/6 hours
Ascent 425m/1395 feet11

2 Follow path through trees 
up to large open glades 

and follow signs to path leading 
NE away from the edge of the 
gorge. Continue over stiles/
gates to Piney Sleight Farm, 
then continue N on track to 
meet lane.

3 Turn R, then L on bridleway 
after 200m. Walk N, then turn 

E after gate to climb across fi eld to 
open moor. Head NW to Beacon 
Batch trig point, then turn E 
towards radio masts. 

4 Walk SE on lane for 
800m. Turn R at T 

junction, then L on path 
after 200m to descend 
into valley. Turn R, follow 
track to next lane. 

5 Continue down 
valley for 1.5km, 

then take fork R into 
next valley and 
continue for 800m to 
crossroads.

6 Take path uphill, pass through 
tall steel gate at top, and walk 

WSW along S side of gorge. At 
viewing tower veer L on path to 
steeply descend to lane. Turn R into 
centre of Cheddar.
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Further information
Map: OS 1:25,000 
Explorer sheet 141  

(Cheddar Gorge & Mendip Hills 
West)

Public Transport: Nearest 
station Weston-super-

Mare, from where bus no 126 
provides regular connections to 
Cheddar – see www.fi rstgroup.
com

i Tourist Information: 
Wells TIC, 01749 671770

The tall twisting crags of 
Cheddar Gorge seen from the 
north side of the chasm

of tussocky grass, where skylarks 
sounded like they were in training 
for a choral concert.

A straight track led east to 
Blackmoor and a shallow valley 
that had once echoed with 
industrial activity. � is meandered 
west into Velvet Bottom, an 
important grassland nature 
reserve. � ere were hints of the 
Peak District here with stone walls 
and old lime kilns.

Pungent wild garlic � lled the 
moist air in the shady woods by 
Black Rock, where we crossed 
the road and climbed through 
hazel coppice and over smooth 
tree roots onto the southern edge 
of the gorge. � ere were a few 
people about, but away from the 
path any of the dozen or so rocky 
viewpoints were like private 
boxes at a posh theatre. Jackdaws 
wheeled below and from up here 
we could imagine how, long ago, 
the roar of glacial meltwater had 
created the impressive canyon.

� e large reservoir below 
Cheddar glinted in the sun and 
the distant Quantocks formed a 
hazy horizon. We dropped down 
to Jacob’s Ladder where the more 
adventurous day trippers were 
hu�  ng and pu�  ng their way up 
247 concrete steps to a lighthouse-
shaped viewing tower set well 
beyond the end of the gorge. Give 
me Beacon Batch any day!  

limestone landmarks. Away from 
those so-called visitor facilities, the 
towering cli� s and tall shadowy 
crags render the twisting road 
along the foot of the chasm into a 
minor irrelevance. Cheddar is the 
gateway to some of the most varied 
scenery in Somerset and we 
looked forward to high pastures, 
open moorland and secretive 
wooded valleys.

� e woods rose steeply to 
emerge onto sunny glades where 
brimstone butter� ies undulated 
along the edge of the scrub. 
We le�  glimpses of the gorge 
behind to head  through � elds of 
buttercups and past lonely farms 
to Beacon Batch, the highest point 
of the Mendip Hills. A bridleway 
slanted uphill to meet the rough 
unimproved heather and humps 

Drifts of wild garlic line 
the track through the 
woods below Black Rock

Looking west from the south 
side of the gorge, which is 
internationally famous for 
its geology and wildlife
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Walked by
Neil Price

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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Start/Finish
Car park at Idwal Cottage 
SH649603

1 From the car park head off on the 
clear path behind the toilet block 

and snack kiosk to come to a gate. Go 
through this and over the bridge 
continuing on the track to a fork. 

Gldyer Fawr, Snowdonia WALES

7.5km/5 miles/4-5 hours
Ascent 720m/2362ft12

2 Take the path to your right, 
bearing south-west. You will 

come to the shores of Llyn Idwal. 
Follow the obvious path, staying on the 
east side of the lake past Idwal Slabs 
and up through Devil’s Kitchen. 
Eventually the path will bring you out 
at Llyn y Cwm.

3 A path, faint at fi rst, heads 
east to the bottom of a scree 

slope. Follow it as it climbs south, 
then south-east to the summit of 
Glyder Fawr.

A Sleep that Rocks

5 Head east 
making your 

way to the lake’s 
shores then follow 
the path back 
down to your start 
point.

4 Now descend in an 
easterly direction, taking 

the path that skirts above The 
Nameless Cwm. You will arrive 
at the top of Y Gribin, a Grade 1 
scramble. Make your way 
down the rock above Llyn 
Bochlwyd. 

SOMETIMES IT’S HARD TO 
make time for the mountains 
in our busy lives, which is why, 
for me, this walk is so perfect. 
Depending where you’re 
coming from, you can drive up 
(or down) to Snowdonia on a 
Friday night a� er work (or on a 
Saturday morning) and still have 
enough time to get yourself into 
Snowdonia’s hilly heartland. I did 
just this, arriving in the Ogwen 
Valley not long a� er 5pm. As 

Peering into the 
Devil’s Kitchen 
from the shores 
of Llyn Idwal

See the Snowdonia National Park Authority’s guidance on wild camping 
at www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/faqs/wild-camping
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Further information
Maps OS 1:50,000 
Landranger sheet 115; OS 

1:25,000 Explorer  sheet 17

i Tourist Information 
Betws-y-Coed Tourist 

Information Centre, 01690 
710426; www.eryri-npa.gov.uk

Public Transport Snowdon 
Sherpa bus S6 service to 

Liyn Ogwen from Bethesda to 
Pen Y Pass, via Capel Curig; 
tinyurl.com/snowdonsherpa

Sunset and sunrise 
– either is perfect on 
Glyder Fawr

image of a cheesy metal band, but 
don’t be fooled, it has more rock 
then any band could handle! When 
I arrived at Llyn y Cwm I pitched 
my tent then watched the sun go 
down over a hot drink. 

Waking up early surrounded 
by the mountains, I headed up 
Glyder Fawr for sunrise. � e 
views over to Snowdon from its 
summit are particularly inspiring 
– its pyramidal shape instantly 
recognisible. I spent time exploring 
the splintered rock formations that 
protrude from its expansive top. 
Some reports suggest that the word 
‘Glyder’ comes from the Welsh 
word for ‘heap of stones’; whether 
accurate or not, it certainly is an 
apt description. Some are great for 
scrambling up to prepare for what 
comes next on this route.

I continued along the edge of 
the Nameless Cwm, my sight set 
on a decent down the Grade 1 
scramble of Y Gribin. It was hard to 
concentrate on the rock with such 
fantastic views over to Tryfan all 
the way down to Llyn Bochlwyd. 
As I reached the lake I took one last 
look up to where I’d come from. I 
felt satis� ed that the little free time 
I’d had spare I’d made the most of 
in these mountains.   

everyone was leaving the peaks for 
the evening I made my way up past 
the last few climbers on the famous 
Idwal Slabs. 

I stopped for a drink and 
looked over to Pen yr Ole Wen 
opposite, the sky re� ecting in 
Llyn Idwal below. � e lake is said 
to be named a� er Prince Idwal 
Foel, the grandson of an ancient 
King of Wales. Some say he was 
drowned in it, but it is more likely 
that he was cremated beside it a� er 
death in battle in 942AD, as was 
customary for Celtic nobility.

I continued up through the 
boulder-strewn Devil’s Kitchen – a 
name that (to me) conjures up an 

The perfect spot for a 
wild camp at Llyn y Cwn

Looking up at Y Gribin 
from Llyn Bochlwyd
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Great Staple Tor
and Great Mis Tor, 
Dartmoor  ENGLAND

Walked by
by Roger Butler 

Walking above the Walkham

THE ROCKY TOPS NORTH OF 
the road between Tavistock and 
Princetown form the south-
western corner of what are o� en 
called the ‘High Moors’ or, to be 
geographically accurate, the north 
moors. Whatever name you might 
use, these eye-catching tors o� er 
some of the best views on 
Dartmoor and, if you can avoid the 

clammy mists or soggy carpets of 
wet straw, the walking is usually 
straightforward and exhilarating.

First up, on the west side of 
the Walkham valley, were Cox 
Tor and Great Staple Tor. � e 
latter is famous for its steeples of 
granite and the tallest tower has 
a statesmanlike authority that 
looks north over Langstone Moor. 

Strange shapes caught the eye 
and, despite having stood rigid 
for several million years, a few 
rocks looked quite precarious. In 
days gone by, predatory granite 
poachers sometimes tried to take 
stone and the series of boundary 
markers around Roos Tor were 
erected to try to ward o�  potential 
troublemakers.

Start/Finish
Small car park on north side 
of B3357, GR: SX540750

1 Walk N from car park for 
600m to Middle Staple 

Tor, then veer NW for 1km to 
Cox Tor. Turn E to reach Great 
Staple Tor and continue NNE, 
over Roos Tor, for 2km. Now 
head NW for 1.3km to reach 
White Tor. 

Gradient profi le Metres above sea level
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15 km/9.5 miles/6 hours
Ascent 530m/1750 feet1313

2 Head E onto Petertavy Great 
Common and walk for 2km 

towards head of River Walkham. 
Cross top of valley and walk SSW 
for 1.3km to top of Great Mis Tor.

3 Descend W from rocky top, with wall 
on L, to cross river (if water is high 

use Open Access land on E bank to walk S 
to B3357). Then cross leat (look for a 
couple of small bridges) and walk SW up 
slopes to return, via Great Staple Tor, to 
car park.
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Always take a map and compass with you. Ordnance Survey mapping © Crown copyright Media 038/13

Further information
Map: OS 1:25,000 
Explorer sheet OL28 

(Dartmoor)

i Tourist Information: 
Tavistock TIC, 01822 

612938
Public Transport: Nearest 
station Gunnislake, with 

bus links to Tavistock and the 
start of the walk. See 
www.travelinesw.com for full 
timetables

Changeable weather 
in a panorama 
looking south from 
Great Staple Tor

as a heavily loaded juggernaut. All 
that remained of any view was the 
broad silvery streak of the Tamar, 
shining like a Biblical vision 
amidst the black menacing clouds. 
We might have been 12 miles 
away, but the massive supports of 
Brunel’s railway bridge were clearly 
silhouetted as they rose from 
the con� nes of the shimmering 
estuary. Hail stung like a swarm of 
angry bees but was soon followed 
by a strange � urry of snow which 
seemed to blow straight out of the 
freshly revealed blue sky.    

A quick march took us 
past ancient cairns and old tin 
workings to White Tor, where 
walls marked the boundaries 
of ancient settlements and the 
earthworks of an Iron Age fort 
looked over Cuddlipton Down 
and the River Tavy. � ere was 
further archaeological interest 
as we walked east over Petertavy 
Common, passing more cairns 
and a couple of standing stones on 
the way to Great Mis Tor and its 
impressive castellated ramparts. 
� e rocky walls reminded me of 
Jericho but the heavily jointed 
towers looked more like Lego.

All a� ernoon, out west, a 
dark storm had been boiling 
and steaming like a giant engine 
and it eventually chugged out of 
Cornwall and crossed into Devon 

Roos Tor, with White Tor in the far 
distance, framed by the granite 
outcrops on Great Staple Tor

The River Walkham rushes 
the valley between Great 
Staple Tor and Great Mis Tor

� e valley below Great Mis 
Tor feeds the River Walkham and 
is also home to the Grimstone & 
Sortridge Leat. � is might sound 
like a prop from a Wallace and 
Grommitt � lm, but the narrow 
man-made cut has been supplying 
water to isolated houses and 
farms for more than 700 years. 
� e leat is now one of Dartmoor’s 
last working waterways though 
the view down to its contouring 
channel was somewhat confusing. 
It de� nitely appeared to climb up 
the side of the valley and it was 

hard to believe this was just an 
illusion.

We had to gingerly leapfrog the 
river, jump the leat and negotiate 
� elds of rocky clitter on the way 
back towards Great Staple. A small 
pool threw back the last rays of 
a� ernoon sun and the amble back 
down to the road was easygoing 
compared to some of the damp 
patches up on the higher ground.  

Note: Access to part of the route may be 
restricted at times. For information refer to 
the map, ring 0800 4584868 or visit 
www.access.mod.uk
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CICERONE NEW GUIDES
for new adventures

New in June
The Two Moors Way
Walking in the North Wessex 
Downs
Walking the Jurassic Coast
Walking on the Isle of Man (new edition)

E-books and e-routes now available

Choose automatic updates for your 
guidebooks on cicerone.co.uk

Call for a catalogue – 
01539562069

www.cicerone.co.uk
for sales and updates 

monthly e-newsletter
Also: www.cicerone-extra.com 
for longer articles and advice

The Two Moors Way

Durable and versatile Mountainsmith packs  
and bike cubes from www.bryht-design.co.uk



Readers’ photos

Next month: ‘Flowing’

Send your pics to editorial@tgomagazine.co.uk 
or The Editor, The Great Outdoors, Newsquest Specialist 
Media, 30 Cannon Street, London, EC4M 6YJ

‘Colour’

In our readers’ photography series, we ask you to send in your best pictures 
on a specifi c theme. Next is ‘Flowing’ by 8 June then ‘Morning View’ by 6 July. 

Tag your Instagram shots with #TGO 
#TheGreatOutdoors and we’ll share them!

Seaweed against rock, 
snapped by Stevi Jackson 
kayaking near Arisaig

Ian Medcalf found this sea of 
green and yellow produced 
by a large concentration of 
bog asphodel

Fungi found by Neil Hird on 
the way up Ben Chonzie
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We are Scotland’s National Outdoor Training Centre.  

We run a wide range of skills courses and qualifications in  
12 different mountain and paddle sports. We have courses for 
all abilities so if you fancy learning a new sport or improving 
a current one, why not come learn with the experts?

Ellis Brigham is the  
official retail partner  
of Glenmore Lodge

Glenmore Lodge instructors 
are kept warm and dry 
thanks to The North Face 
Summit Series Range

www.glenmorelodge.org.uk

Inspiring
Adventure



See the entire Abisko series at  
www.� allraven.co.uk

See the entire Abisko series at  
www.� allraven.co.uk

the abisko family is a series of light-
weight, well-ventilated outdoor garments 
developed for relaxed summer treks. Named 
after the national park and vi l lage of 
Abisko at the foot of Mt. Nuolja in Lapland, 
products in the Abisko family combine 
lightweight and fast-drying fabrics with 
minimalist designs that keep weight low 
while maximising ventilation.  
 Cool and comfortable, the versatile Abisko 
Hybrid Jacket offers practical protection 
from cold summer breezes. With rein-
forcement across the hood and shoulders 
in durable and adaptable G-1000 Lite, the 
jacket is made from our high-performance 
mt fabric. A strong and functional blend 
of polyamide and cotton, mt is perfect for 
summer outdoor adventures. Lightweight 
and quick-drying, it blocks wind yet venti-
lates effectively and its tight weave provides 
upf50+ protection. When not in use, the 
Abisko Hybrid packs down compactly for 
easy storage inside a daysack. 

Abisko Hybrid Jacket  

ABISKO 
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TREKKING TREKKING 
IN 
ABISKO 
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